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1. Background and Methodology
1.1. Background
In April 2012, the Directorate General for Education and Culture of the European Commission (DG
EAC) submitted a request for an expert contribution on behalf of the European Expert Network on
Culture (EENC), involving the preparation of six ad-hoc papers to analyse how the cultural and
creative sectors could foster regional and local development in six EU Member States.
The request arose in the framework of the design and negotiation of the EU’s Cohesion Policy and
the Operational Programmes for the funding period 2014-20. In this context, the Commission is
preparing internal ‘negotiation mandates’ that will identify the type of investments that should be
prioritised, based on an analysis of the national and regional economic outlook of past and current
spending and the identification of potential for development and structural weaknesses to be
addressed. The mandates will allow the Commission to discuss ‘Partnership contracts’ with
Member States, which should ultimately set the strategy, priorities and arrangements for using the
Common Strategic Framework (CSF) Funds in an effective and efficient way to achieve the EU
2020 objectives of ‘smart, sustainable and inclusive growth’.
Initial documents for the design of the CSF of the Structural Funds 2014-20201 have identified a
number of areas in which culture can contribute to the achievement of EU objectives in this field,
including the role of creative clusters and the cultural and creative industries (CCI) in
‘Strengthening Research, Technological Development and Innovation’; the CCI and new forms of
tourism in ‘Enhancing the Competitiveness of SMEs’; cultural heritage and the rehabilitation of
cultural infrastructures in ‘Protecting the Environment and Promoting Resource Efficiency’; and the
development of creative skills and creativity in ‘Investing in Education, Skills and Lifelong
Learning.’ In any case, it can also be argued that the approach taken by preliminary documents
regarding the place of culture in regional development may seem slightly narrow.
The main aim of this paper is to enable DG EAC to identify the potential for strengthening the role
of culture in the Structural Funds’ in Greece. The research has focused on the impact of the Funds
at local, regional and national levels (particularly the European Regional Development Fund and
the European Social Fund). Attention has also been paid to cross-border and interregional funding
for the purposes of territorial development, growth and jobs. The study has been conducted in
parallel to similar analyses in France, Germany, Italy, Poland and Spain.
Culture plays a significant role in terms of the Structural Funds when applied to Greece due to its
vast cultural heritage, but not only. There exists an even greater potential for the future because of
1

European Commission, ‘Elements for a Common Strategic Framework 2014 to 2020: the European Regional
Development Fund, the European Social Fund, the Cohesion Fund, the European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development and the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund’, Commission Staff Working Document, SWD(2012) 61
final; see also its accompanying Annex.
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a vibrant contemporary cultural scene. This observation can be extended to include the creative
and cultural industries but also newly-developed innovative practices which have proven to be
quite resilient despite the crisis. In addition, it could be argued that a strong poetic and societal
basis for culture makes itself felt.
In view of the important role that culture plays in this context, this study shall give, first, a nuanced
understanding of culture in Greece, and then an overview of how culture has been integrated in the
implementation of the Structural Funds in 2007-2013 (Chapter 2). After discussing examples of
good and bad practices in view of the current situation in Greece, there follows a SWOT analysis
addressing the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the cultural and creative
sectors in the light of local and regional development objectives (Chapter 3). Finally, the paper
closes with a section that identifies potential priorities for the European Commission’s negotiation
mandate with Greece, with a view to the implementation of the Structural Funds in 2014-2020
(Chapter 4).
Due to the current crisis affecting Greece, the study has to face the question of whether there is
still a way forward together, within Europe. This includes getting to know the Structural Funds in
Greece better and what role they give to culture. As it also concerns how Greece is currently being
perceived by others, it is most significant what the European Commission president, Jose Manuel
Barroso, stated in early July 2012 at the European Parliament, namely that European integration
and working together are currently threatened by a negative typecast of South European countries,
in particular Greece. He presumes this is made possible by 'easy generalizations' as if 'the Greeks'
stand only for 'bad practices'. By contrast, Barroso reminds that “those who know European history
know how negative was the role of prejudice and the complex of superiority of one part of Europe
over the other. We should not forget that the European project was made precisely to avoid those
divisions of the past and the demons that exist in European history.” 2

1.2. Methodology
The paper is based primarily on comprehensive desk research of relevant documents made
available both by the European Commission and the Greek government, as well as of information
made available directly by the Managing Authorities of the Structural Funds in Greece or found on
relevant websites. In a second step, a set of questions, as provided by Interarts - as EENC
Secretariat and coordinator of all national reports - was sent to the Managing Authorities.3 An effort
was made to cover the national and regional levels by contacting among others the Managing
Authorities (Ministry of Culture, Region North Aegean, European Territorial Cooperation etc.),
experts in various cultural institutions (National Dance School, National Book Centre), managers at
project and local level, and a variety of those active in the cultural sector.

2

James Kaner and Stephen Castle (2012) „Barroso, in a break, lashes out.“ International Herald Tribune. Wed. July 4,
2012, p. 3
3
See Annex 1.
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Given the short period of time available to conduct the research, the responses obtained (95%
response rate) were used primarily to substantiate the qualitative analysis. The process of inquiry
entails naturally various kinds of reflections on Greece in crisis. Finally, a review of the 11 thematic
objectives in conjunction with an outline of investment priorities for the new funding period 2014 –
2020 concludes the report.
The paper does not pretend to be as comprehensive as the study carried out by the
Documentation Centre in Vienna about the Structural Funds in Austria. However, a special
statistical analysis of the creative and cultural industries in Greece was commissioned by Anestis
Mantatzis to supplement this report.4
Although the research into the current funding period 2007 – 2013 was affected by the current
crisis, in most cases interviewees responded eagerly, proving a deep commitment to making the
Structural Fund work in a most substantial way in Greece.
Something else should be added to explain the methodology. In the light of ongoing changes, in
part an outcome of responses to the crisis and measures taken so far to reduce the state deficit,
along with all the political turmoil, social unrest and uncertainties besetting the common citizen
about the future i.e. whether or not Greece shall stay in the Euro-Zone, any qualitative analysis
must rely on a certain degree of previous experience and some intuition in order to anticipate what
lies ahead. The aim is to formulate some practical guidelines for future investment, and that
involves the issues to be taken up but does not end there. For any successful outcome is only
secured when it becomes possible to take care of the details. To initiate such a well-thought
process about future investment, the 11 thematic objectives for the new funding period as provided
by the European Commission may be a good first common reference framework.

4

See special study by Anestis Mantatzis: http://poieinkaiprattein.org/economy/ccis-in-greece-in-reference-to-thestructural-fund-2007-2009-by-anestis-mantatzis/
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2. Qualitative appraisal of Structural Funds in Greece (2007 – 2013) in terms of
culture
2.0. Culture in Greece
Interestingly enough culture in the Greek language is called 'politismos'. It implies, since classical
times, the political self-understanding of the 'Polis' (community), and more precisely, of 'what is
happening in the city'. If this meaning is taken a step further, culture is ‘being actively interested in
what is going on’. In short, it is a kind of curiosity. Such use of the word is much broader than that
used in the context of the EU Structural Funds, which tends to see it as a 'factor of economic
development'. To put it mildly, the Greek term is far more humane, encompassing and stretching
further than the land itself. Given some imagination, it can go even out to the stars and beyond into
an 'infinite' universe. Interestingly enough, in the Greek language the word 'cosmos' stands for
'universe' and 'people'. Spyros Mercouris, the brother of Melina and first co-ordinator of a
European Capital of Culture when Athens had the title in 1985, states consequently that “culture
exists in all our doings, in all our activities. It is knowledge, education, behaviour, freedom of
expression, constructive dialogue, responsibility, understanding and respect for the diversity and
the opinions of others. It is creation, quality and way of life.” 5
In other words, 'politismos' should be kept in mind, when examining possible relationships
between culture and a new economy in the making. This was discussed at the ECCM Symposium
‘Productivity of Culture’ held in Athens 2007.6 It illuminated upon the fact that culture has the
capacity to renew itself. At the same time, it reflects what orientation culture can give. For people
are really dependent upon a 'liveable culture'. It should set them free and let their creativity unfold.
Homer did so by giving them ‘self-confidence’ and a measure of time to know what it takes to face
changes. People are in need of such a culture which does not distort their aims and dreams.
Rather culture lets them understand what they are going through right now, and why certain things
are happening. Only once people are confident in their self-understanding, can they face with
some cautious optimism a still largely unknown future and become productive.
Greece is a land of 'continuity of discontinuity' (Agrafiotis), of 'constant pain' (Seferis) and of great
opportunities 'now as then' (Melina Mercouri) – just to mention a few metaphorical descriptions.
Seferis observed as well 'that once the tourists are back on the boat and depart, they give the
beach back to the wind'. In a land of tourism it says a lot if nature remains untouched, untamed, for
what is happening is not merely seizing opportunities, but equally painful to watch when it destroys
so much. A main core of this culture still upholds this dialogue with the past and relates to this
diverse landscape of sea and mountains. But as already said, modernity has transformed the
5

th

Spyros Mercouris (2012), „The Economy – Europe and the Force of Culture“, Speech given 15 of May at Eugenides
Foundation in Athens (unpublished manuscript)
6
Organized by Spyros Mercouris and Hatto Fischer, together with the ECCM Network (European Cultural Capitals and
Months): www.productivityofculture.org
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landscape. Someone driving into Athens when coming from Corinth along the Attica super highway
specially built in anticipation of the Olympic Games would no longer know the difference with Los
Angeles or elsewhere. Indeed, modernity has made this land look very much the same as
everywhere. Where there used to be donkey paths, four-wheel jeeps drive up steep slopes to a
second home with a double garage although on an island with only one road. With this kind of
development came reckless consumption of space and many new contradictions, which stem from
a recent past but may lead to a loss of values. These breaks have not been let to heal through
good stories about both simple and complex things. Listening to them, they all add up to the same
conclusion, namely that Greece is a unique, equally troublesome complexity of society at risk to go
completely astray due to the current crisis.
True enough, the films of Angelopoulos show that Greece suffers from many breaks and disasters.
That story can start with the tragedy of Asian Minor in 1921 about which Marie Iliou just made a
film in which the burning of Smyrni (Izmir) is shown. Since then the country has gone through
terrible times: Second World War and the harsh German occupation, followed by a horrible Civil
War (1945-48) and due to never-ending fights between Left and Right ended up in a military
dictatorship (1967-74). Resistance became a part of the character. It is best expressed by Elytis in
‘Axion Esti’ or praised or Ritsos' poems turned into songs composed by Theodorakis and known to
all.
Unfortunately all these breaks and reasons for broken values have never been really thematised.
Instead they are simply glossed over, especially by an overt assertion of Greek identity. Most of it
is based on distorted lessons about Greek history and an oversimplified version of the national
narrative. Yet 'false' pride leads very often to corruption. For instance, the tale about the 400 years
of oppression by the Ottoman Empire can be used to suggest that current affairs are just the same.
No wonder then that Greek authorities experience difficulties when wishing to register who owes
the land. It means 'kick back' practices to get things done. The painter Yannis Psychopedis openly
declared he was getting fed up when someone wanted to buy a painting from him, it was expected
of him to hand over under the table one painting for free. That marks as well the difference
between the official and real economy. Not surprisingly, culture is used to draw the line between
insiders and those not knowing the 'code'. It makes culture into a tool to close off markets done
best by highly exclusive practices. Yet the wish to be privileged as a 'Greek' can quickly lead to
Racism and Xenophobia.

2.1 European Funds for Cohesion Policy 2007- 2013
When the allocation of Community resources for the Cohesion Policy for the period 2007-2013,
was decided upon by the European Council in December 2005, Greece was allotted EUR 20.4
billion (in current values) under three headings: the European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF), the European Social Fund (ESF) and the Cohesion Fund.
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The rationale behind the EU Structural Funds has been all along to strengthen socio-economic
cohesion within Europe by overcoming regional disparities and inequalities. At the same time, it
aims to contribute to the EU 2020 vision of 'smart, inclusive and sustainable' development. These
three aspects are up to discussion in the forthcoming negotiations, as such a complex programme
requires a certain adaptation. At regional level this will include a new kind of specialization, the
prerequisite being the creation of platforms which can map resources and decide both the degree
and direction of that specialization. In this context, culture should matter if the rationale behind
such a vast funding programme is to be convincing and understandable not only to managing
authorities or operators of projects, but to the citizens of Europe themselves. Too few know about
this funding framework even though organizations like Culture Action Europe have initiated a huge
campaign to draw attention to the fact that funds for culture can be obtained through this
programme.
That culture is being promoted through the Structural Funds in Greece can be shown through the
table below. During the current funding period 2007 – 2013, EUR 284 million were destined to the
protection and preservation of cultural heritage, EUR 160 million to the development of cultural
infrastructure, and EUR 39 million to the support of cultural services.
Structural Funds 2007 – 2013 in Greece
Figures in EUR and % of overall available funds in Greece
Community
Support

20,210,261,445

Culture amount Culture

483,445,000

Protection and Development
Improvement of
Preservation of of
cultural cultural
cultural
infrastructure
services
heritage
2.4%

1.4%

0.8%

0.2%

Figures in EUR and % of resources destined to culture within the Structural Funds in Greece
Development of cultural infrastructure
Other assistance to improve cultural services
Protection and preservation of the cultural heritage

160,250,000

33.1%

39,210,000

8.1%

283,985,000

58.7%

Source: EU Cohesion Policy: http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/themes/index_en.htm

7

Greece finds itself in a transitory period as far as its regions are concerned, partly because of
changes derived from a legislative reform. 8

7

Note: „The EU's Cohesion Policy is funded from three EU sources - the European Regional Development Fund or
ERDF, the European Social Fund or ESF and the Cohesion Fund. Each fund is governed by a regulation outlining its
main priorities. The priority themes used in this report form part of the common categorisation system used for data
collection and exchange between the Commission and the managing authorities. While investment in some priority
themes is funded exclusively by one fund others can be financed by more than one fund given the range of activities that
are involved.“
8
Law 3852/2010 “Kallikratis”Administrative Reform (new responsibilities for the regions, including culture and tourism,
and increased responsibilities for island municipalities).
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While all Greek regions had been categorized under Objective 1 during the 2000 – 2007 period, in
the current period they are divided into ‘Convergence’, ‘Phasing out’ and ‘Phasing in’ regions, as
shown below:
Fund allocations for 2007 - 2013
Objective

Regions

Total amount in Euros

Objective Convergence

8 regions

9.4 billion

Phasing out

3 regions (Attica, Central and
Western Macedonia)

6.5 billion

Phasing in

2 regions (Mainland Greece,
Southern Aegean)

0.63 billion

Objective 3(cross-border / transnational cooperation)

0.21billion

Source: http://www.espa.gr/en/pages/staticfinanced.aspx

2.2 National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF)
The NSRF (National Strategic Reference Framework) 2007–2013 “…ensures that the assistance
from the Funds is consistent with the Community strategic guidelines on cohesion and identifies
the link between Community priorities, on the one hand, and the national reform programme, on
the other.”
It should be noted that the NSRF pertains to the revised Lisbon Strategy and the National Reform
Programme for Development and Employment 2005-2008. Subsequently the NSRF targeting is
structured on 4 levels:
• the NSRF strategic objectives level,
• the thematic (5) and spatial (3) priorities level, as required by the General Regulation of the
Funds,
• the level of the General Objectives, in which each thematic priority is subdivided,
• the level of special targets and of main means of achievement.
Accordingly, out of the total of EUR 16.7 billion, EUR 12.36 billion is used to fund the new
Operational Programmes by means of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), while
the remaining EUR 4.36 billion goes through the European Social Fund (ESF). Additionally,
Community funds of EUR 3.7 billion are earmarked for Greece through the Cohesion Fund. This
corresponds to the EUR 20.4 billion provided by the EU’s Cohesion Policy in 2007-2013. Finally,
EUR 3.9 billion, are invested in Greek regions, through the Programmes of the Ministry of Rural
10
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Development and Food. These resources are part of the European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development (EAFRD) and the European Fisheries Fund (EFF).
The development strategy in Greece takes also into consideration national policies stipulated by
the following references:
•
•
•
•
•

the National Report on Social Protection and Social Inclusion Strategy 2006 - 2008
the Digital Strategy 2006-2013
the “Plan for the Development of Transports for 2007-2013 and twenty-year plan”
the National Port Policy
the National Strategic Rural Development Plan for Greece 2007 – 2013

The NSRF faces a series of problems as it has been overseeing a number of projects paid for by
the Structural Funds and which are linked to large-scale public works, but which have incurred
repeatedly into difficulties in absorbing the available funds. There is the proposal on the table to
allow the Minister of Development to oversee all procedures in order to speed up the
implementation process.

2.3 The architecture of the Structural Funds in Greece (2007 – 2013)
When the National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF) was decided upon in 2005, it reduced
the number of Operational Programmes as compared with the 2000–2006 period. The aim was to
have in place a more flexible management, by implementing the Structural Funds through only
eight (8) Sectoral OPs and five (5) Regional OPs, as well as twelve (12) European Territorial
Cooperation OPs (including cross-border, transnational and interregional schemes).
In the current funding period no sectoral OP for culture was foreseen. Instead culture receives
funds through different National and Regional OPs. The following statement by the Director of the
Managing Authority of the Ministry of Culture gives a brief account of what happened when funding
for this period was under negotiation:
“The support and valorisation of Culture constitutes a vital factor in the economic development of
the country. Culture has direct and indirect results leading to:
Ø the strengthening of the economy at national, regional and local levels, contributing to
employment and the creation of income;
Ø there are wider positive impacts on the national economy since, especially the
archaeological sites and museums, attract visitors who, in general, belong to the ‘qualitative
categories of tourists’ that search not only entertainment but also contact with the culture
and traditions of the places that they visit.
For the above reasons, the support of Culture was included, after the intervention by the Ministry of
Culture, in the general objectives of NSRF as General Objective 17, under the title “Promoting
Culture to the level of a vital factor of the country’s economic development”.
11
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Unfortunately, despite the excellent performance of the Ministry in the 3rd CSF (2000-06), the
inclusion of a separate operational programme for culture was not decided upon. For this reason,
the possibility of the Ministry to have funds for culture through the Regional Operational
Programmes and certain national or sectoral ones (like the one of Digital Convergence, of
Competitiveness and of Education /Lifelong Learning) was proposed by the Ministry, but only
9
partially achieved.”

In practice, the Ministry of Culture still plays a pivotal role when it comes to implement funding for
culture. This is made possible by interministerial agreements. It could be argued that this role
which partly resembles that of a Managing Authority was granted thanks to the Ministry’s
effectiveness in the previous funding period 2000 – 2006. During the current period the Ministry of
Culture oversees the following elements:
A. In every ROP, three code numbers (58, 59 and 60) refer to respectively:
a) Projects for the protection, valorization and promotion of archaeological sites and monuments
b) Projects of restoration and upgrading of museums and other cultural buildings (infrastructures)
c) Actions promoting modern culture
B. Similar code numbers exist in the OP of Competitiveness, since, as mentioned above, culture
constitutes a vital parameter for economic development.
Finally, projects of Culture are financed through other National OPs to ensure:
•
•
•

•

documentation, digitalization of cultural content and the development of applications for
their uploading on the internet (OP Digital Convergence);
the implementation of educational programmes with cultural themes in the context of school
education (OP Education and Life Long Learning);
the simplification of administrative processes – including through the use of ICT – of bodies
supervised by the Ministry of Culture, aimed at improving the services to citizens (OP
Administrative Reform);
social work projects in the domain of culture are realized through cooperation of the
Ministry's services with NGOs and through the OP 'Development of Human Resources'
funded by the ESF.

Regional Operational Programmes
For the implementation of the country’s development planning during the 2007-2013 programming
period, Greece was divided into five regions, corresponding to fiveROPs, as follows:
• ROP Macedonia - Thrace10
9

Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Greece: written answers provided to questionnaire.
See case study of Thessaloniki Book Fair, below and Annex 3.

10
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• ROP Western Greece – Peloponnese – Ionian Islands
• ROP Crete and the Aegean Islands: with actions for culture linked to sustainable
development, cultural heritage, tourism and quality of life. The region of Crete shows a
more specific approach to culture, which serves to explain the higher budget devoted to this
field.
• ROP Thessaly - Mainland Greece – Epirus
• ROP Attica11
ROPs for all the Regions intend to cover a common core of interventions. They are as follows:12
• social infrastructure;
• health and social solidarity (infrastructure for hospitals and social welfare facilities, special
units, healthcare and open-care centres, specialised equipment, measures for the
promotion and protection of Public Health);
• culture (reinforcing basic cultural infrastructure, safeguarding and enhancement of cultural
heritage);
• accessibility and environmental projects on a local scale;
• sustainable urban development policies;
• policies in support of mountainous, underdeveloped and island areas.
Through the ROPs culture is funded as follows (in parenthesis the distribution of the total
percentage into the three thematic categories is shown: cultural heritage, cultural infrastructure,
improvement of cultural services):
• ROP Macedonia – Thrace: 7,2% of the total funds (4,7 - 2,1 - 0,4)
• ROP Western Greece – Peloponnese – Ionian islands: 5,9% of the total funds (4,3 -1,2 0,4)
• ROP Crete & Aegean islands (except Notio Aigaio): 5,4% of the total funds (4,1 - 0,1 - 0,2)
• ROP Thessaly- Mainland Greece – Epirus (except Mainland Greece): 3,1% of the total
funds (2,1 - 0,5 – 0,5)
• ROP Attica (Phasing out region): 4,2% of the total funds (1,5 – 2,4 – 0,3)
• ROP Notio Aigaio (Phasing in region): 8,1% of the total funds (3,9 – 2,2 – 2,0)
• ROP Mainland Greece (Phasing in region): 2,3% of the total funds (1,3 – 0,6 – 0,4)

All cultural projects funded through the ROPs are ‘supervised’ by the Ministry of Culture, although
their management is done by the respective Managing Authorities (MAs). However, for the ROPs
of Attica and Ionian Islands there are special programme agreements by which the management of
the cultural components is devolved to the Ministry of Culture because projects are considered as
being of “national interest”. In all ROPs, the largest share of the funding within the cultural chapter
11
12

See case study of Benaki Museum, below and Annex 4.
Source: http://www.espa.gr/en/Pages/staticRegionalOP.aspx
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is devoted to cultural heritage, with the exceptions of Attica, where the development of cultural
infrastructure prevails, and of Notio Aigaio (South Aegean), where the “improvement of cultural
services” is allocated the highest percentage (2,0%) among all ROPs.
European Territorial Cooperation Programs
The Greek MA of the European Territorial Cooperation Programmes is structurally dependent from
the Greek Ministry of Development and Competitiveness 13, which means that it is a state/national
authority. The MA is in charge of five (5) Cross-border Cooperation Programmes:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

“Greece-Bulgaria 2007-2013” (co-funded by ERDF);
“Greece-Italy 2007-2013” (co-funded by ERDF);
“Greece-Cyprus 2007-2013” (co-funded by ERDF);
IPA Programme “Greece-Albania 2007-2013”; and
IPA “Greece-The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 2007-2013”.

All Programmes co-finance structural interventions, which aim at improving the quality and
reinforcing the overall development of the cultural sector in the border areas. The overall strategy
for the development of culture aims at providing for:
•
•

the protection and development of cultural heritage, as well as the development of modern
cultural assets;
a balanced regional development regarding the offer and demand of cultural products and
services, always having in mind the special characteristics of the border regions.

The MA stresses the fact that, when designing all five Programmes, it included a cultural
perspective in each of them both in terms of ensuring their correlation with the framework
documents (Lisbon and Gothenburg Agendas) as well as the national and regional development
plans and by taking into account the views of the relevant cultural actors in the eligible areas. The
claim is made that this led to a 'holistic' approach towards culture and resulted in supporting
projects which aim to:
•
•

protect and mobilise the natural and cultural resources as means for a local-driven
sustainable development;
safeguard natural and cultural heritage from impacts related to economic development.

During the first call of the 2007 – 2013 period projects were selected for funding according to three
priority axes:
1.
Quality of Life
2.
Accessibility
3.
Competitiveness and Human Resources
13

As of June 2012 this Ministry no longer includes 'shipping'
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with measure 1.2 Protection, Management and Promotion of Cultural Resources aiming to fund
culture-related activities: 14
The European Social Fund in Greece 15
The European Social Fund (ESF) in Greece has EUR 4.35 billion available for the funding period
2007-2013. There are four priority areas: human resources, education and lifelong learning,
governance and contingency reserve. Since Greece has been hit hard by the crisis, use of this
fund becomes ever more vital. Given the general lack of employment, training and education, new
measures aim to make both companies and workers more adaptable. Again this could be linked to
the overall question as to what cultural adaptation the entire country must go through in order to
come out of this crisis with new economic perspectives? A certain predominance seems to have
been given all along to gender equality while funds for cultural tourism dominate the list of
priorities.
The Ministry of Culture (now: the Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs, Culture and Sport),in
special collaboration with NGOs, has been using funds made available especially through the OP
Human Resources. Projects funded in this way aim to provide employment opportunities especially
for those working in the cultural sector.
LEADER Program for Rural Development
The LEADER Program exists to support local / regional projects with a cultural dimension. While
the Ministry of Rural Development and Food operates as the Managing Authority16, after public
tendering the programme is in effect run by the private Consultancy Company Lamans S.A. 17 with
expertise in agriculture, fisheries and especially projects abroad. The programme foresees three
priorities, the third of which refers to recognizing and developing natural and cultural resources:
• Improvement of Quality of Life (17%)
• Improvement of Local Products (35%)
• Development of Natural and Cultural Resources (47%)
In this context, funds are available for
• integrated rural territory (Pilot Projects) EUR 346 149 547 (94%);
• support for cooperation between rural territories: EUR 11 890 441 (3%);
• networking: 2 440 000 (1%)

14

Source: Ranking list of projects evaluated under the 1st Call for proposals
www.adriaticipacbc.org/.../Priority_1_ranking_list_31st_March_2001
15
For more information, see http://ec.europa.eu/esf/main.jsp?catId=382&langId=en
16
The ministry's website is http://www.minagric.gr/
17
See http://www.med-leader.gr/ and http://www.lamans.gr/index.php?version=en
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Managing Authorities
The Managing Authorities have been set up to achieve greater efficiency in the implementation of
the EU Structural Funds. At the same time, they have have contributed to setting standards of work
within the national administrative level, as stipulated by the European Commission. The fact that
they may conform special units, apart and separate from the rest of the public administration, is
one critical question when it comes to evaluate their effectiveness. By adapting official EU
documents, they may develop an own language and suggest models of development which might
never be understood by others on the ground.
Ministry of Development and Competition and the Management Organizatoin Unit (MOU)
The Ministry of Development plays a pivotal role in the entire implementation process of the EU
Structural Funds. To implement all OPs while retaining an oversight in order to uphold set
standards, a special service has been installed to assist the Ministry: the Management
Organization Unit (MAO). 18 With the aim to assist all Greek Public Authorities, and funded by
public and private means, it employs over 1000 people to provide training and to develop
guidelines. It acts as a vital link to such matters as auditing procedures. The latter is based on a
consensus-seeking method to unify procedures within all EU member states.
The MOU action plan, for the Community Support Framework III, focuses on the following areas:
•

•
•
•
•

The operational and organisational structure of the 38 Special Services (Managing
Authorities) for the Community Support Framework, the Cohesion Fund and the Community
Initiatives and recruitment of specialist personnel
Education and on-going training of CSF personnel (Special Services and Final
Beneficiaries)
Advisory, managerial and technical support to bodies (final beneficiaries) implementing EUfunded programmes
Transfer of know-how to bodies managing CSF projects and programmes in Greece and in
EU Member States
Procurement of state-of-the-art office equipment, information technology systems and
modern infrastructure facilities for CSF Managing Authorities 19

It should be noted that the MOU is managerially driven, and has not issued guidelines on culture.

18

The Unit is set up to assist Greek Public Authorities in the effective management of EU-funded programs. See
www.mou.gr
19
Source: MOU (2007-2013)
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Paying and Auditing System
In Greece the entire paying and auditing system foresees a specific allocation of responsibilities to
the various authority units (Managing Authority, Certifying Authority, Audit Authority and various
Intermediate Bodies), while implementing the approach to capacity building, training of staff, and
electronic monitoring system according to guidelines specified by MOU.
While efforts have been made to prevent financial irregularities, lack of consensus on this matter
makes it difficult to reach conclusions on their effectiveness. Instead the system has become
stricter, at the same time more complex and therefore tends to burden managers at project level
and others involved because of the need for regular reporting. This is the fact even when the flow
of payments have been at best 'irregular'. 20
Monitoring Committees
The Ops foresee Monitoring Committees according to the overall NSRF plan for 2007-2013. This
applies to both Sectoral and Regional Operational Programs, and is in accordance with the ruling:
“For the monitoring of the effectiveness and the implementation quality of the Operational
Programmes, Articles 63-68 of the Regulation 1083 provide the setting up of Monitoring
Committees for each Operational Programme.” 21

Resume
This summary of the architecture of the administrative set-up in Greece for the implementation of
the EU Structural Funds is by all means not complete. Yet it gives already an idea of its complexity,
in particular since it brings together long-standing practices in Greece and the 'rules and
regulations'fostered by the European Commission.
The overall rationale seems plausible as a model which might work, while the efficient use of funds
is an open question due to the financial control having gone through many phases and
adjustments, while ongoing practices have been at times difficult to monitor and to evaluate. A key
question is whether or not the entire programme remains convincing to those who implement it,
and that outcomes can be ultimately shown as having contributed to development in Greece and
Europe.

20

See Box 8: Greece – Allocation of managing, certifying and auditing responsibilities. In: Davies, Sarah, Frederike
Gross, and Laura Polvari (2008) The Financial Management, Control and Audit of EU Cohesion Policy: Contrasting
Views on Challenges, Idiosyncrasies and The Way Ahead, IQ Net Thematic Paper 23(2), p. 23.
www.eprc.strath.ac.uk/iqnet/.../IQ.../ThematicPaper23(2)Final.pdf
21
http://www.espa.gr/en/Pages/staticMonitoring.aspx
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2.4 Good practices during the funding period 2007 - 2013

th

“The major problem encountered during the 4 programmatic period was the lack of an
independent O.P. in the domain of culture and therefore this can be considered as a case of
bad practice. Conversely, one can consider successful the effort to coordinate resources
devoted to culture via the various regional programmes and certain national/sectoral ones
though the management of part of these resources centrally from the Ministry of
22
Culture/Tourism, but also through coordinated activities being undertaken by the Ministry.”

Of interest is that the funding of culture seems to be working within the current funding period
despite culture not having its own operational programme. Thanks to interministerial agreements,
as previously mentioned, the Ministry of Culture was still integrated in the entire system of
implementation of the Structural Funds. Funds could thus be made available for important cultural
projects, to further upgrade infrastructural efforts especially in the field of digitalisation and to
overcome breaks in payment – an example of discontinuity – to major cultural institutions such as
the National Dance School.
Making good use of the EU Structural Fund for culture – pointing a way into the future
Some examples can illustrate that the EU Structural Funds can make possible significant cultural
development:
Case study: Benaki Museum
The Benaki Museum receives funding from both national (2 objectives: Competitiveness and
Digital Convergence) and Regional Operational Programmes. It includes both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’
actions:23

C.1. Promotion of the collections and events of the BM on the web
The action aims to valorize the philosophy and technology of the Web 2.0. in promoting the
Museum’s artefacts and events. The renewed site will present to the public even collections
which are not on display at the museum, while it will facilitate access to them through a variety of
electronic devices, catering also to people with special needs.
The following collections will be digitalized: the collection of Greek manuscripts, including those
of the Byzantine period; the Giannis Pappas photographic archive; the collection of
Chadjikyriakos-Gikas, the Chinese collection, the toy collection; the Greek jewellery collection,
etc.

22

The Director of the Managing Authority at the Ministry of Culture provided answers in written form to interview
questionnaire – see methodology
23
For funding programmes used by the Benaki Museum, see annex 4.
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C.2. Organisation of Exhibitions and Conference for the Year of El Greco (2014)
Organisation of 2 Exhibitions in 2014 and 2015 at the BM: a) under the theme “the circle of
friends of El Greco in Toledo” and b) focusing on 2 well-known paintings “The Baptism of Jesus
Christ” and “The View of Mount Sinai”, and the organization of an International Conference in
collaboration with the Spanish Committee for the Year of El Greco (2014)
C. 3. Re-valorization and conversion of a classified building into the Toy Museum (in
Phaliron/Athens)
A neo-Gothic building of early 20th century, considered suitable because of its small scale and
morphology, will be converted into a Toy Museum which will house the big toy collection of the
BM dating from the Middle Ages until today, as well as host all relevant events.
C. 4. Extension of the Benaki Cultural Centre on Piraeus str.
It comprises the construction of a 3-floor building as an extension to the Benaki Cultural Centre
on Piraeus Street, in order to ensure added facilities for the enrichment of the functions of the
Museum complex (spaces for non-permanent exhibitions, special warehouses for foreign
civilisation artefacts, spaces for researchers etc.).

Altogether the museum sector in Greece has gone, especially during the phase of preparations for
the Olympic Games in 2004 but also thereafter, through a tremendous period of growth and
innovation. Many good museums have been created. Some museum projects are funded by the
Structural Funds like the Benaki Museum, others seem to take advantage of the so-called spill over
effects of a general demand for museums. This prompted, for instance, the Piraeus Bank to create
a special cultural management unit which oversees a network of local museums, including the
Tsalapatas museum in Volos. The network was short-listed for a Europa Nostra award for cultural
heritage in 2012.
This reflects an overall improvement in preserving and promoting cultural heritage. It goes hand-inhand with the important upgrading of cultural services. Particularly remarkable here are the reforms
at the Byzantine Museum in Athens or elsewhere in many museums throughout the country e.g.
the newly-opened Katzanzakis Museum in Crete or the amazing Archaeological Museum on the
island of Thassos (its displays show how public culture disappeared due to religion.)
Whether or not all museums are affected now in a similar way by the current crisis, it is too early to
tell. Here, for example, the Benaki Museum, as one of the most successful cases until recently, will
prove to be an interesting case. A measure shall be if the museum manages to keep its existing
expertise, necessary to communicate its collections to visitors and experts alike, and this in a most
competent and reliable way.
Case study: Construction of the Museum for Contemporary Art in Athens
Spending priority: promotion of contemporary art
Significance: continues the same principle as the successful project 'Unification of Archaeological
Sites' and will link up with the Acropolis Museum (opened in 2009)
19
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Problems to overcome: the fact that Athens has to date still not a museum for contemporary art
means that current developments in the arts were scarcely disseminated. Also conflicts between
different interest groups linked to famous private galleries prevented the initiative. Different
difficulties prevented progress with the restoration and installation of a modern museum. The
building was a former brewery constructed purely out of cement but due to its high vaults was
considered to have a high architectural value. But once reconstruction finally started, then the
static of the building proved to be more than just problematic. Only once these obstacles were
overcome, funds were released.
1. Title of the Project
National Museum of Contemporary Art (EMST)
2. Programme under which it was funded
24
ROP “Attica” at a total cost of 25.5 million euros
3. Context and objectives
The construction of the EMST building began in 2007 and is expected to resolve the longstanding lack of housing of the Museum, the function of which for the past 11 years has covered
a huge gap in Athens, the only European capital without a National Museum of Contemporary
Art.
4. Activities and results
The completion of the 20,000 sqm of the new museum building will allow the fulfilment of
EMST's founding aims, by joining together all the museum's functions (permanent and
temporary exhibitions, administration, archives, library, auditorium, workshops, art shop, café,
restaurant etc.), and the full development of activities in all areas (permanent collections,
temporary exhibitions, education, production of new works, etc).
Additionally, the housing of the museum in its new building will increase its already high
attendance even further.
The operational budget will result from a mixture of sources: visitors but also sponsors and
collectors; commercial activity through the operation of the art shop, the café, the restaurant and
the spaces made available on a rental basis for various cultural and social events.
5. Assessment
The position of the building, which is its major advantage due to the close proximity to the
historical and commercial centre of Athens, increases the development of a southern cultural
axis in the centre of the capital. Especially the proximity of the National Museum of
Contemporary Art to the New Acropolis Museum and the unification of the archaeological sites is
expected to create a quarter, in which the cultural and artistic diachrony will intersect with
contemporary culture and art, thereby attracting a large number of Greek and foreign visitors.
Further information: www.emst.gr

A leading example for consistent and good efforts to facilitate new artistic expressions through
exceptional curatorial work, but also for competence developed over time by following artistic
trends in a sensitive and knowledgeable way, is Anna Kafetsi, director of the Museum of
24

Under the auspices of the Managing Authority of the Ministry of Culture. For a list of other funded cultural projects,
including the one for the Museum of Contemporary Art, see http://ep.culture,gr/pol/g_dpage04a.aspx?
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Contemporary Art. For years she has struggled to give artists the needed space to express
themselves. As for the outcome, it promises to add to the already highly successful urban
intervention, namely the Unification of Archaeological Sites. Along with the newly-opened Acropolis
Museum, funded to help improve access to Ancient Greek culture, it will create a museum island
and therefore an advanced cultural hub in Athens.

Regional funds for important cultural promotional events – Book-fair, other festivals
Good practice can also be recognised through a pragmatic use of funds made available through
ROP, as regards the significance of promoting culture. It has to be done in a modern context with
the aim to link Greek culture with international developments. Thus funds are used to promote
books and reading, and thereby raise the general literacy level. This official policy is implemented
by the National Book Centre (EKEVI) which uses ESF and ERDF resources, available through the
regional operational programme of Macedonia, to finance its activities, including the organization of
the book fair in Greece.25 Likewise the Structural Funds are used to finance the Thessalonica Film
Festival, the Photo Biennale and the Festival for Contemporary Art. As for the famous Kalamata
Dance Festival, co-financing involves both the Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs, Culture
and Sport and the Municipality of Kalamata.
Kalamata Dance Festival
Over 18 years of continuous good work by now, the festival manages to bring together dancers,
choreographers and audiences. It has the entire local population participating and has become
for Greece a bridge for international cooperation in the field of dance. One key to success is that
its artistic director Victoria Marangopoulou has kept the concept free from any political influence.
Although increasingly faced with a cut back in funds, in 2012 it continues with a shorter program
26
while maintaining its high quality.

Territorial integration and cross-border cooperation projects
A general finding seems to be – see other national reports about the use of the Structural Funds
for culture – that these programmes fund many innovative projects in a double sense: they realize
that culture can be used as factor of development, while at the same time providing opportunities
to safeguard cultural identity and continuity. Interestingly enough all this seems to happen more on
the periphery, and in particular where more 'soft actions' are needed, as is the case with crossborder projects. Here insights are being gained which can become important in the future for the
entire funding programme.
When asked about the role of culture in the Structural Funds, the Managing Authority of European
Territorial Cooperation gave the following answer:
25
26

See annex 3: Thessaloniki Book Fair
For the program July 12 – 19 2012, see http://www.kalamatadancefestival.gr/index_en.php
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“The role of culture within the Structural Funds has evolved in recent years and continues to
evolve. Especially in the field of European Territorial Cooperation its significance has been
broadened; now, it takes under consideration previously-neglected concepts, such as
cooperation, networking and regional cohesion. The Greek Managing Authority of the European
Territorial Cooperation Programmes firmly believes that networking and cultural links can
significantly help to overcome regional disparities, bring people together, strengthen territorial
cooperation and create a common vision for the future of the border areas. Within the European
Territorial Cooperation context, relevant actors understand the significance of culture, as this
becomes apparent by the number of projects submitted and implemented, as well as the
diversity of ideas and stakeholders involved. Culture is and may be further developed as a
27
binding ring for Europe.”

Some achievements, even though they appear simple, are nevertheless significant when culture is
regarded from the perspective that taking care of traditions, values, and past achievements can
bring about innovative practices in the present. Key to that is the ability to 'reinvent' the old by
putting it into a new context to allow for new uses while respecting that specific past.
Funded projects with a cultural dimension can off-set certain negative impacts of economic
development and bring about initiatives to rediscover cultural and natural heritage for new
uses (tourism, quality of life e.g. restoration of ancient baths).

•

'Jovaprob' project

28

Budget of 1.140.560,00 € and a duration of 24 months
The overall objective of the project is the exemplary protection-management promotion-valorisation
of the two important cultural-historical-architectural landmarks of the cross-border region, as well as
the proper new cultural use in the case of Svilengrad.
A further objective is the promotion of the cross-border region as an attractive tourist destination,
thus contributing to the equality of the two EU regions and to cohesion. The main sub-objectives are:
•
•

•
•
•

Valorization of the monuments and the multiple significance that they bear,
The exemplary realisation of innovative initiatives on culture through the adaptation of the
management of the monuments to the modern needs of local economic development, local
social organisation and cultural life.
The encouragement of the trans-border exchange of knowledge and know-how,
The establishment of a permanent and fruitful partnership in the sphere of tourism,
The connection between various forms of culture as a means of tourist development

27

Source: Communication of Position by the Managing Authority Managing Authority for the INTERREG III 65 Georgikis
Scholis Ave., 57001 Thessaloniki 2310-469600 2310-469666 interreg@mnec.gr www.interreg.gr
28
http://www.greece-bulgaria.eu/index.php?option=com_projects&view=item&id=39&Itemid=8
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•
•
•

The impulse of the local market, especially the tourist branch.
The rehabilitation of the built environment on the banks of the EvrosS/Marica river, and its
aesthetic environmental upgrading,
The involvement and awareness-raising of young and socially-vulnerable or disabled people

Outcome / results of the project are said to be besides book and film materials an upgrading of
visitors (better educated, higher income) when it comes to discovering forgotten places.
Assessment: One key result expected is the realisation of a new initiative on culture: innovation
meaning giving a new role to these otherwise forgotten monuments. Although this is not a clear
definition of 'innovation', it can entail 'memory work' and appreciation of the past e.g. re-use of baths in
a modern way while respecting how they were used in the past.

•

Projects which include the preservation of cultural tradition take on value in their form of
resistance against some negative impacts of modernisation in the building industry and
bring about innovative methods in restoration.

Stone houses
A funded project supports the use of traditional building materials e.g. stone for houses to retain
cultural heritage. Given that all modern construction techniques use only cement, the loss of stone as
a building material would also involve loss of certain skills. In Ireland, cultural heritage law requires
that stone walls are still built today around every plot of land. Nevertheless labour costs for these
traditional tasks are quite high. Thus to uphold this tradition takes a lot of effort and dedication. Public
funding of these activities e.g. when restoring old libraries or local museums can facilitate further
demand for these skills.
For a long time now, efforts have been made in certain parts of Crete to reverse this negative trend
i.e. away from stone houses as a symbol of poverty and into cement houses.
Here the Greek model of modernisation risks has lost sight of certain basic values. It has to do with
the myth of modernity and the world of mere consumption. Therefore projects which help to resist
this trend and provide another way to adapt culturally to changing times without a loss of identity are
particularly valuable.

•

A project funded by the ROP Western Greece shows that good practice in terms of
sustainability can be an ongoing learning process about cultural values. By contemplating
how culture is perceived, the project enters theoretical reflections and therefore a need to
deepen knowledge about culture itself. The project is innovative due to its capacity to
articulate issues and the ability to put perceptions by the local population in relation to how
visitors from abroad regard culture in Greece – an important factor for future tourist
promotion. Learning out of this experience, the project can address the importance of
23
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culture for the EU Structural Funds as a whole. This includes the need to learn more about
how people of different cultures can share values, itself a most difficult task given the
philosophical truism that 'values are set, but not discussed and any attempt to try to
change them can lead to conflicts, if not war' (Cornelius Castoriadis). Below are some
answers provided by the manager of project ERFC funded by the ROP of Western Greece:

1. How has culture been integrated in the design and implementation of your project? Please
describe the aims of the project, the cultural elements which have been integrated and how this
has had an impact on the results.
ERFC is managing an interregional project that is dealing with Tourism Promotion in New
Markets (Japan, China, India, Russia). Cultural resources of the target area have been identified
while research is ongoing in the perception and appreciation of the target countries on the way
they see the cultural richness of the respective GR area and how attractiveness could be
enhanced.
2. Are there any elements in the design or the governance of the project that you would consider
particularly innovative? Do you think they may be relevant to future projects?
The issue of the perception of the target countries on culture and how this may be enhanced
should be part of the design of development programmes. We tend to promote what we think is
culture without considering the target group background and social psychology related to
endogenous culture.
3. Could you identify any relevant difficulties encountered in the design, implementation and
monitoring/measuring results of the project? You may refer either to internal factors or to broader
contextual aspects which have limited the effectiveness and impact of the project.
It is wrongly viewed that even for cultural projects infrastructure-related measures are what is
considered a concrete intervention.
Again in Ancient Olympia while infrastructure has always been the concern, protection from
thieves was not secured.
4. How would you rate the interaction with relevant decision-makers or programme managers
overseeing the implementation of the Structural Funds? Do you think there is generally a good
understanding of the integration of culture in the Structural Funds programming? Do you
observe any positive / negative trends in this respect?
Programme managers and relevant decision makers need specific vocational education as to
what culture is about and how culture could turn to be a major factor for Regional Development.
5. Based on this experience, do you identify any important issues or areas that should be
investment priorities in the next funding period (2014-2020)? Insofar as possible, please try to
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refer not only to your specific project but to your country or region in general.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Re evaluation on how Greek culture may have an impact to world culture and its
perception
Specific education of decision makers on culture for development
Inclusion of cultural findings situated outside Greece in the resource reference of any
relevant programme and project
Digital cultural content indexes certified, securing interoperability for decentralized
access and further virtual content enhancement
Cultural content relational references to other cultures
Mobilisation of civil society in preserving culture. Adopting a monument or securing
cultural heritage revitalisation and appreciation vs victimisation of fashion and
commercialization ethics.

Cultural adaptation29
Altogether the entire country has been going through and still needs to go further through a
‘cultural adaptation’ process if it is to be able to meet new demands and to face challenges, if not
threats. That difference between 'challenge' and 'threat' is crucial. A perceived threat leads to
feeling insulted, a closing off of borders (physical and invisible i.e. cultural ones), whereas a
perceived challenge means to view what is put into doubt as a positive contribution to one's own
understanding of the issue at hand. It implies as well a readiness to enter 'public space' to face
there the demand for 'public truth'. As philosopher Bart Verschaffel points out, that requires a
cultural development which allows for the free expression of opinion in public, but also that others
can question that opinion without being offended. That is not at all self-understood and requires a
learning process over generations.30
In Greece, cultural self-understanding is a problem due to the absence of public space for public
debate. One would expect that culture is perceived as having this crucial task, namely to safeguard
democratic values. With it goes access to public spaces so that people can validate what they
have heard, and thereby are not subjects of manipulation, propaganda and even worse kept in a
historical sense in a post-colonial mindset. Jürgen Habermas has cast enough doubts about the
media being able to retain this public openness and frankness of opinions. This means culture is
as well burdened by of a 'continuity of discontinuity' as mentioned already at the beginning of this
study. All the changes which came with modernisation, further underlined by the constant reminder
that the economy and more so the public administration need restructuring, require cultural
29

This term means in anticipation of having to do things in future in another context or to market a product in another
culturally defined market, to include already this needed adjustment when developing actions and products. It means
also incorporating new techniques and ways of doing things e.g. e-commerce into society until they become daily
practices.
30
Bart Verschaffel “Public Truth and Public Space”. Paper was given first at the conference, ‘Truth and Public Space’
organized by the Catholic University Leuven in Brussels, Sept. 21 – 23, 2005. See
http://poieinkaiprattein.org/philosophy/public-truth-and-public-space-by-bart-verschaffel/
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adaptation. The latter is not a simple matter. To be successful, culture must be taken into account.
After all ideas and projects are only successful insofar as people can understand them and
therefore are willing to give their support to sustaining them.
Case study for cultural adaptation – the city of Volos: from cultural to industrial to
intangible heritage
When referring to the culture of Greece, reference should be made to all the transitions that culture
and the economy have gone through. Besides classical or cultural heritage, there exists as well
'industrial heritage'. A city like Lavrion was a pioneer in converting former mines and industrial
buildings for cultural purposes. This alteration in the perception of culture in Greece has even a
significance for the cultural map that anyone uses when wishing to show things to a visitor. In the
past, it meant going to the archaeological museum, but in the present the art gallery in a former
factory hall becomes an attraction. This then provides insights into what kind of 'cultural adaptation
process' is happening in the present, and in particular at local-regional level. Good practices would
make these transitions possible. So far that is not captured by the new categorizations of regions
used by the EU Structural Funds in the current funding period (i.e. convergence, phasing in,
phasing out).
Volos started to use the Structural Funds in Greece in 1997-99 when being project leader of the
Article 10 – ERDF pilot project CIED (Cultural Innovation and Economic Development).31 At that
time, the programme stipulated the need to develop good practice by finding out how culture could
help to create jobs, while showing a way to prevent the destruction of cultural identity by over
commercialization. It meant giving the cultural sector an extra voice in the decision making process
while using culture as a filter for planning interventions. The experience was made at a moment in
which inward investments were required to take culture into consideration, when many declined to
make offers because it was too complicated, but those who submitted offers were of a much higher
quality. This was confirmed by the project's partner cities Palermo, Cardiff, Galway and Leipzig. All
had to deal with post industrial decline and industrial heritage.
Since then, Volos has continued along this path of 'cultural adaptation' to new circumstances by
converting the former brick factory of Tsalapatas 32 into a new cultural hub.
1. Title of the Project
33
Restoration and re-use of the old “Tsalapatas Brick and Tiles Works”
2. Programme under which it was funded
It started with URBAN Initiative Volos-Nea Ionia (1995-2001) and continued by using various
31
32

http://poieinkaiprattein.org/europe/european-projects/cied/

http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/projects/stories/details.cfm?pay=EL&the=8&sto=894&lan=7&region=ALL&obj=ALL&p
er=ALL&defL=en
33
Source: written answers by project manager and director of DEMEKAV, Municipal Enterprise of Volos to
questionnaire used for this research.
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funds, including Interreg III B CADSES and URBAN Initiative II for Urban regeneration and
Industrial Conversion
3. Context and objectives
The project emerged as part of an integrated plan of urban regeneration through restoration and
re-use of abandoned industrial buildings and sites in the urban area of Volos and Nea Ionia.
The Brick and Tile Works was a well-known factory in the region, which was established in 1925
by Tsalapatas Bros and operated successfully until 1975 when it ceased production.
The factory covered a site of 2,1 hectares in the urban fabric and comprised 6.000 sqm of
buildings including a “Hoffmann kiln”, unique in Europe. It was listed as a recent monument for
preservation, as buildings and machinery presenting different methods of production, from steam
to electricity, were well preserved.
The plan was to create a multi-functional cultural centre devoted to industrial and handicraft
heritage as well as recent cultural production, comprising
• An Industrial Archaeology Museum.
• Handicraft workshops, exhibition places and small shops for traditional local hand-made
products
• Exhibition places, a gallery and a small stage for cultural events.
• Recreation and leisure facilities (cafés, restaurants etc.)
The budget was 3.107.663 Euro (of which 1.040.937 Euro were spent for acquisition of the site)
and the whole project was conducted by DEMEKAV (Volos Municipal Enterprise for Urban
Studies, Construction and Development), to which the Municipality of Volos passed the
responsibility for implementation of the URBAN project for reasons of flexibility and efficiency.
4. Activities and results
Additional investment for completion of restoration and running of the site
After two years of efforts to complete restoration with its own resources, the Municipality of Volos
decided in 2003 to contract out the completion and long term running of the site. A public
procurement procedure was conducted by DEMEKAV and there were two contracts signed in
2004 with:
The Cultural Foundation of Piraeus Bank (PIOP) to undertake the Museum with an initial
investment of min. 900.000 Euro, covering the running costs and maintenance for 50 years.
The construction and real estate companies GEK-HERMES, who created the IOLKOS
Company, to develop the Cultural, Commercial and Leisure part with an initial investment of min.
3.100.000 Euros (plus 500.000 Euros for the Museum), offering 50% of earnings from cultural
events organized for 25 years.
An additional 289.000 Euro were contributed for the “Equipment of the Industrial Museum
Tsalapatas” by the Regional Programme of Thessaly – “Integrated interventions for local urban
development” (2003-2006).
The private investment for the Museum was finally over 2.500.000 € and that of the Cultural,
Commercial and Leisure part exceeded 6.000.000 €. The Tsalapatas Museum and Cultural
Complex opened officially in March 2007 and operates successfully since then, added as a key
cultural attraction for the city of Volos.
5. Assessment
A multi-dimensional project that was initiated as part of an urban regeneration scheme aiming to
revive derelict industrial sites, that managed to combine the preservation of cultural heritage and
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handicraft skills with cultural tourism and to introduce venues of contemporary cultural
production in the recreation and free-time activities of citizens.
The project managed to attract private resources to complement public investment for the
preservation of cultural heritage and to secure on a long-term basis the successful operation of
an important museum based on private funding.

The city used cultural and industrial heritage to raise the organizational basis for new cultural and
investment strategies. Since the project has developed for over ten years now, it underlines that a
single funding period of the Structural Fund may not be sufficient to address complex cultural
urban projects. Moreover a successful adaptation goes with not over-accelerating things, but to let
them work out with time. Practical wisdom says that the setting of priorities requires such an
agenda which allows citizens to articulate their opinions They give their unconditional support as
long as they see that things are working in a consistent way. The cultural premises for the project
will have to be a guarantee that theory and practice do not contradict each other and attain over
time a significant local and regional dimension.
Success means heeding local restrictions and an ability to integrate the other use of space as
perceived especially by artists. Also university-based knowledge needs to be taken into
consideration. Good practice was demonstrated as the design for the future Argonaut Museum
entailed citizen and student participation. They made their presentation to the city council.34 It was
furthermore a first link to cultural planning as a new methodology and supported by the city of
Volos commissioning studies about 'use of modern media by museums' and 'successful cultural
planning strategies'.35
Cultural adaptation of EU Structural Fund opportunities depends to a large extent upon an
innovative link between programme and real needs at local level. This means that the end users,
citizens and their cultural self-understanding have to be kept all the time in mind not only when
formulating the project's proposals but also after approval, in how they are implemented i.e. by
being prepared to enter all the difficulties to be experienced at local level with large projects.
Tourism and culture
One case study could be made of the island of Rhodes. In 2011 it experienced a record increase of
tourists by 35% but in 2012 a slight decrease has been observed. The island attracts tourists for
many reasons e.g. rich natural and cultural landscape with numerous water sources and therefore
rich vegetation, including the butterfly valley. Here a good practice would mean funding small
projects capable of addressing both the environmental and cultural issues related to water /

34

Students of a design school preparing a concept for the future Argonaut Museum in Volos:
http://poieinkaiprattein.org/culture/museums/summerschool-in-volos-2006/preparing-for-the-argonauts-museum-in-volos/
35
http://poieinkaiprattein.org/culture/museums/new-use-of-media-by-museums---study-for-volos/ and
http://poieinkaiprattein.org/culture/cities-cultural-planning/Study-of-cultural-planning/ Note: both studies were financed by
the Interreg III B CADSES Project HERMES in the funding period 2000-2006 with an overlap due to delay in payments
until 2008.
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wetlands by helping to shape the agenda of local communities and altering educational methods at
school with regards to the environment.
The island does face many development problems (no urban planning, problematic waste disposal,
destruction of wetlands etc.), which should be tackled. Good practice would entail spotting
activities which can become potential projects for future funding e.g. dealing with paper waste by a
NGO in Rhodes or what brings artists, biologists, planners, architects, philosophers, etc. together
in a 'biotope of ideas' in order to gain in competence to deal with multiple tasks and challenges. As
a matter of fact these bottom-up processes are needed if the platforms to be set-up within the new
Regio policy for specialization of regions are to be a success. 36
At governmental level, questions of tourism policy have often been reduced to questions about
advertisement campaigns abroad e.g. 'Come to Greece to live your myth'. Linked with that were
objectives like the upgrading of hotel services and the monitoring of the tourist industry. Also the
government is engaged in presenting Greece at international tourist fairs, e.g. in Berlin. This
includes introductions of such local products which have a cultural dimension, one of the most
successful ones being the Mastika products from the island of Chios. It started as a modest EUfunded project and has become a global business by now.
Local products with a cultural dimension have helped to improve tourism in Greece tremendously
as it links interests to specific locations. By now a great variety of tourist offers exists, including
cultural and religious tourism, eco-tourism, cross-country sport etc. For instance, some funded
projects in this field have attempted to introduce new sport competitions which combine swimming,
cycling and running and thereby attract huge numbers to that local area. Others have connected
this with a variety of festivals linking tradition with modern forms of entertainment. They all manage
to attract many people to the area. This combines well with local, regional and national museums
being upgraded in order to make cultural heritage accessible. 'Alternative Tourism' can also involve
visitors in active projects e.g. trail blazing, harvesting of oranges, wine tasting, sailing, volunteer
work on archaeological digs (exceptions) etc. Of interest is therefore, that one project put on the
priority list in 2011 to secure immediate funding is called 'Alternative Tourism'. It seeks to promote
alternative forms and therefore presumably good practices in tourism.
1. Title of the Project
37
'Alternative Tourism' – Nr. 148 on the priority list / 2011
2. Programme under which it was funded
OP Competitiveness and Entrepreneurship

Budget: EUR 20.000.000

3. Context and objectives
The Programme Alternative Tourism refers to investments in the tourism sector from existing
businesses operating or intending to operate in the development of alternative forms of tourism.
36

See action of Poiein kai Prattein „Imperishable water and the open question of development“ held on Rhodes 2011:
http://poieinkaiprattein.org/culture/cultural-actions-and-ecology/
37
Alternative Tourism” programme http://www.startupgreece.gov.gr/content/%E2%80%9Calternativetourism%E2%80%9D-program
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This Programme aims to:
• The diversification and the enrichment of the Greek tourist product with the business use
of alternative forms of tourism.
• Promotion and tourist development of natural and cultural reserve.
• To mitigate the seasonality of tourism demand.
4. Activities and results
Submission of investment projects by Feb. 2012 / status: 1.5.2012
5. Assessment
The "Alternative Tourism" programme will provide financial support to investment projects set out
by businesses currently active or planning to become active in developing one or more
alternative forms of tourism, such as e.g. sport leisure tourism, cultural tourism, sea tourism,
rural tourism, culinary tourism, health and wellness tourism.
Businesses participating in the programme will be able:
• To obtain special equipment to cater for alternative tourism activities
• To develop their business facilities
• To promote their business
• To seize the opportunity to become more competitive by diversifying their tourist product
and reducing seasonal fluctuations in tourism demand.
There will be 40% financial support (or 45% if the business is located on an island with less than
3,100 inhabitants) for business projects with a budget ranging from € 10,000 to € 400,000. What
is funded: businesses receive funding for the following indicative activities:
• Systems and equipment supply
• Building matters - Fitting-out of facilities, special facilities and auxiliaries
• Publicity - Promotion of the enterprise
• Consulting services
• Other expenses (e.g. transfer of know-how, patenting costs or costs related to quality
management systems certification).

Given investment opportunities, good practice starts by getting to know this world of funding
possibilities by following up the references given and then by making an innovative proposal.

2.5 Bad practices
•

The over focus on economic development is proving to be counterproductive and as the
crisis shows has led to disastrous consequences. Driven by an oversimplified world view as
to what is apparently needed to achieve growth (the Friedman model linked consumption to
lifetime income so that governmental policy was reduced to merely fiscal and monetary
matters to ensure that circulation of money was linked to confidence i.e. purchasing power
of money), when in fact governmental policy is more than that. The overall impression given
by those dealing with the EU Structural Funds is that needs (investment priorities) are
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•

•

•

•

politically induced and the implementation process practically expert-driven, at the
exclusion of citizens and their cultural self-understanding.38
While funding of culture has to be justified in economic terms, actions undertaken in the
name of helping to improve the economy need no justification in terms of culture i.e.
absence of any cultural impact assessment in terms of cultural sustainability and cultural
diversity.
By not taking account some cultural specificities of Greece,39 the marked difference
between prescribed measures and realized projects may merely reproduce systematic
failures;
The failure to realize sustainable development has to do with 'poverty of experience' since
most of the management methods propagate the reduction of cultural complexities to
tangible assets and thereby do not bring about governance on the basis of 'cultural
consensus' and 'sharing of human values' as most basic premise for all actions.
The lack of a cultural dimension means to risk to implement the EU Structural Funds short
of any ethical vision with regards to the future of Europe based on cultural diversity, human
dignity and social justice.

One general indication of bad practice or just plain failure - absorption rate of EU funds in
Greece
Greece is generally regarded as having a poor record when it comes to absorbing the funds (but
also other resources such as skilled advice, knowledge, exchange of experiences etc.) made
available through the Structural Funds. The current crisis has underlined that all the more, since
money wisely spent would mean jobs and economic development. Consequently, the
Memorandum of Understanding signed on 2 May 2010 raised the level of commitment of the Greek
government to ensure that the absorption rate is improved. According to Law 3840/2010 the
government would 'fast track' projects to achieve the six-months’ targets to present payment claims
of the Structural and Cohesion Funds. At the same time, delays in starting projects were attributed
as well to difficulties encountered with payments linked to the co-financial side i.e. depending on
the status of the region, 25%. Thus a decision was made to alter this ratio so that now 95% is
covered by the EU side. It indicates how the European Commission seeks novel ways to safeguard
the current funding period and demonstrates how problems of implementation of the Structural
Fund are being handled during this crisis:
“By the end of 2011 absorption of funds under the Cohesion Policy was equal to 35% (of totally
20.4 billion Euros, allocated for Greece under the current programming period), which is slightly
above the EU average at this stage of the programming period. In the first months of 2012 the
absorption rate has surpassed 40% percent, the Task Force’s head Horst Reichenbach said. The
reason for this improved absorption is the European Commission’s decision to increase the EU’s
38

Achim Kimmerling (2012) „The allocation of EU structural funding is not only determined by economic and social
needs. It is also a political game.“ London School of Economics Blog: http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/2012/04/09/eustructural-funds/
39
An outstanding example is the Water Directive 2000 since not adaptable to a diverse Mediterranean landscape.
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co-financing rate to 95% and thus the EU funds for Greece reached 958 million Euros. A list of 181
priority projects has been selected, which account for 56% of the money for the whole
programming period.”40
However, by the time European Regional Development Commissioner Johannes Hahn took over
the helm from Horst Reichenbach, head of the EU Task Force for Greece, it was evident in July
2012 that the problems have remained much the same. A key question is how to speed up projects
funded by European investment subsidies under the National Strategic Reference Framework
(NSFR). The search is one on how to simplify this process. It is noted that much of the same has
been addressed before, but now a sense of urgency seems to prevail. The Conservative
Newspaper Kathimerini reports on this issue as follows:
“The basic problem with NSRF delays is the system for public works and procurements. The Task
Force has been briefed on the problem and has been asked to provide the necessary know-how to
expedite the projects. The old and cumbersome legal framework, weighed down by timeconsuming and costly expropriation procedures as well as injunctions that can freeze projects for
up to a year, needs immediate change. The assumption of responsibility by one person, the new
minister, is now giving rise to expectations that the problem will be overcome without too much
friction.” 41
The problem of legislation with regards to public works is linked to a system which has allowed for
overcharging i.e. original cost estimates can exceed by 50% provided signature is given by the
relevant civil services in charge of overseeing public works. A coalition of supervising bodies is
involved, the Managing Authorities with their operational programs on the one hand, the Ministry in
charge of public works and the Ministry for Development on the other. The overlap of
competencies makes it difficult to comprehend how public information made available by the
newspaper can help to alleviate the problem since merely a glimpse as to what confusion exists
inside while outsiders have not much leeway to provide the kind of public support needed to
ensure a proper functioning of public tendering and implementation. What is 'public interest' here
remains largely undefined.
National Operational Programmes – leaving out culture
By not taking into account culture sufficiently or at all, the implementation of some National
Operational Programmes may lead to a set of deficiencies in development strategies and this
mainly by not realizing the reasons for all the short-comings such as lack of access and low level of
participation. This deficiency is a crucial turning point in terms of investments, but in a negative
direction. Instead of giving space to make an extra effort worthwhile, and what cultural investments
are all about, namely to go around the corner to take a further look rather than say that one knows
40

Ralitsa Kovacheva, “Will Greece Become a State Beside Only a Name?” Euinside March 19, 2012
http:www.euninside.eu/en/news/wether-greece-will-become-a-state-beside-only-a-name
41
Evgenia Tzortzi, „Race on to resume absorption of Community funds.“ Kathimerini, Tuesday July 10, 2012.
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everything already, the experiences made as a consequence entail as well a gain in knowledge on
how to take care of the environment and its people. Basically it would be an interesting question to
pose to the Managing Authorities of Greece: what culture is needed to uphold a minimum standard
of ethics to ensure 'good practice'?
Examples of ‘bad practices’ which could have integrated 'culture' better:
•

•

Environment, Sustainable Development 42 - This OP deals with environment-related
matters (waste, pollution etc.), in relationship to the 'quality of life' (leaves out 'Phasing out'
regions) and has altogether 11 priorities. It aims to deal with climate change but since it
does not encompass a cultural approach, it does not deal with a missing link between land
use and general notions of development. That includes illegal construction, illegal landfills,
illegal drilling for water etc. Above all there are no guidelines to promote such projects
which would seek to connect environment, economy and culture with planning and land-use
related issues. In Greece no major study on cultural landscapes exists. This means that all
legalization related to land use, including Master Plans and related studies, tends to favour
urban expansion i.e. more building rights. A cultural landscape study is needed to give the
interaction of man and environment a legal base for not just environmental but equally
cultural sustainability reasons.
Accessibility Improvement 43 - This programme involves Community support for eight
Greek regions: Epirus, Thessaly, Eastern Macedonia, Ionian Islands, Western Greece,
Peloponnesus, Crete and North Aegean. It falls within the framework laid out for the
Convergence objective and has a total budget of around €4.976 billion. The OP aims to
improve transportation networks (access remote areas by cross-cutting prosperous regions
to link up internationally) with 86% of the budget dedicated to fulfil the Lisbon target of job
creation. This OP also hopes to attract private money through highway concessions.
Greece needs, however, a sustainable transportation network and a better vertical and
horizontal linkage between different transportation modes than is the case. While major
connections are made, other places are put into new remote corners and therefore difficult
to reach, and if at all at great costs.
Without the development of a comprehensive ‘traffic culture’ no good practices in moving
about can be developed. As this requires meaningful coordination, in order to promote
alternative transportation systems, the overconsumption of cars has to be questioned. As
things stand now especially the islands are without a reasonable traffic concept and still rely
on fossil-driven vehicles. To be in favour of bicycles is a cultural expression of preference
for other forms of soft transports i.e. environmentally-friendly and culturally-adapted to
mobility needs at one and the same time.

42

http://www.buildup.eu/links/25546 and official site: http://www.epperaa.gr/

43

http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/country/prordn/details_new.cfm?gv_PAY=EL&gv_reg=ALL&gv_PGM=1075&
LAN=7&gv_per=2&gv_defL=7
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Regional programmes
•

Its hierarchical and rigid structures may slow down implementation process while
administrative units stay out of touch with real project developments. But without dialogue
with ongoing projects, how can learning take place and feed-back given to steer the entire
process in a good direction? The architecture for these OPs has proven only partially
successful. The new territorial units comprise simply regions with objectives that are too
different. Since each of the 5 supra-units are covered by a regional territorial programme,
and managed on a day-to-day basis by an Intermediate Managing Authorities, they are in
turn under a single Managing Authority for the territorial programmes. As the latter is a part
of the General Secretariat for Investments and Development of the Ministry for the
Economy, it ends up being a centralized administrative practice. Despite attempts at
coordination and management flows between these different levels, the entire
implementation process is in effect slowed down.44

Territorial Cooperation Programmes
EX ANTE evaluation – a common problem especially when not linked up after implementation with
post project evaluation to attain its sustainability
When designing operational programmes, all managing authorities face difficulties with the
specification of measurable outcomes. Since they are to be used when it comes to evaluating
which projects are going to be funded, certain hitches in proposals should be picked up
immediately and lead, if not to an outright rejection, then to a correction in the proposal. The quality
of proposals makes already a great difference in what will determine a successful implementation
or not.
Example of a Regional Project: ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL / A.4.ALL 45
1: Quality of Life
1.3 Cooperation and Networking on Health and Social Welfare Issues
It is funded with nearly 2 Million Euro and aims to help improve accessibility of disabled persons
especially with regards to public buildings. Besides studies and web-based information systems to
connect public authorities and disabled people, expected outcomes include the organisation of 14
Conferences (‘Public building and as-sociability’) for the representatives of public authorities, 14
Workshops (‘Disabled people and public services’) for the employees of public authorities and
disabled people, as well as 4 open conferences. The project is to last 24 months. It is doubtful that
so many conferences fulfil really the purpose, namely of providing and achieving access for
disabled people to community life on a daily basis.

44

ESF EFF Operational Programme in Greece – Report for the European Parliament (2009)
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/cont/dv/generaloverview2_/generaloverview2_en.pdf
45
On the list of cultural projects funded under the auspices of the Managing Authority of Territorial Cooperation.
http://www.greece-bulgaria.eu/index.php?option=com_projects&view=item&id=1
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Unmet Challenges – examples with tourism and related developments
At the same time, while ideas for good practices in tourism were developed by funding a wide
range of projects and actions many of which aimed to safeguard cultural heritage or to restore
cultural meanings to places otherwise forgotten, some other leading ideas were floated to test the
atmosphere, so to speak, such as the creation of golf courses. All of a sudden this brand of tourism
was in, but many environment NGOs and others campaigned hard against it, since golf courses
are not feasible in a Mediterranean landscape.
The European projects brought about, therefore, valuable learning models on how to handle
especially a new type of tourism. While tourism is an important factor for the Greek economy, the
issues are more complex and demanding since they are interconnected with other developments
e.g. mono-functional dependencies upon tourism unsustainable while Greece is at risk to destroy
completely its diverse landscape. During this funding period 2007 – 2013 certain key issues have
marked the debate about the tourism industry. It seems that the wrong lessons may be being
drawn, due to a one-sided approach i.e. an overfocus on high-income tourists, leading to a
substantial demand for golf courses or marinas for yachts.
Likewise, no full advantage was taken in the years following the Olympic Games. Many more
tourists came with newly-awaken cultural interests. The entire country, but also specifically Athens,
had become much more attractive and this thanks to many good articles which reported about its
cultural locations. New cultural maps had been entirely created but they have never been put to
use afterwards. The official website of most sites found on Google are nowadays full of hotel,
restaurant and car rental advertisements, and even the official site of the Municipality is cluttered
with direct and indirect advertisements. This over commercialization leaves little space for cultural
content. It would be important to treat visitors much better, by giving them good information and
clear orientation. Dealing with that intangible aspect requires, in the words of the Director of the
Managing Authority of the Ministry of Culture, a way to link this kind of map-making with the
promotion of local museums as it would attract precisely that type of tourist willing and interested to
explore further and thereby go off the main tourist routes. That could help even remote areas gain
economic benefits from a diversified tourism. Indeed, people started to stay more days in Athens in
order to visit all the museums and to get a taste of the cultural scene. This is mainly due to such
achievements as the Unification of Archaeological Sites, including the new Acropolis Museum, as
well as thanks to the yearly Athens Festival which includes outdoor theatrical and other
performances at Epidauros, the famous ancient theatre.
This vital sector for the Greek economy has undergone huge changes and faces enormous
challenges. In 2011 there was an influx of over 16 million tourists despite the ongoing crisis and not
only because of this. Given that Greece has a total population of slightly over 10 million, during the
hot summer months the local population is completely outnumbered and overwhelmed by the influx
of tourists. A village of 500 people during the winter months would swell in July and August to over
20 000. The figure includes tour operators, different groups and ever increasing demands, so that
some of the local structures like hospitals are simply over demanded. Still the most amazing thing
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is that somehow the Greek population manages to accommodate these different demands with
almost always a smiling face.
Qualitative method - use of indicators to identify negative trends
The risk to lose vital cultural values
• Naturally this dependency upon tourism has brought with it negative changes. Already in
1995 the mayor of Iraklion stated that Greece risks to lose one vital cultural value, namely
'hospitality'. In the past, no-one needed any hotel booking. It was possible to just arrive in a
village and be welcomed by a smiling couple in a farm, who would share simple things:
bread, cheese and some good wine, and later on provide a place to sleep. What more was
needed underneath a blue sky?
Prime adaptation needs
• Early signs of the need for an adaptation came when mayors had to cope with wild camping
sites and their implications with regards to toilets, waste and in terms of conduct not
offending the local people by nude bathing. Clashes of cultures or rather of different
sensitivities are not simply explained away or forgotten.
On the other hand, and with the coming of development, strangers seemed to take better
care of local places. By contrast, the local tavern owner did not hesitate to let a pipe run
through the beach to where he wanted to build a new restaurant. The wish to exploit the
location of a beautiful beach attracting over the years an ever-increasing number of people
led to a transformation of many beautiful natural places into much less attractive tourist
areas.
Not dealing with some obvious contradictions and interconnections
• Bad practice results as well out of a one-sided approach, and amounts in the end to a
refusal to deal with some contradictions. For instance, the modern GPS system allows truck
drivers to depart from major highways and thereby, when following short-cuts, to end up
driving through villages with roads not made for such huge vehicles. It is known that
villages in Great Britain have asked to be taken off the GPS maps. In Greece, one such an
observation suffices to point out what is meant by this contradiction. Many truck drivers
coming down from Thessaloniki and driving to Patras where they take the ferries to cross
over to Italy take a short cut by driving over Delphi. This heavy traffic passes therefore
through a wonderful landscape and through one of the most precious cultural heritages that
Greece knows ever since the place of the oracle became a decisive reference point in the
history of Athens. Still, the local municipality of Delphi has opted against the solution of
having a road by-passing Delphi and the heritage site. They fear a loss of business if the
traffic does not cross the area, itself built up on mountain slopes and having only small
streets to go with.
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The difficulties in challenging corruption
It is most difficult to counter corruption in culture and in 'human values', especially if it amounts to
more than taking money without justification, namely a 'corruption of the mind'. Once this is the
case then all sorts of theories – attempts at rationalization and justifications – are used to explain
away problems. This makes it difficult to learn why certain things do not work or could not be
achieved under these given circumstances or the reasons for delays in delivery.
'Corruption of the mind' means more than a mere compromise between theory – the objectives and
aims of the project as outlined in the proposal accepted by the funding authority – and the
subsequent implementation of the project. Many times it involves a series of negative steps which
allow project beneficiaries to play along but keep quiet, in order not to hinder the reception of final
payments. Bad practices of this kind may include a squandering of opportunities and can lead to a
systematic exclusion of others, including the other partners of the project, as well as the broader
public.
Bad practices also include continued cover-ups of failures to deliver while at the same time the fact
that money is earned shows itself in 'conspicuous consumption'. They are at times difficult to
define, especially if everybody does it, and become almost impossible to challenge, especially if
they have become a daily routine i.e. appear as normal when they are not. This can be sustained
through a number of erroneous practices, including the ‘fake competition’ in public tenders (by
which consultancy firms which have helped to draft public calls are in an advantageous position to
obtain the resulting contract), return payments in exchange for the obtention of a contract, etc.
These bad practices cannot be detected if there is no monitoring and evaluation with
methodologies which are compatible with cultural projects. Of particular importance here would be
the setting up of ongoing learning processes and more clarification on the tangible / intangible
outcomes strived for. It would be desirable for cultural impact assessments to be integrated in the
evaluation models. 46
More Systematic Failures
Bad practices are rarely isolated cases. Rather they reflect in themselves systematic failures which
are reproduced since no one is willing to question the basic, equally wrong assumptions on how an
economy works. Already the Lisbon targets could not be realized. Europe has not succeeded in
becoming a 'knowledge', equally-oriented and highly-competitive society at world level. Instead the
hidden dimensions of bad practices, including 'corruption', have begun to surface with the
economic crisis affecting not only Greece, but by 2012 nearly all European member states.
46

It was a rare occasion in which European programmes focused on the ‚negative side‘ of development when Article 10
ERDF pilot projects were funded in the period 1997-99. They had to examine two sides of the same coin: how culture
can create jobs while avoiding on the other hand over commercialization since that can destroy cultural identity.
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Negative things can begin by ignoring or keeping out the cultural dimension. This results in a loss
of support of people. The realization of sustainable development depends on people knowing what
they can support. Here the exclusion of culture becomes more than just a tragic mistake. For
cultural self-understanding means knowing why such a programme and the projects that it funds
are important in terms of 'human measures' for the tasks ahead. It entails being conscious that the
realization of a 'just society' requires that things can be realized in a free and democratic way and
that this must mean the European project cannot be justified if it leads to many unchallenged 'bad
practices'.
The Economist published already in 2003 an article under the title “Drowning in a sea of structural
funds” which warned about possible negative consequence due to an overuse of the EU Structural
Funds, since this could tempt national governments to by-pass the market and engage in
infrastructure projects not really needed, and to create a system of artificial needs. Specific risks
were identified in Greece, since the implementation of the Structural Funds may mean “turning
Greece into Europe's Mezzogiorno [the depressed southern part of Italy]. Anybody who works hard
at a regular business is regarded as an idiot, since it's much easier to set up a project to draw in
European subsidies.” 47

The jeopardization of 'cultural adaptation'
Thus a critical question is whether the EU Structural Funds allow people to become free in what
they wish to do or the articulation of real needs is suppressed.
An answer to that depends on what determines priority lines and measures for projects to be
funded and in response to that, what brings about an 'innovative' quality in the conceptualization of
project proposals. There is a marked difference between something that is invented merely
because money is made available according to certain guidelines within an Operational
Programme and something that is based on the provision ofanswers to real needs. That is a great
difference concerning substance and sustainability.
All this makes it hard to verify the ex ante evaluation. It leaves the managing authorities guessing
which projects achieve important outcomes. Many projects could allow for real involvement of
citizens, and larger segments of society, but in practice seldom explore their full potential and try to
articulate strong participative and political views. Projects of the Structural Funds are political by
nature since they require working together with political authorities. If only a technocratic approach
is adopted, it neutralizes both the political and cultural factors needed to adapt to any given
situation.
Certainly Greece shows a willingness to go further than most Member States in the use of the
Funds for culture in the form of cultural heritage, infrastructure and services. But the terms in use
47
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are not specific enough to help resolve the question of what decisive role culture has and should
play at national, regional and local levels.

2.6 The Greek crisis
“In history the most powerful voice has still the budget.” - Schumpeter
Currently more than just a financial and economic, a very deep cultural crisis is in the making. A
lack of public discourse reflects the fact that things are not named as they really are nor the task
ahead is recognized. For once in debt, the key priority should be how to get out of them. Instead
problems are silenced or simply rationalized away. This art of denial has already prompted a huge
political crisis. While the established parties have lost their political legitimacy, extremist forces are
on the rise. If not resolved in a good way, it will have unforeseeable consequences for both Greece
and Europe. All the more reason that the negotiations about the future funding period of the
Structural Funds 2014 – 2020 take this cultural crisis in the making into consideration.
Something should not be forgotten. When the fifteen year old boy Alexandros was killed on 6th of
December 2008, and subsequently the youth exploded in protest, it made evident that the younger
generations felt betrayed by the older ones. They revolted against all the 'corruption', including a
dysfunctional education system. All this happened before the actual crisis came to the full fore and
the extent of the deficit in the state budget acknowledged 'officially' by the Giorgios Papandreou
government at the end of 2009. 48
Many seemed surprised, although as shown by the article of the Economist published in 2003,
things were clearly predictable that it would come to that. More so warnings had been written on
the walls long before that.
The word 'crisis' pertains to how problems of Greece are stated in the Memorandum of
Understanding and how the Greek population has responded, namely due to lack of transparency
and accountability with fear, suspicion, disbelief but also protest and open revolt.
First explanations as to what went wrong
Since the amount of accumulated state debts was declared at the end of 2009, a crisis of
enormous proportion has gripped Greek society and affected deeply all EU- and Eurozone-related
relationships. Until then Greece had experienced even a higher-than-average economic growth
rate. How to explain this sad turn of events? Definitely over consumption and mismanagement of
funds amount to the same query, namely 'where has all the money gone?'

48

The deficit was revealed once PASOK with Jorgios Papandreou gaining power after elections were held in late 2009.
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What has been going wrong so far? A series of failures can be identified: no good identification of
the problems and less so apparently no anticipation, in order to take measures before the state
budget got out of control. There was this critical last year of the Nea Democratia government in
2009 when apparently 5.2 billion Euros were spent without the state getting any revenue in return.
Linked to that is the chronic problem of tax returns based on faulty declarations (people declaring a
much lower income than their actual earnings) and massive tax evasion. A sensible economy of
resources did not seem to exist, and yet over consumption and squandering was the rule of the
day.
After a first analysis, the Troika adopted a set of measures to alleviate the problems, but this has
instead aggravated the problems still further. This paradox is reinforced by not holding those who
were responsible accountable. This is not merely an issue of justice or rather injustice but amounts
to a massive impoverishment of people, who have suddenly seen their work devalued while all
their properties instead of being an asset have become an unaffordable burden. The newlyimposed property taxes have turned many from richness to rags.
Explanations of the crisis in cultural terms
While many spoke immediately of a rampant corruption having gone out of control, the film director
Angelopoulos called it a loss of honesty. He recalled that this is something that those simple
people up in the remote mountain villages had still some recent times ago. Others would describe
it as the result of Greece not having had sufficient contact with the rest of Europe, and this over
many centuries. There is, after all, its geographical location. Greece is not East, nor West, but also
neither North or South.
Altogether it seems that a series of historical events, and more so modernisation in recent times
have left the deeper values sustaining Greek culture shattered like a broken vase on the floor of
recent history. For instance, the widespread illegal land use by constructing nearly everywhere was
started by the Junta granting building permissions even if close to an archaeological site e.g. the
hotel built just below the temple of Cap Sounion stems from that period. That has continued to date
i.e. violations of laws protecting archaeological sites. What makes it worse is that they are legalized
by subsequent political parties in exchange for a symbolic fee, and despite this being a
circumvention of the constitution which forbids the legalization of the illegal. This has become more
so standard practice during the recent crisis, as the state seeks money from whatever source,
hence those fines in exchange of semi legalization of the illegal becomes acceptable. Corruption is
not fought, but systematically continued insofar as the legal is perverted by a rationale recognizing
that the 'illegal' is the only way to get things done. It perpetuates the myth about a state which is
'inefficient' and does not do anything. Hence an inefficient public administration is to be blamed,
not those doing illegal acts. 49
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For instance, WWF warns that laws passed in the past 12 months entail the legalization of thousands of illegally-built
properties. „Green laws hit, WWF warns.“ Kathimerini, Thurs. July 5, 2012
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Troika and Memorandum of Understanding
The situation is currently aggravated by not coming really to terms with the terms set by the Troika.
which oversees if Greece implements the austerity measures as agreed upon. While one side of
the argument points out that the measures have kept Greece by now for five years in deep
recession50, on the other hand there is this deep ethical issue of keeping commitments (and
promises). Of interest would be to analyse following issues (not an exhaustive list):
− How to explain the chronic low absorption rate in Greece of EU funds?
− Correlation between issues identified and measures recommended to be taken
− Conditions of implementation i.e. legislation, administrative practice and follow-up
− Media and communication i.e. stereotypical images and false generalizations
Also, it is recommended that the following should be taken into account:
• Memorandum of Understanding (1st and 2nd) between the Greek state and the Troika and
targets set for fiscal & structural reforms (also linked to the absorption rate of the Structural
Funds allocated to Greece) as not really understood by the Greek population.
• Medium-term Fiscal Strategy 2012-2015 not addressing the loss in purchasing power.
• Hellenic Stability and Growth Program 2011-2014 was without a clear concept for growth.
• Hellenic National Reform Program 2011-2014 has not been fully enacted upon.
• Law 3852/2010 “Kallikratis” Administrative Reform gives new responsibilities for the
regions, including for culture and tourism, but administrative competences need to be
learned anew.
Impact of measures taken so far
At times it becomes difficult to distinguish between oversimplified myth, measures introduced after
completion of negotiations with the Troika and project implementations due to the EU Structural
Funds. Since the crisis everything has been mixed up or merged, the priority list of 181 projects
handed over to the European Commission in 2011 being just an example. It is meant to put these
projects on the so-called 'fast track' by helping them to clear the hurdle of co-financing, and thus
ensuring that not everything is late in starting to absorb the funds. However, in July 2012 it became
clear that due to the two elections (May 6th and June 17th) many delays in implementation have
occurred. The European Regional Commissioner Johannes Hahn aims to link the realization of
projects to the winding down of the Third Community Support Framework, itself a difficult task. It is
reported that “of the 181 projects, budgeted at a total of 11.5 billion Euros, about 80 are facing
delays and the implementation of four more is in doubt.” 51
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KEPE, the independent economic research unit in Athens, Greece, states that the economy has contracted by 6.5
percent in the first quarter of 2012, It is estimated to shrink a stunning 9.1 percent in the third quarter for a 6.7 percent
contraction for the year as a whole, according to KEPE. That is almost twice as bad as official predictions made a few
months ago. Source: Derek Gatopoulous (2012) „Greece to present debt inspectors 'alarming' data.“ Business Week July
03, 2012 http://www.businessweek.com/ap/2012-07-03/greece-to-present-debt-inspectors-alarming-data
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It is reported that a further 6 have been completed while 100 seem to be in progress without major problems. Evgenia
Tzortzi, „Race on to resume absorption of Community Funds“, Kathimerini, Tuesday, 10 July 2012.
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There are also efforts under way to rationalise the NSRF by de-listing a large number of small
projects considered to be 'dead'. The number reported is huge: 7 500, and amount to a total of 5.6
billion Euros. All of them have failed apparently in being contracted out within the time limit of six
months. Presumably this reflects also the fact that in a crisis either people capable of making
proposals are not available or else the communication links between funding authorities and
projects approved for funding is not working. The effort to rationalise has saved about 3.6 billion
Euros but the conclusion drawn in the report is that if “the implementation mechanisms are not
improved, new 'dead' projects are seen to be undermining overall progress.” 52
Reform of the Public Administration
The myth says that civil servants within an inefficient Greek administration receive more than 3000
Euros, when a study established that the average monthly pay was 2,077 Euros before tax 53 In
reality, the director of a section in the Ministry of Culture with 40 people under her receives not
more than 1,300 Euros a month while she too wonders where all the money has gone. There is a
huge discrepancy between honest work being done and its actual compensation. The argument of
an inefficient administration is often due to outside experts who are hired at much higher rates.
Apparently the same rules of equal pay for the same work do not apply. Yet a distorted picture
does not allow a further going analysis thereof. For instance, the Managing Authority at the Ministry
of Development is supplemented by the Managerial Organizational Unit with over 1100 employees.
It is not known to what extent the measures of salary cuts apply as well to them and if in fact this
outsourcing has made the entire system more efficient.
The way the austerity measures have been applied within the administration – many were forced to
go into early retirement - indicates a growing risk of over-burdening the workforce left at the job. As
indicated by the Appeal of the Archaeologists (see Annex 2), the most experienced ones have left
the services. There is no one to fill the vacuum. Consequently staff is missing in vital areas
(protection of cultural heritage sites, services to museums and developments of major programs for
e.g. cultural exchange with China). Delays in deliveries and poorer quality of work can be
expected. Negative impacts can also be expected as regards the cultural services provided to
professionals and the collection of cultural statistics.
As the ‘Appeal of the Archaeologists’ working for the Greek Ministry of Culture shows, not only
Greece as a country but especially those dedicated to preserving and promoting its rich cultural
heritage are being put under a severe test.54
−

The Ministry of Culture reports that “The Ministry of Culture and Tourism is comprised of
7000 employees, including 950 archaeologists, civil servants, and 2000 guards and night-
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op.cit. „Race on...“
A study of Greece's civil service commissioned by the government coming up with this finding was cited by Nick
Malkoutzis, „Mythmakers and problem solvers“ in Kathimerini, Fri. July 6, 2012
54
See Annex 2: Appeal of Archaeologists, April 2012
53
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guards. Moreover, each year 3500 extra employees are hired on short-term contracts. In
November 2011, 10% of the total workforce of the Ministry of Culture that represented the
most experienced employees (with more than 33 years of experience) was forced to leave
service and retire, as part of plans to reduce the total number of public sector employees in
Greece.55 Further personnel cuts would mean that the Ministry of Culture would be unable
to cover even its basic operational functions. For many decades, the personnel of the
Greek Archaeological Service have been working for poor salaries, with limited funding. Net
salaries of archaeologists in 2009 ranged from 880 Euros (for newly-appointed staff) to
1550 Euros (for those with over 35 years in the service). In 2012, a newly-appointed
archaeologist receives 670 Euros (after taxes and social security contributions),
representing a 35% wage reduction. In 2011 the budget for the Archaeological Service was
12 million Euros (representing a cut of 35% from 2010) and in 2012 it is facing an even
more severe slashing.” 56
Impact upon the cultural sector
Since the crisis forced the Greek state to make cutbacks in the state budget, there has been a 74%
decrease in the budget for culture in Greece(2009 – 2011).57 This has affected all the relevant
cultural institutions:
−

−

One of the most prominent and considered by many to be the most successful cultural
institution in recent times, the Benaki Museum had to reduce its staff of 260 employees and
those remaining had their salaries cut by 20%. The working time of the remaining staff has
also been reduced from five to four days. According to museum director Angelos Delivorias,
state funding fell to 700,000 Euros ($921,000) last year from 2.0 million Euros in 2010. It
represents a 60% cut. “This money is not enough to cover staff costs,” Delivorias said, “the
museum’s six annexes and exhibitions, many of which have had to be cancelled this year.”
58
Still, as shown already under 'good practices' the Benaki Museum receives a
considerable amount of money from the Structural Funds to go ahead with the construction
of a new Museum while undertaking other projects in the field of digitalization of culture.
The National Dance School in Athens has not been able to pay its dancers for six months
during 2011 and early 2012. When finally a solution was found after the director went
repeatedly to the Ministry of Culture, it was only of a temporary nature. Uncertainty prevails
as to how the School shall continue, despite its high international reputation.
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There is, for example, the story about Aris Tsarvopulos, a former government archaeologist who was pushed out of his
job in November, attempting to still do volunteer work, but which has not been accepted, in order to continue the
restoration work in a Byzantine church now stalled due to lack of function. See Randy Kennedy, (2012) „Antiquities under
siege as Greek crisis spirals – developers and decline in upkeep are feared more than looters“. International Herald
Tribune, Tuesday, June 12, 2012, page 1 and page 5.
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Apostoli Fotiadis Source: [April 09, 2012] http://archaeologynewsnetwork.blogspot.com/2012/04/austerity-plandecapitates-greek.html
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Peter Inkei, (2011) “Results of a 2011 Survey with Governments on Culture Budgets and the Financial Crisis
th
and Culture”, Report to Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 10 Plenary Session, 3 – 4 May 2011, p. 3
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News about Benaki making cuts, see http://www.dailystar.com.lb/Culture/Art/2012/Feb-22/164136-leading-greekmuseum-cries-out-for-funds-as-austerity-bites.ashx#ixzz1smaUKxcu
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−

The National Book Centre (EKEVI) has seen its staff reduced and left those remaining at
the expense of not knowing whether they will be paid or not at the end of the month. The
Music Conservatory has not paid the main core of its staff for 22 months. It jeopardizes not
merely the means of existence of highly-qualified teachers, but also the continuity of the
training and teaching programme of the students. The lack of institutional capacity to raise
funds for its operation reflects the long-standing structural dependency upon the Ministry of
Culture for state funding.

Unemployment
As for the current situation, while general unemployment hovers around 20%, amongst the youth it
is 50%. In seeing no future any more, many youth decide to emigrate to other countries. Others
remain uncertain how they shall cope in the near future. Rather than becoming more independent
from family and state, many are driven into wrong dependencies and this at unacceptable
conditions of value for the work they have to do.
Lack of public space and public truth – public opinion, media and communication – lack of trust and
the strongest school of thought being 'anti politics'
Of interest was that in the early phases of the crisis (2009 – 2011), people started to hold huge
assemblies on Syntagma Square where everyone could speak for two minutes while working
groups on all kinds of subject matters made their reports. Unfortunately this flow of ideas and
people was terminated by demonstrations gone violent on June 24/25, 2011. Since then these
assemblies have been decentralized to various districts of Athens and other cities, but the general
political debate in public suffered a set-back. The outcome has been that people do not feel
informed. For lack of public space where they could verify information about the real reasons for
the crisis there is an absence of ‘public truth’ to be shared by all. This lack of public consensus is a
feature of Greek culture and explains the lack of political process towards finding common
solutions.
Above all, public trust has been lost in the process. There no longer exists any confidence that any
of the political institutions function well enough to serve the citizen. Consequently people are at a
loss of orientation as apparently no public truth is being articulated in the public realm by either
politicians or media to ensure that social capital, the trust of people, is not squandered any further.
Since trust is linked not only to such obvious demands as transparency, accountability, reliability,
efficiency, but to something more intrinsic, namely honesty, corruption and public lie should be
challenged by a straightforward and open debate about the future of this country. Consequently
there is not merely social and economic but equally cultural cohesion and honesty as cultural value
at stake.
Problems of political legitimacy for governance – one technocratic government and then two
successive Elections in 2012 – coalition government since June 17th
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The crisis has fragmented politics while giving rise to extremist forces such as Chrysi Avgi. At the
same time the traditional parties of Nea Democratia and PASOK face the need to enter into a
coalition government, in order to hold onto power.
−

−

The first election on May 6th brought political fragmentation and established the rise of
Extremist parties e.g. Chrysi Avgi, Radical Left. The political situation in the near future
risks to become of polarized again between the Left and the Right while anachronistic
structures uphold still a Stalinist Communist Party with special influence in the trade union
sector e.g. Port of Piraeus.
The June 17 vote reminds of Andre Malraux's description as to when gas was used for the
first time as a weapon during the First World War. Once the wind turned, it threw everyone
into such confusion that all broke the fighting line separating till then friend from foe. All
started to run wildly in all kinds of directions. They even carried on their back someone
without knowing if dead or alive. A similar confusion prevailed during that vote. It meant
those on the Left voted for the Right and vice versa. It was considered a vote on whether or
not Greece should stay within the Euro Zone and even within Europe, and has not
expressed the commitment that people feel towards Europe. None of the big parties won
but a coalition brought Nea Democratia into power, that is the party responsible for the
increase of State Debt during its time in government 2004 – 2009.

What lies ahead – fake attempts at reform
Changes of Ministry of Culture – continuity of discontinuity. The Ministry of Culture has undergone
again a change after the June 17th election. It is now called the Ministry of Education and Religious
Affairs, Culture and Sport. Before that the PASOK government under Prime Minister Giorgios
Papandreou had combined the Ministry of Culture with Tourism. It had meant that during the
negotiations for the new EU funding period, the Ministry of Culture was only indirectly involved.
Culture was represented by Tourism. For obvious reason the rationale behind that was not only the
importance of Tourism for Greece, but also the growing significance of 'cultural tourism'.
If anything can be anticipated, the newly-formed Ministry may further degrade the place of culture.
As the director of the National Dance School states rarely is there any continuity in the Ministry of
Culture; whenever she goes there to negotiate payments for her school, another person is there
and to whom she needs to explain conditions at the school anew. It makes survival of the arts
under these conditions into a cumbersome ordeal, to say the least.
The failure to reform education – the efficiency of inefficiency. Internally there is something far
more serious holding back development in Greece. A prime cause for the current regression can
be described as a kind of ‘cultural backwardness’. It is brought about by a combination of many
factors. When searching for possible explanations, among many other reasons given, reference is
made to the fact that many people are not really educated or if at all, then only half skilled in
whatever they do. This includes teachers at school known to have strict anti-child attitudes
underlined by their belief that children are egoistical and need to be disciplined by keeping them
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locked up in the class room. There they are not taught how to learn but told what to memorize. And
still there are many brilliant minds and talented people searching desperately for a meaningful job,
but which is very rare to find especially in these times with a youth unemployment rate above 50%.
Resume
The need for a new social contract: When Greece returned to democracy in 1967 efforts were
made to re-establish a viable social contract. Besides restoration of Constitutional Rights which
foresaw abolishment of the King by a referendum, the same political forces which had prevailed
prior to 1967 established themselves again with the exception of Andreas Papandreou, who
created PASOK and which came to power in 1981. The latter represented those who wished to
have a break in the system and lead an affluent life just as the established class. Basically it meant
the many breaks in development throughout the history of Greece were merely glossed over. To
comprehend these breaks in cultural terms, they manifested themselves in the period 1974 – 2012
as follows:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

A rapid transition in living standards meant a huge challenge for the entire country in terms
of 'cultural adaptation' i.e. while the donkey vanished, people gave up payment by cash to
take up credit as key fault line of their over spending once wealth became wide spreadBesides an official economy, a 'black' one as had been the case during the occupation in
the Second World War or under dictatorship remained, making illegal work appear to be
legal, indeed normal practice.
Since the Junta ended only with a disaster on Cyprus it left Greece exposed security-wise
to unknown tensions with Turkey, so that in effect the military sector had to be strengthened
which contributed over the years to an inflated budget for military expenditure (up to 15% of
the GNP) and despite negative experience with the Junta created a privileged society within
society.
While an inefficient public educational system could be exploited by running an efficient
extra educational system, the elite was recruited through sending the pupils to Athens
College and from there to prescribed paths of socialization e.g. studies in the United States.
An inflated public service sector, manned by political appointees from political parties, was
established, making an independent civil service unthinkable.
The cultural sector was for long under the influence of the foreign archaeological services
(German, French, Canadians etc.) and the respective cultural institutes (Goethe, British
Council, French Institute, Cervantes etc.) and this led to trying to influence Greek decision
makers in favour of purchasing goods and services from these respective countries.
In terms of the European Union and the EU Structural Funds, Greece had to ensure that it
stayed below the average poverty line, in order to enjoy its special status as net receiver of
funds and this at favourable co-financial conditions but which amounted in fact to a
systematic manipulation of statistical and other reports designed to retain this status.
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The prevailing social contract is such a frail one as it has not a convincing cultural basis to be
articulated in the form of a common consensus in support of a governance which would have full
legitimacy. The fact that the party which comes first in the election gains automatically 50 extra
seats underlines that real public opinions are not properly represented within the current
Parliamentary model.
One other special concern has to be the migrant issue. With regards to border control and the
issue of illegal immigration, Greece faces a difficult task which implies ensuring control at its border
but also managing ('illegal') migrants within the existing legal framework for asylum seekers. For
too long a time border areas were neglected and aversive practices upheld (i.e. making life of
migrants as difficult as possible). Subsequently it meant a deterioration in the Human Rights
situation and the rise of xenophobic forces within Greek society. The latter risks transforming an
open into a 'closed' society. Recent efforts have been made to improve the situation e.g. provision
of funds for migrants wishing to return home, speeding up of registration procedures for asylum
seekers, equipping border stations, etc. Here cultural projects must achieve a turnaround on how
migrants are handled, in order to handle a potentially explosive situation better.
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3. SWOT Analysis
A first overview aims to recapture what has been said about good and bad practices in terms of a
qualitative analysis of the EU Structural Funds. In doing so one key recommendation by the poet
Brendan Kennelly has been kept in mind, namely “learn to use, but not abuse culture.” That risk is
given whenever culture is to be used solely as a factor for economic development. It requires good
practice to overcome that. Hence the SWOT analysis is a good methodology to establish the
critical 'cultural turning point', in order to identify when a specific programme risks to go too far in
one direction and then things are then no longer a challenge, but a real threat. The latter is already
the case when perpetrators manage to silence the victims. Then culture itself is under threat.
The strongest cultural developments have been realized where a prudent build-up of cultural
resources has taken place over years, and this in a most consistent manner e.g. work by Eric
Antonis in Antwerp. This suggests that good practices begin with single actions but over time entail
an entire cultural field with many different kinds of institutions and actions reinforcing the presence
and contribution of culture. For instance, there now exists, besides the House for Literature and a
House of Letters and a new platform for Slam Poetry and Rap-related poetic expressions, a
Creative Writer Centre. The latter brings together professional poets with those wishing to learn to
express themselves. Culture is about unfolding within a diversity of expressions in order to let a
new complexity come into its own. As Beuys said everyone is an artist, everyone a poet.
Altogether culture means as well a quality of interaction between people. That distinguishes it by
the way language is used and the expressions of others recognized and appreciated. Here Marx
noted in the introduction to his dissertation about Epicure and Democrit that something is of utmost
importance, namely in order for people to feel and understand themselves in terms of 'human self
consciousness', they have to be addressed in a language which contains categories of both
productivity and creativity. The implementation of the EU Structural Funds is already huge, yet the
entire project does not seem to be embedded in the daily culture that people live. That discrepancy
is in need to be overcome.
When making the SWOT analysis it can increasingly be noticed that with each measure strengths
can become weaknesses and opportunities threats. Things go often together side by side or are
one and the other side of the same coin.
After the overview, further analysis of particular Operational Programmes shall be given in order to
identify how far these measures can be appraised out of a cultural perspective. Culture has the
hard and difficult task to retranslate threats into challenges to ensure that development can
continue on a peaceful path.
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3.1 A general analysis of culture and the EU Structural Funds
Strength

Opportunities

EU Structural Funds can promote culture by
encouraging further going investments

Tap into unknown potentials for creativity and
innovation

Link culture to economy

Enhance literacy and international exposure

Ensure viable cultural strategies for urban renewal
and regional development e.g. sharing of values –
'culture of excellence' leading to outsourcing of work
and sharing of work load as a region to gain
competitive edge

Recognize and develop cultural resources

Weakness

Threats

Especially soft measures are difficult to evaluate –
intangible heritage, values, imagination

Culture is put into the back-seat of development
under the assumption that other drivers and priorities
are more important. Yet culture holds the key to
understanding the deeper nature of the current crisis.

Low access and even less participation leads to low
investments (see Pier)

Develop new cultural management skills
Cultural hubs becoming in future dynamic CCIs

Cultural values and identities are threatened
increasingly by extremist groups ready to take the
'law' into their own hands and thereby destroy social
peace.

A turning point would be if altogether culture could correct mistakes made in one-sided
developments and bring the country back to a more level-headed approach to how its cultural and
natural resources are going to be used. In economic terms, it means that cultural resources can
become invaluable assets especially in an intangible sense. This becomes evident once it is
recognized that culture rests not only on the art of bringing together people in a qualified and
refined way but is also capable of motivating and energizing people to do extraordinary things. The
cultural difference of feeling inspired to what politicians would call in a populist way the readiness
to make sacrifices for the sake of the future of the country e.g. by accepting the hardships caused
by austerity measures, could not be greater. Right now the cultural crisis exists because that
difference cannot be bridged by the economic measures taken.
Cultural projects under the Managing Authority of the Ministry of Culture
To continue the general analysis, there follows now a more detailed picture of the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the EU Structural Funds with regard to culture in Greece
as it applies to the current funding period 2007 – 2013.
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Strengths
•

•

•

•

•

EU funding of cultural projects has put culture on a par with economic and social
development. It can inspire to achieve transformations: out of poverty into a sophisticated
economy with a high level of industry (IT), excellent universities (Lisbon goal of Knowledge
Society), sophisticated cultural services for tourism (museums, cultural heritage protection
and promotion) and higher levels of competitiveness (cultural marketing of local products).
Definite progress has been made with regards to preserving the cultural heritage and
upgrading cultural infrastructure e.g. not only the Acropolis Museum and restoration of the
Acropolis but similar works across the country e.g. Knossos in Crete or the Archaeological
Museum on Thassos along with funding of e.g. Museum for Contemporary Art.
Both civil society and the cultural sector have been strengthened as part of improvement in
cultural infrastructures and promotion of cultural services, and thus allowing people to gain
access to culture e.g. modern museums and cultural hubs which foster local, urban and
regional developments but also funding of such cultural events as the Thessaloniki Book
Fair or the Kalamata Dance Festival, etc.
New strengths have been realized and are being promoted in entrepreneurial culture, e.g.
'Start-up Greece' for youth entrepreneurs, and allowed therefore a link between the Ministry
of Culture’s top-down policy orientation and cultural enterprises active on a bottom-up
basis, to indicate that synergies can be created in support of high cultural performance and
further cultural activities which strengthen the cultural sector on a pro-active basis e.g.
continued funding of the National Dance School interacting with free dancing professionals
creating their own companies e.g. Rootless Roots.
Higher-level of education in culture-related fields has been promoted e.g. cultural planning
at University of Thessaly or Cultural Anthropology, Cultural Geography as prerequisite for
studies of Cultural Landscapes has been going on at, for example, the Aegean University in
Milos on Lesbos.

Weaknesses
“In general, all actors in the management of ROPs (Managing Authority, General Secretaries of
Region, services of the regions etc) have understood the importance of culture in ESPA well, as far
as projects concerning cultural heritage and infrastructures. But it is less so, when we speak about
other cultural actions or services e.g. promoting modern culture etc.
Therefore, the deficit of understanding is more acute in the domains of: documentation and
digitalization of cultural content and development of relevant applications, the implementation of
educational programs with cultural themes, the simplification and improvement of administrative
processes, as well as projects of social work in the domain of culture for the alleviation of high
unemployment.
For this aim, an effort is being done to inform and raise the understanding of Managing Authorities
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about the importance of including measures of culture in their OPs as a high priority.”

•

•
•

•
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The rationale behind the three Funds is not convincing enough to work through
contradictions faced by Greek society. To remind, while the ERDF focuses primarily on key
prerequisites for development e.g. infrastructural projects, the ESF deals with human
resources and the Cohesion Fund with the ‘holding together’ of society. It has been a prime
aim of the EU Structural Funds altogether to promote social and economic cohesion in the
European Union by overcoming regional inequalities. But while the re-structuring process of
the entire country entails regional reforms to help initiate decentralization and achieve
greater equality and cohesion throughout the country, still Athens and the Attica region are
the location of more than 60% of businesses and have nearly 45% of the entire population.
This region has also a major share of the cultural resources which have been made
accessible through the use of the Structural Fund e.g. funding of the Benaki Museum. The
rationale behind that funding is that the Attica region seeks an international model of
attractiveness in order to be competitive with other regions in the world. By comparison
other regions seek to attain only comparable inter-regional or national standards as set by
various political and culturally-set premises for desired development goals. Thus the higher
level of cultural competency of the Attica region will reinforce an already great discrepancy
with the other regions of Greece which all risk to fall behind.
Educational reforms are still lagging behind due to a lack of cultural contents and virtually
no teaching of the arts at schools.
Audience development and target group orientation have remained weak since cultural
activities usually end up being performed to family and friend-related audiences, thereby
risking to keep the standard of work low due to the absence of professional receptivity and
criticism.
The recognition of what migrant groups and other endogenous groups can and do
contribute to the cultural life is generally absent e.g. the Philippine community in Greece is
one of the strongest and best organized as well as one of the oldest migrant groups but it is
hardly noticed at official level despite having their own communication platform,
kindergarten and socio-cultural network. Festivals are organized by NGOs around such
themes as 'anti Racism' but right-wing tendencies have made that very difficult at times e.g.
attacks on migrants by extreme right-wing groups linked to the now officially-elected party
to the Greek Parliament named 'Chrysi Avgi'.

“We tend to promote what we think culture is without considering the target group background and
social psychology related to endogenous culture.”
- Manager of a project funded by Territorial Cooperation Fund for Western Greece
59

Answer by the Director of the Managing Authority at the Ministry of Culture to the questionnaire sent to obtain a written
answer: Point 4. Do you think there is a sufficient understanding of the role of culture within the Structural Funds among
all the relevant stakeholders? Please consider different sub-sectors / areas (e.g. cultural heritage, cultural and creative
industries, cultural infrastructure; culture and education; culture and social inclusion, etc.) and identify any important gaps
in awareness or understanding of the relation between culture and regional or social development. Please identify the
type of stakeholders that may need particular support in this respect.
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Opportunities
•

•

•

•

•

Official policy seeks to promote high organizational skills with high cultural adaptabilities to
other countries as part of 'cultural diplomacy' e.g. link with China and other countries such
as the exhibition about 'the Marathon Runner' curated by Spyros Mercouris.
Skills learned during the Olympic Games have been exported to Third World countries with
similar development problems. Presence of Greece throughout the world is strong not only
due to shipping, construction, agriculture but also due to its culture and different, i.e.
friendly, approach.
Given the fact that the cultural sector in Greece is energized by the influx of many young
and highly-talented people with multiple international connections, they are shifting from
contemporary to synchronic time structures to create cross-sector activities i.e. dance and
theatre becoming dance theatre and a mime play. Many opportunities exist here for further
development. For example, the Beton 7 gallery in Athens as a part of the new cultural
quarters has been mentioned. It combines four autonomous units: gallery space, theatre,
internet radio and bar. Each unit finances itself while cooperating with the others, with
growing success, in terms of audience interaction. In so doing they are learning to improve
their cultural services providing not only internally, but as well externally.
Artistic groups are quick to use empty spaces in run-down former industrial districts and
thereby promote urban renewal e.g. the dance group 'Rootless Roots' rehearses for its
dance performance 'The European House' to take place at the Onassis Foundation in
October 2012 at an abandoned factory converted into a new theatre space and thus allows
to anticipate what future development will alter this area close to the Eleonas Metro Station
which becomes immediately Keramikos (linked to Gazi and area as a new cultural district)
to indicate what transformation Athens is undergoing since the construction of the metro as
the train 'through museums'.
All of this should be linked to the role that the Cultural and Creative Industries can play in
furthering both economic and cultural development. Good practice here includes as well the
art of networking, sharing or pooling of resources, ongoing research, recognition of new
competences and innovation of ideas. The risk taken on the basis of a willingness to show
new ideas is itself a prerequisite for innovation. Here a substantial difference can be made
when it comes to gaining extra economic value by creating employment opportunities, use
of space (especially in downgraded urban and former industrial areas) but also by
achieving cultural excellence. 60

Threats
•

60
61

The Structural Funds tend to demand that any justification for funding culture has to be
made in strictly economic, not cultural terms.61 Yet even when proof in this respect has

See report by Anestis Matatzis about CCIs in Greece
Rudolf Niessler from DG Regio argued in such a way at the Cultural Forum held in Brussels 2011.
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•

•

•

been given (the European Commission published in 2007 the KEA study showing the extra
value of the cultural sector for the economy in Europe62), the EU 2020 vision does not refer
to culture at all. Thus there is a double risk for the new funding period with regards to
‘culture’, namely not to perceive it as a lived reality but also to continue underestimating
what culture-economy relationship which does play however a crucial role when seeking
sustainable development i.e. learning how to handle complexity out of multiple dimensions.
When culture is recognized as being useful for the economy, it implies making use of
'human resources' and therefore of 'creativity' as a factor of productivity, organization and
consumption within an 'economy of experience' as stipulated by the EU 2020 vision. Here a
severe contradiction needs to be resolved especially since this entails as well making
human beings become 'creative'. First of all, creativity cannot be planned but only
favourable framework conditions prepared.63 Secondly, given the right for human substance
(dignity) to remain untouchable and therefore free from the need to be externalized, the
norm that work in any kind of organization can be done without coercion should be
respected. The latter could force the individual to externalize this deeply personal
substance making possible creativity.
The re-nationalization of EU programmes does weaken the role that culture could play in
up-holding diversity. It underlines also a contradiction in what is culturally at stake when
striving for cohesion in Europe. The latter requires not only a response to diversity, but also
an openness to bring together different cultural heritages, in order to form a common
European cultural identity. In Greece, alone the handling of migrants has been a grave
short-coming in upholding Human Rights as xenophobic forces are on the rise. Amnesty
international attests that the police is especially violent towards migrants, demonstrators
and detainees with the added risk of political authorities creating a 'climate of impunity'.64
A threat to Greece is the loss of complete sovereignty. The crisis has brought about an
entire new set of one-sided dependencies upon the Troika in order to obtain bailout funds
to save the state from default. All this re-invokes the post-colonial mind set i.e. the
colonization of the mind which furthers in turn extreme nationalist and xenophobic
tendencies. This threat is further fuelled by a definite short-coming in not being able to
handle multiple tasks and a growing complexity. Once an inferiority complex exists, then
recourse is taken to over-simple answers. It goes with self- denial and denials of problems.
Also there is the tendency to blaming everyone else from politicians to the 'migrant'. These
often 'wild' projections indicate a cultural break-down in normal perception and coping with
challenges. Negative responses to felt threats manifest themselves in violent protests,
suicides, immigration and furthermore in many new myths, irrational ideas, old theories
about Capitalism or 'the System'. Populist explanations are being floated as of late by
various extremist parties. They all border on paranoia and enhance conspiracy theories
insofar as people are led to believe that they are victims of everything. By not realizing a

62

KEA Study (2006) The Economy of Culture in Europe. Brussels: European Commission. Source:
www.keanet.eu/ecoculture/studynew.pdf
63
Bart Verschaffel (2007) „What can we expect from cultural planning?“ ECCM Symposium, Athens
http://productivityofculture.org/symposium/cultural-planning-2/what-can-we-expect-from-cultural-planning-by-bartvrschaffel/
64
„Rights group raps police violence“. Report of Amnesty International. Kathimerini, Athens, Wed. July 4, 2012.
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balanced development, no cultural adaptation to new challenges and tasks is brought
about. Among many other factors, it can be explained by the one-sided over dependency
upon the Structural Funds as one of the few reliable sources of money.

3.2 Particular analysis of specific Operational Programmes – the cultural turning point
When someone walks in the wrong direction, at a certain point that person will realize it and turn
around. Once the experience of correcting a mistake has taken place, it becomes suddenly a
reflection about assumptions and how decisions are made on the basis of what advice,
information, expectations etc. In philosophy this turning around is linked as well to the ability to
listen to the 'inner voice' or what gives one orientation. At societal level it can be expected likewise
that there is no insistence to develop in a certain direction if this has negative consequences e.g.
unemployment, impoverishment by false use of resources etc. It is suggested here that likewise
the SWOT analysis can be used to identify at the juncture of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats where the crucial cultural turning point is, to ensure that implementation of the
operational programmes does not go in a wrong direction. Upon a closer look this would mean that
culture as a measure becomes a way to read all incoming information while providing feedback to
the projects and to the Managing Authorities of the operational programmes.
•
Competitiveness and Entrepreneurship 65 – As previously mentioned, this OP
falls under 'Convergence', with a total budget of €1.519 billion (Community assistance
through the ERDF amounts to roughly €1.291 billion), representing approximately 6.32% of
the total EU funds invested in Greece under the 2007-13 Cohesion Policy. This OP aims to
enhance cross-border mobility and upgrade research (up to 1.5% of GNP) in an effort to
improve the trade balance of the Greek industry, in particular of SMEs. Emphasis on
innovation includes culture and tourism (see below).
Strengths

Opportunities

By meeting Convergence / Competitiveness
objectives both the industrial and organisational
base of the economy has been strengthened.
Measures here are linked to the cultural marketing of
local products, upgrading of management skills and
aimed investment in SMEs with links to IT sector
with a strong showing in exports.

Care has to be taken to come to terms with the
culturally-defined entrepreneurship in Greece
(small family-based businesses, with a strong
network linked to larger household), but cultural
adaptation can be supported to bring about a new
entrepreneurial culture.

By linking culture and economy coherence of values
(work
ethic)
shall
strengthen
managerial
competence once embedded in the culture of the
country, region and local place.

By adding the cultural dimension to local
products, competitiveness in terms of export
chances can be enhanced tremendously since
this means also almost free of charge marketing
chances when a product is known by its cultural

65

See
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/country/prordn/details_new.cfm?LAN=7&gv_PAY=GR&gv_reg=all&gv_PGM=1249&g
v_defL=7
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roots. Greek feta and olive oil are two such
The cultural factor upgrades quality of inward potential products.
investments.
It facilitates entry into joint actions to further
innovation.
Weaknesses

Threats

Competitiveness has been a weak point of the Over commercialization of culture leads to a
Greek economy but not across the board.
threat to cultural identity.
Innovation is more flexible and outgoing while
research tends to superimpose a strict rationality
not compatible with creative processes. Here the
link to innovative practices is still weak.

Any viable economy exists due to an interplay
between small and large, rather than have on the
one hand old-fashioned activities and macro scale
global business on the other hand. There is a
cultural drive behind such a wrong distinction and
false polarization as it destroys the motor of
economic
development,
including
free
professionals, civil society and NGOs of the
cultural sector all acting as transfers of know-how
and innovation.

Cultural tourism-related analysis
Strengths

Opportunities

Promotion of intercultural learning to bring Europe
together.

Sharing of values by creating synergies between
locals and people coming from abroad.

Ministry of Culture working together with NGOs to
promote cultural actions with high educational and
cultural value.

Greece has a wide range of offers for tourism which
can be developed further e.g. garden of herbs in
memory of Hippocratous on the island of Kos.

Promotion of local museums to promote remote
areas and special places of meaning in a diverse
cultural landscape of Greece.

Sea-related activities e.g. marinas but as well scuba
diving.

Weaknesses

Threats

Exchange of experiences limited by exclusive project Reinforcement of nationalist and ethnic
communication
assertiveness.
Conflict between in priorities e.g. more cultural
infrastructures or 'soft' measures.

One-sided tourist dependencies leave many Greek
islands in an unsustainable position, economically
but also socially speaking.
Marinas and sea related infrastructures often in poor Neglect of culture (training of staff) leads to the
condition with port development lagging behind
downgrading of cultural services.
technical improvements of boats.
Deep diving was forbidden until now to protect
archaeological treasures hidden in the sea.
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Crucial turning point: “The issue of the perception of the target countries on culture and how this
may be enhanced should be part of the design of development programmes.”
- Manager of project funded by Territorial Cooperation Fund for Western Greece

•

Digital Convergence – This OP seeks to promote the use of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) by companies, since high operational costs and lack of
good services impedes the development of this sector. In the cultural sphere, this would
include digitalization of collections and virtual libraries /archives / museums.
Strengths

Opportunities

Cultural funding through this OP concerns the
documentation, digitalization of cultural content and
the development of applications for their
presentation on the Internet.

EKEVI is using funds to support integrating
publishers and writers into e-book commerce. Also a
data bank of the latest publications made available to
all libraries and book sellers around the country
allows an up-to-date information system.

The Benaki Museum has used funds to digitalize its
collection as most other museums by now.
This data bank is also a good indicator for progress
made by CCIs in this sector.
The IT backup for cultural institutions has greatly
improved over the past ten years.
Weaknesses

Threats

Apart from funding cultural infrastructure, it should
include soft cultural actions aiming at facilitating the
cultural adaptation to ICT of different user groups; an
example here being the difficulties experienced
when it comes to handling e-commerce and other
online
activities,
something
that
hinders
convergence.

Threats for 'creative' producers are linked to copy
right related issues but also to increasing prospects
of e-books replacing traditional ways of publishing
books. This sector is undergoing tremendous
changes and even famous publishing houses face
huge difficulties on how to sustain their publishing
programmes.
Intensive use of media makes museums risk to turn
themselves inside out and, by overusing new
technology, enter budgetary constraints which hinder
upkeep of other, equally important services.

Challenges in IT-related activities are more often converted into threats due to minds being closed
to these possibilities. Generally, gaps in know-how are no longer responded to in an adequate way
to sustain an overall development, requiring but equally encouraging these skills. It leaves out
completely all the other potentialities that these tools offer. If three important phases can be
identified, then only the first may have a chance to be realized: 1) set-up; 2) practical use; and 3)
taken to the next higher level of sophistication. Without a real support system, this lack of cultural
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adaptation stands to damage future economic development. Since it means as well a low level of
literacy, exclusion from society and international contacts, lack of participation becomes more
encompassing over time. An isolated Greek society, cut off from Europe and the rest of the world,
would not allow it to resolve its economic woes although depending not only upon tourism, exports
and abilities to co-operate at all levels with European institutions, but on an ability to communicate
its own needs in an understandable way and this within a sense of proportionality.
Cultural turning point: Already Greece is falling behind in Internet-based communication e.g. lack of
access and broad line penetration. The lack of digital literacy leads to a low participation in culture,
and therefore leaves people disorientated as far as the crucial 'cultural adaptation' is concerned.

•

Education and Lifelong Learning 66 – This programme seeks to encourage and promote
integrated human resource development while putting in place a technical structure to fund
5 action lines, all of which are related to objectives of the Social Fund. However, they
overlap with similar priorities as stipulated by other operational programmes:
Action Line 1: Promotion of equality in accessing the labour market for all and especially for
those in danger of social exclusion.
Action Line 2: Promotion and improvement of education and vocational training in the
framework of lifelong learning.
Action Line 3: Development and promotion of youth entrepreneurship and adaptability
Action Line 4: Improvement of women's access to the labour market
Action Line 5: Development and amelioration of infrastructure for the implementation of
ESF measures
Cultural funding through this OP concerns the implementation of educational programmes
with cultural themes in the context of school education.

Cultural turning point: A SWOT analysis of every operational programmes exists, here the special
one for the educational program. The analysis puts emphasis on people who leave school or never
complete a proper education to indicate that 'cultural backwardness’ is a problem in need to be
67
faced.

• Public Administration Reform – This OP aims to create a citizen-centred, effective, open
and flexible governance model, for the transition from role and procedural-based
management to a results-oriented practice. Requires reconfiguration, application and
evaluation of public policies and programmes, streamlining administrative procedures,
organisational and functional reorganisation and administrative restructuring, along with
public administration training and upgrading of the quality of service provision in practice.

66
67

http://www.epeaek.gr/epeaek/en/a_2_1_2.html
A SWOT analysis for education can be found at http://www.epeaek.gr/epeaek/en/a_2_7.html
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Strengths

Opportunities

Cultural funding through this OP concerns the To learn through European funded programmes and
simplification of administrative processes –including projects how public administration of culture works in
through the use of ICT- of bodies supervised by the other countries and in different settings.
Ministry of Culture and Tourism, aiming at improving
the services to citizens.
Weaknesses

Threats

A culture of public administration based on civic Unable to safeguard the cultural heritage of the
values and independence from political influence is country through further neglect with administrators
missing in Greece
not really knowledgeable on how culture should be
treated.

A double Cultural turning point is needed to turn things around:
• It is crucial to improve the cultural competence of civil servants at the Ministry of Culture,
as well as of the special Managing Authority, who need to interact on the one hand with
politicians to ensure that culture has a high priority in future negotiations, and on the other
hand deal with operational programmes that are really under the supervision of special
units created to facilitate greater efficiencies e.g. the role of the Management
Organisational Unit assigned to the Ministry of Development for managing operational
programmes and whose cultural competency is unclear.
• The increasing problem is that repeatedly political parties, once in power, create their own
units within the respective Ministries since they do not trust or can work together with the
ones who had been appointed by the previous administration but who cannot be fired.
Thus there are different layers within the administration, some functioning in an up-to-date
manner, while others are just “sleepers”.

•

Human Resources – This OP intends to strengthen the adaptability of human resources
and enterprises and aims to assist access to employment, reforms in the health sector,
while overcoming social isolation and boosting social cohesion. Yet, too little is done to
invest in people themselves.
Strengths

Opportunities

Cultural funding through this OP concerns projects Unemployment and ESF
of social work in the domain of culture, through
68
cooperation of the Ministry’s services with NGOs.
“Greece is investing its ESF funding in training
and social services, improving the flexibility of its
workforce while boosting the capacity of its public
administration. Meanwhile, new efforts are being
made to put an end to undeclared work and to
68

Information provided by Ministry of Culture through answers to interview questionnaire.
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improve job opportunities for disadvantaged
groups – particularly women – in the Greek labour
market. And new opportunities for lifelong learning
and acquiring new skills are being created to
69
address the skills mismatch in the economy.“
Weakness

Threats

Generally speaking, the crisis could mean that
investments needed be not made at all. Above all, a
loss of credibility and reputation is at stake. How
this shall affect the cultural field cannot be foreseen
as of yet. Right now many cultural actors continue
to operate even if not paid. Yet once confidence and
trust is lost, it is difficult to regain the high level of
sophistication needed to make projects work.

Due to the crisis the real needs in Greece are
expressed in figures: in 2012 more than 20% of
unemployed and of the youth, while the health
care system no longer functions.

Cultural turning point: Redefine cultural investments as investments in culture and in people e.g.
how long does it take for an opera singer to stand on stage as a fully matured voice, if not more
than seven years. The superficiality by which culture is approached means that quick and visible
results are preferred instead of doing long-term investments.

•

Accessibility Improvement 70 - This programme involves Community support for eight
Greek regions: Epirus, Thessaly, Eastern Macedonia, Ionian Islands, Western Greece,
Peloponnesus, Crete and North Aegean. It falls within the framework laid out for the
Convergence objective and has a total budget of around €4.976 billion. The OP aims to
improve transportation networks (access remote areas by cross-cutting prosperous
regions to link up internationally) with 86% of the budget dedicated to fulfil the Lisbon
target of job creation.

No specific analysis was undertaken but it would be interesting in terms of regional equalities
and how the Structural Fund has affected the cultural cohesion of the entire country along with
progress being made in terms of equality not merely in living standard, but also in access to
culture.

•

Cultural turning point: Develop a 'traffic culture' – a term which was used already at the
time when Attica Metro was constructed and the Fifth Seminar 'Cultural Actions for
Europe' held in Athens in 1994. Since then culture and technological systems go well
together in terms of cultural adaptation of neutral technical systems being adopted by
the local population, and the cultural consensus method proving to be an effective tool

69

ESF in Greece
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/country/prordn/details_new.cfm?gv_PAY=EL&gv_reg=ALL&gv_PGM=1075&LAN=7
&gv_per=2&gv_defL=7
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to bring together different partners who would otherwise not agree with one another
e.g. for a train running from Madrid to Moscow without the need to change tracks and
71
locomotive with different driving cabins.

•

Operational Programme Environment, Sustainable Development 72 dealing with
environment-related matters (waste, pollution etc.), in relationship to the 'quality of life'
(leaves out 'Phasing out' regions) and has altogether 11 priorities. It aims to deal with
climate change.

Strengths

Opportunities

Can use cultural projects with regional dimension By linking culture with environment, projects can
so as to adopt measures linked to local needs and upgrade proper land use.
self-understanding.
A key opportunity would be to introduce the
Methodologies allow to furthering participation ‘cultural landscape’ by redefining interaction of
(shareholders of different partners) and help in man with nature e.g. revive old campaign of
drafting a practical agenda for culture at all local Council of Europe called “save the rural country
and regional levels.
side”.
European-financed
political authorities.

projects

allow

to

address Further culture-driven regional developments e.g.
creation of regional parks as a new form of
protection (upgrading of Natura 2000 areas).

Weaknesses

Threats

Projects stay below the political level of public
awareness and therefore do not disseminate their
outcomes adequately.

Illegal constructions, but also overuse of 'cement'
threaten to destroy natural and cultural heritages.

Participation of various groups (schools, citizens,
other NGOs) is often only pro forma.
No links to other European funded projects doing
similar work as vertical and horizontal integration
remains isolated and only single cases can be
found.

Overbuilt areas include islands like Santorini and
turn a paradise into a tourist nightmare (noise,
pollution, uncontrollable risks to environment and
health of people, ignorance of earthquake risk
areas by building on slopes villas with swimming
pools etc.)
The whole misguided development threatens
sustainable development.

Cultural turning point:
• Unresolved poverty and economic hardships lead to social exclusion and break down
of informal networks with no support forthcoming from communities to stranded
individuals and groups.
• Threats to life are on the increase especially during recession times e.g. rate of suicide
71

See Workshop 3: Traffic and Culture at http://poieinkaiprattein.org/conferences-symposiums-workshops/culturalactions-for-europe/the-workshops/workshop-3-traffic-culture/
72
and official site: http://www.epperaa.gr/ http://www.buildup.eu/links/25546
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•

but also of violent crime on the increase. By not furthering a cultural perspective,
structural deficiencies will lead to wrong adaptation patterns, lower self-esteem and by
not investing enough in the 'self', they could lead to an absolute crisis.
Loss of public trust as social capital means also a loss of human resources. It
increases social costs e.g. more police as an instrument of formal control and
regulation but which shall never suffice to uphold socio-economic and cultural
cohesion based on informal control and in the end upon cultural consensus about
basic human values.

Emergency measures – fire, floods, earthquakes – real threats
•

National Contingency Reserve - The National Contingency Reserve, pursuant to the
provisions of Article 51 of Council Regulation 1083/2006, is a form of intervention
designed to meet unforeseen local or sectoral crises linked to economic and social
restructuring or to the consequences of the opening up of trade. Priority axes include
the following:
Priority Axis 1: «Medium- and long-term support of human resources affected by the
consequences of unforeseen local or sectoral crises linked to economic and social restructuring
or to the consequences of the opening up of trade in the “Convergence” Objective regions.”
Priority Axis 2: «Immediate tackling of the direct consequences affecting the human resources
due to unforeseen local or sectoral crises linked to economic and social restructuring or to the
73
consequences of the opening up of trade in the “Convergence” Objective regions.”

73

Source: http://www.espa.gr/en/Pages/staticSectoralOP.aspx
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4. Priorities for Cultural Investment 2014-2020
On 14th March 2012, the European Commission presented the "Common Strategic Framework"
(CSF) in order to help Member States prepare for the use of the Structural Funds for the period
2014-2020. Since it entails the inclusion of Agriculture and Fisheries to further an integrated
approach, the new funding period will be more comprehensive and sophisticated, thereby
demanding a higher level of administrative and practical competence but not only.
Integrated approaches are often called 'holistic', but in reality they presume a cultural synthesis
and identity. This is not self-understood but has to be successfully achieved by the previous
development phase. If the next higher level of competence is to be attained, then a 'cultural
adaptation' to all the new circumstances will have to be ongoing. That has been pointed out with
reference to the cultural strategy adopted by the City of Volos. Cultural and industrial heritage was
used precisely for that purpose, namely to give the city a new platform from which it could consider
its new organisational and development strategy. By including culture, it allows measures to be
implemented in an innovative way. This is because culture as a measure of time transmits in a
much more subtle, equally sophisticated way what is the right timing for implementation. It includes
consideration of what people can take at a time and what are potentialities but which need time to
grow, just like flowers. Sometimes innovative practices are made possible by asking the right
questions and formulating guidelines in such a way that they become truly inspirational in a quest
to further understand what are successful cultural planning strategies.
One key problem affecting Greece and the Troika at the moment is this pressure to show visible
results immediately. Brecht is famous for saying if on the fast track, then for sure one is on the
wrong one. Exactly culture as measure of time needs to be taken into consideration at all times
when considering investment potentialities and priorities.
The implementation of future Structural Funds is linked as well to the EU 2020 vision of ‘smart,
inclusive and sustainable growth’. It foresees specialisation of regions to make them become more
competitive. As such it will demand of Greece to ensure an even further going 'cultural adaptation'
than what has been the case up to now. Precisely there lies the opportunity, but also the challenge
to make this become much more compatible with the cultural self-understanding people have of
their current life. If investment priorities can be linked to the crucial cultural turning points,
strategically speaking, then there might be a chance that Greece shall emerge out of the current
crisis on a much healthier footing that what may be presumed presently as being possible.

4.1 Cultural strategy
Conceptually speaking, the EU Commission bases a successful cultural strategy on the fact that
“investing in culture should not come in isolation, but should be part of an integrated development
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strategy, which is based on a thorough mapping of local assets, needs and resources.”74 There are
two problems connected with these prerequisites:
•
•

Cultural mapping is linked to cultural planning75, yet since nowhere explicitly mentioned, the
very lack of such a methodology shall impede adopting a cultural strategy.
Cultural strategies vary with both quantitative and qualitative measures, hence factors of
success have to be adapted to an evolving situation.

An integrated culture-based strategy as
Comments (in reference to the Greek context)
76
proposed by EU
EU Report – Factors of success
Comments in reference to Greek context
Policy leadership: it is important that a clear
Non-hierarchical relationships do away with
commitment to a cultural element in local and
needs for leadership. Rather, for the young working
regional development be established by the relevant together and sharing values is more important. Also,
authorities and that advocacy for this approach is
besides the Ministry of Culture and local and
effective and based on a clear strategy.
regional authorities, the cultural sector should have
a voice in any decision- making process.
Creating the foundation: establishing the right
physical infrastructure and ensuring that the right
skills and capacities are available is critical to
generate the initial momentum and create a sense
of direction and excitement.

Culture as networking and creative platforms
depends on freedom of access to the community.
Sharing knowledge and resources means less
infrastructure, more soft actions as lively
neighbourhoods, creative clusters can bring about
innovation.

Sound development: sustaining an initial impact is
key for long-term success. It is achieved by
identifying and building on both original and
emerging strengths and ensuring that capabilities
keep pace with needs. These processes have to be
supported by proper monitoring and evaluation.

Sustainable development lets people uphold
things. The strength lies in the world needing artists
while they need people who can listen. Evaluation
includes public debate and cultural impact
assessments. Culture as public good links then key
indicators e.g. openness, friendliness, adaptability to
new ideas etc.

Exploiting culture-specific advantages: the
culture-specific contributions to the strategy need to
be kept under review and strengthened as the
opportunities present themselves. Spill-over effects
need to be encouraged.

„Learn to use, but not abuse, culture“ should be
the prime objective. Culture is not the same as some
natural resource exploited by a mining company.
The 'aesthetics of resistance' (Peter Weiss) or
Picasso's Guernica against war are cultural
resources.
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Source: „The success of culture based development“ http://ec.europa.eu/culture/eu-funding/the-success-of-culturebased-development_en.htm
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The author of this research report did a study for Volos about „successful cultural planning strategies“ in the framework
of the Interreg III B CADSES project HERMES, see http://poieinkaiprattein.org/culture/cities-cultural-planning/
76
Note: although no single model exists for developing a culture-based strategy, the EU report points out that creativity of
the sector leads to new approaches being continuously developed.
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Proper support: effective business support in the
form of advice, facilities and capacity-building
through training provision are critical to the success
of many projects.

Cultural cooperation between different
shareholders is needed especially in the cultural
sector. Until now only formal cooperation
agreements are recognized by the authorities, but
informal ones between artists entail another binding
power.

Flying high: success has to be managed, review
processes are necessary, adaptations have to be
made and new opportunities seized.

Cultural adaptation should be a prerequisite right
from the start and linked to anticipating that things
have to be used outside their own cultural context.

It needs to be recognised what 'cultural resources' are and in a second step, how these resources
can be interconnected not only in terms of actual use, but how to be safeguarded as a potentiality.
The wisdom of any cultural economy is not to use up all resources for once a river has dried out,
then environmental destruction sets in and people with their activities abandon their communities
since it has no longer its main source of livelihood.
As already mentioned, no proper use has been made so far of the various 'cultural maps' which
were created alongside the preparations for the Olympic Games. The heightened interest in
Greece has been replaced now by major concerns about its economic state of affairs. It would be,
therefore, crucial how communication about the viable cultural sector spreads the news that there
are vibrant cultural hubs and promising works being developed all the time, and this despite of the
crisis. Yet the official tourist policy continues to focus on other types of tourists which are seldom
interested in Greek culture. Museums and the cultural heritage of Ancient Greece are certainly an
asset for the tourist industry but should not be used to sidestep the need to bring visitors into
contact with everyday life in Greece now. Alternative tourism models allowing visitors to be well
guided and known, so as to find out their interests in order to connect them with people who might
be of interest to them, should be devised.77 An electronic diary or blog of visitors is already
something made available thanks to the Internet, but this tool has yet to be used wisely as it
touches upon spheres of public policy on how narratives are told and passed on.
The European Commission gives examples of types of culture-based interventions from which to
release investment opportunities for culture-related types of developments.
Types of culture-based interventions according to the European Commission

78

:

• transformation of urban environments and creation of new public spaces and facilities;
• development of structures, such as specialised business incubators, to promote
interaction between cultural and commercial activities;
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Linz, when European Capital of Culture, had this in mind when setting up information kiosks. Likewise, as any
museum knows, there are ordinary visitors, those with further interests and real specialists who could make an enormous
contribution to what stories are told about the collection at the museum.
78
See http://ec.europa.eu/culture/eu-funding/different-examples-of-culture-based-intervention_en.htm
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• cultural inputs inspiring creativity and innovation in a range of business processes and
driving new developments and applications of digital technology;
• projects with a cultural theme playing a large part in the marketing of goods and services;
• other projects using cultural forms and facilities to undertake training or to engage with
groups that are at risk of exclusion from mainstream society.

Since here culture, urban environment and inward investments are linked to the development of
specific areas, advocacy for culture as a prerequisite for inward investment should be noted:
a) Investment opportunities
If culture is not a precondition, inward investment can have adverse effects. Culture acts like a
filter. Experience shows that many investors shy away from making offers, if culture needs to be
taken into consideration. For many, culture makes things too complex, but those who take culture
into consideration make investment offers of a much higher quality.
With the requirement to take culture into consideration goes the methodological requirement of
'cultural impact assessments' of every investment. So far, only environmental impact assessments
are standard procedures. But by leaving both cultural planning and the culture sector aside, the
impact of pending changes is not taken into account.
Innovative urban and cultural developments go hand-in-hand and can establish creative hubs, e.g.
the Gazi works in Athens or Tsalapatas in Volos. Besides housing radio stations, exhibition
spaces, conferences and musical or other performance stages, such venues for all kinds of events
indicate a new way of doing things: creating synergies from below and out of diverse tasks.
b) Cultural regeneration of urban areas – the cases of Volos and Athens
By funding projects which allow to enrich local development through new cultural assets like a city
museum, municipal governance can become better adapted to shifts in population, and respond to
any given pockets of poverty, exclusion and lack of services. 79
The upgrading of neglected inner city districts goes hand-in-hand with a new cultural outreach; the
former Tsalapatas brick factory was located in one of those neglected areas. Today it is a part of a
famous district converted thanks to numerous restaurants and restored homes. The area has taken
on a special value since it is embedded in a cultural heritage / identity complex not to be found in
other areas of the city where buildings are neutral in cultural meaning.
c) The problem of uncontrolled urban expansion and illegal construction activities
When referring to investment opportunities and economic growth, there prevails as well the
problem of uncontrolled developments both at city and regional level. As a matter of fact, these two
combine when critics state that Greece and its landscape are at high risk due to 'over consumption
of space'. For instance, the photographer Nikos Kasseris observes that in Rhodes
79

For the HERMES project, see: http://poieinkaiprattein.org/europe/european-projects/hermes-project/
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“the logic of continuous urban expansion, in the form of tourist development has changed the
physical environment even in Natura 2000 areas, which should be strictly protected. More
drastic has been the impact on coastal areas of the island, since they represent the preferred
location for large hotel units, by the same token excluding citizens from free access to the
beaches.” 80
Even the European Commission, when assessing the impact of the European Social Fund in
Greece, states that “over the last decade, Greece's growth performance was based on
unsustainable drivers: consumption and residential investment booms were accompanied by high
real wage increases and rapid credit growth; low real interest rates associated with the adoption of
the Euro and financial market liberalisation fuelled the boom.” 81 Such a negative development
needs to be accepted for in a responsible way, since it has also to do with the failure to correctly
use the Structural Funds.

4.2. Typology of Investments
The ‘Study on the Contribution of Culture to Local and Regional Development – Evidence from the
Structural Funds’ makes specific recommendations for a typology for investments in culture.82 As it
stands, it entails a mixture of cultural and non-cultural aspects. Also the meaning of a term like
'classical' may not be entirely clear. While in Greece classical culture would mean something
having permanent value, the EU’s specific typology includes a vast range of different aspects not
really compatible with one another and often of a temporary nature, but still refers to classical
investments in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rehabilitation and protection of the physical environment;
Urban Regeneration;
Preservation/Development of Cultural Heritage (sites, monuments etc.);
Cultural Infrastructure (i.e. museums, festivals, Houses of Culture);
Tourism;
Direct employment.

This typology indicates a possible guidance for future investments, but it is not comprehensive
enough to do justice to culture and to the potential economic development-culture relationship. For
instance, the CCIs and industrial policy are not identical and may even mislead investments since
they are not really focused on innovative practices. The latter involves giving products a cultural
dimension and thereby a competitive advantage since often it means low or no advertisement
costs but still being known to a wider range of consumers than products marketed without this
80

Nikos Kasseris (2012) „Issues to be faced on Rhodes“, catalogue 'Biotope of Ideas' Athens: Poiein kai Prattein
ESF Greece: http://ec.europa.eu/esf/main.jsp?catId=382&langId=en
82
See ‚Final Report: Contribution of culture to Local and Regional Development: Evidence from the Structural Funds‘.
http://ec.europa.eu/culture/documents/typology_culture-based_activities.pdf
81
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cultural dimension. The CCIs include designers who can play a role in industrial and
entrepreneurial innovative practices, but it must be bridged by public funding at a scale which often
exceeds that of small and medium-sized enterprises, and in particular that of CCIs.
What is needed is a new set of cultural paradigms that would do justice to much-needed real
investments on culture as key source of innovative practices.83

4.3 Development with a regional and cultural dimension
Of interest is that the MA of the European Territorial Cooperation Programme advocates for a polycentric regional development strategy. Two questions follow from this:
−
−

How does this relate to a specialisation of regions and to Greece as a whole?
How could cultural diversity be managed in the near future?

It seems that this poly-centric regional development strategy is not applicable in Greece, because it
does not deal adequately with either growth or sustainability. One reason is the systematic
exclusion of planning and land-use considerations; the second is that any top-down interventions
rarely coincide with a complementary bottom-up effort, although both are needed to bring about
creative hubs. It is more and more expressed that projects with a regional dimension need not only
to secure funding but also a further integration of various factors (labour, resources, administrative
governance), and this at the next higher level of cultural competence, international expertise is also
needed to ensure implementation of projects.

4.4 Investments in culture with an international dimension
Two dimensions are involved: incoming influences and attention given to Greek culture and its
resources, and outgoing activities which can and do make available to the cultural resources of
others. In a global age, but also due to the dependency on tourism, these flows need to be studied,
nurtured and be encouraged as they can expand the scope of possible inducements by culture of
further going development.
Surprisingly even a city like Athens lacks the presence of international institutions. The existence of
the latter would have a positive spill-over effect, i.e. in competence and standards of work. For this,
not only sophisticated cultural infrastructures and services are needed but also a certain openness
as regards culture. Thus much more cultural sophistication is needed to attract high-skilled experts.
It is best done by upholding a good reputation on how strangers are treated. That is why the
83

Both types – theatre and opera - are very different in structure and disposition. Those attempting to cut costs by joining
these two art strands approach things often only from a superficial managerial viewpoint and do not go really into the
substance of culture. This has also far reaching implications at European level when culture related debates are divorced
entirely from artistic contents and experiences.
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migrant issue is not divorced from this overall issue. If a humane conduct does not prevail
throughout societies, then there is a clear sign that a highly-exploitative practice prevails without
much after thought as to what it does to both human and international relationships. Yet Greece
has also to think about its reputation in the international world.
Efforts are undertaken to foster the dialogue with China. Spyros Mercouris is currently organizing a
cultural forum for 2013, in which the European Commission has been invited to participate. The
Chinese and Greek cultures are two of the oldest in the world and despite differences in population
sizes they have a lot to give to one another. It can form as well a basis for the dialogue between
China and the European Union.
Efforts should also be made to link up with UNESCO in a bid to further cultural diversity while
supporting such Sectoral Platforms as the one for Non Violence and Peace, in order to encourage
cultural NGOs to collaborate in worldwide programmes and activities to further peace. The Kids'
Guernica movement, with Poiein kai Prattein acting in Athens as the European coordinator, stands
as a good example of this.84
Athens is also linked to the European Capitals of Europe project since it was the first city to carry
this title in 1985. There was an attempt by Spyros Mercouris to uphold the link between former,
current and future ECoC cities, but the network folded in 2010 despite the concept gaining
worldwide recognition and adoption to warrant a network of networks when it comes to Capitals of
Culture throughout the world. Unfortunately developments linked to Liverpool '08 and Ruhr 2010
meant the replacement of the former network by an informal one with follow-ups being now diverse
institutions seeking to capitalize on the experiences made while being European Capitals of
Culture for one year. In Athens efforts were made to establish the archive for the European
Capitals in 2007 but the project was also folded in 2009 due to lack of funds but also problems in
terms of legitimacy. If anything can be done to revive this archive and retain the location in Athens,
but not as one subject to the Municipality of Athens alone, the archive could become a truly
European and international institution. It could link up with the University Network of European
Capitals of Culture. A key aim of such a new cultural institution should be to safeguard the success
of this project which was started by Melina Mercouri. She had the visionary power to give culture a
voice. 85

4.5 Coming to terms with culture
For the validation of the Common Strategic Framework the concept of culture needs to be clarified.
The EU 2020 vision does not mention culture at all, while the Greek term of 'politismos' (knowing
what is going on) is not compatible with being just a factor of economic development. A lot of
confusion exists about culture being understood as a 'soft factor' but funded primarily as if a 'hard'
84

The Kids' Guernica project is based on a simple idea: children and youth paint a peace mural which has the same size
as Picasso's Guernica (7,8 x 3,5 m). See www.kids-guernica.org and www.poieinkaiprattein.org/kids-guernica
85
For further information about ECoC see http://poieinkaiprattein.org/europe/european-capital-of-culture/
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measure, i.e. infrastructure. Nor is it clear what creativity and innovation really stand for, despite
everyone referring to it as if culture per se. Also it is not credible to assume that the cultural and
creative industries can bring about smart, inclusive and sustainable development in a direct and
causal way.
It takes more to further innovative practices. The latter depends on inter-connectivities between
culture and economy and this at various levels and scales of economies. Some reference to that
has been made by using 'clusters' or regional economies constituted by sharing values to allow for
outsourcing and therefore an interplay between large companies and multiple small, but highly
innovative firms.
It is, therefore, of uttermost relevance to agree on a practical agenda for culture. Among the many
points in need to be clarified, is a revision of the subsidiarity principle. It cannot be to disadvantage
on the one hand culture by giving it a small funding programme (not even 1% of the total EU
budget), while re-nationalising European project funding through the way in which the EU
Structural Funds are structured right now. This implicit definition of culture as something being
'national' contradicts the intention of bringing Europe together. Therefore the legal base for cultural
actions of the European Union needs to be made stronger; as the wide presence of culture in the
Structural Funds indicates already.
Definitely, the existing agenda is limited in scope to what are 'safe' areas for the EU Commission to
undertake action in, e.g. inter-cultural dialogue. Since most of the time the funding of culture is
indirect, a clarification of the entire funding programme would be useful. Not only national, regional
and local identities have to be respected but, as the shift to value issues shows, a new learning
process has to set in across the whole of Europe. Naturally, the bringing together of cultures
requires first of all an investment in people who need to be free to experience cultural diversity as a
common asset.

4.6 Recommendations 86
Along those lines note can be taken that opinions expressed by Managing Authorities but also by
directors and managers is that culture should not only be kept in the next funding period, but be
recognized as making a substantial contribution and thus receive a clear priority. In underlining
this, it is clear that this assumes that problems in implementation can be cleared up. Or to put it
differently, culture can inspire people to do excellent work. If alone this value is shared by all,
whether in giving reports or constructing a house, then human measures prevail and make things
possible where before it was considered to be impossible. Working with that potential requires,
however, an ability to take time and measure based on what people can perceive and understand
themselves.
86

All subsequent recommendations were submitted in written form as answers to the questionnaire sent to various
Managing Authorities, Directors and Project Managers as part of this research. See Annex 1 for the questionnaire and
list of targets.
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A first recommendation can be taken from what the Managing Authority of the European Territorial
Cooperation Programme states as an opinion:

“Since culture is not included in the thematic priorities set out in the proposed Regulations package
(Structural Funds) for the next Programming Period and countries have been instructed to
accommodate actions related to culture within the other priorities, the Greek Managing Authority of
European Territorial Cooperation Programmes recommends that “Culture” deserves to be
emphasized as a distinct thematic priority for Structural Funds and European Territorial Cooperation
Programmes in particular. “

This opinion is reinforced by the director of the Managing Authority of the Ministry of Culture who
wishes to point out that “the European Commission, through Mr. Jacques Poncet, has often
expressed the wish to have only one interlocutor in the domain of Culture, and the latter to be the
responsible ministry and not various local politicians in each case (heads of regions, heads of
prefectures, mayors) or general secretaries of other ministries.”
It needs to be taken into consideration, that negotiations with the European Commission for the
new funding period have been conducted until recently only with the Tourism section of the
Ministry for Culture and Tourism, but what impact it will have now that culture is a part of the new
Ministry for Education and Religious Affairs, Culture and Sport, can only be assumed. Certainly
there is a risk that culture is even more sidelined and priorities for funding cultural projects
downgraded even more than what has been already the case.
Right now, as it stands, some recommendations have been made at national level by the Director
of the Managing Authority of the Ministry of Culture.
Central level: priorities for Culture
“The priorities for an effective inclusion of culture in the new programmatic period should be:
A) The projection of the vital importance of culture in the economic development of the country, and
the strengthening of employment and the creation of income.
B) The underlining of the broader positive impacts of culture in one of the most crucial productive
sectors of the economy namely tourism and especially in Alternative-Qualitative tourism (the further
development of which is the best answer to the problems created by the uncritical growth of mass
tourism, which – having accumulated many and serious economic/social /environmental problems seems to have reached its limits). According to the international experience, lately one can observe
an ever-growing shift of the global tourist sector towards forms of alternative tourist activities, in
which culture has an exceptional place.
C) The use and valorization of the observed trend in the coming programmatic period for actions of
support and promotion of cultural stock (e-culture).
D) The more efficient link and ‘osmosis’ of culture with education.
E) The participation of the cultural sector in actions of research and application of innovation,
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something that will enrich the latter, as well as the cultural sector itself.
F) The combination of actions in the domain of culture with the protection and valorization of the
environment, with special emphasis on urban environment.
G) The further development of the potential of the cultural sector, through the implementation of
specific actions and projects, to contribute to the creation of jobs, especially for young scientists.”

These recommendations are based on good experiences made during the funding period 2000 –
2006, when there existed an independent operational programme for culture under the auspices of
the Managing Authority of the Ministry of Culture. In principle this practice has been kept despite
the new funding period not having such an independent programme. The Managing Authority takes
advantage, as already indicated, of National and Regional Operational Programmes to fund
projects for culture. Still, the main argument for achieving this goal is that culture has a value for
the economy, in particular when it comes to further develop tourism. It is also mentioned that the
cultural sector can enrich research (which differs from 'innovation'). At the same time, there exists
an awareness that an “all-out” effort must be made to create jobs and generate incomes.
Reference is made as well to e-culture and to digitalization.
Interesting is the use of the term 'osmosis' as if to foresee an improved collaboration between
culture and education (of special interest due to the new Ministry). The term implies an ability to
bring about a balance between inner and outer forces. Whether or not these recommendations are
convincing to alter negotiations in favour of an improved funding of culture depend among other
factors of what role the former Ministry of Culture has within the newly-formed Ministry of
Education and Religious Affairs, Culture and Sport. It is not given that culture will have a strong
and independent voice in the forthcoming negotiations.
The recommendations are also system-conform. They stay within the frame of reference as
stipulated by the EU Structural Funds. By not really stepping outside this narrow frame, the notion
is upheld that any funds for culture have to be justified in non-cultural, i.e. economic terms. A need
to qualify all of this by a much more substantial cross-reference between culture and economy is
not stressed anywhere. Above all a focus on innovation, including 'cultural innovation' as the
creation of new social relationships, is missing. The recommendations do not really go far enough
to articulate a need for culture as something independent i.e. a source of inspiration. The subdued
logic may be the result of having experienced how difficult it is to give culture a voice within the
current structures being reformed primarily in a non-cultural direction.
A vertical conflict apparently exists between the central and the regional level. At least one
member of the Managing Authority at regional level (Epirus) does not like to see “the fragmentation
of the budget of the Structural Funds into multiple smaller projects in order to engage all areas of
the region and all local services of the Ministry of Culture.” Instead priority should be given “to
fewer but more important projects.” 87

87

Answer to the questionnaire of a member of the Managing Authority of the Region Epirus.
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Regional level: funds for major projects
•
•
•
•
•

Archaeological projects: specific projects with an international dimension, not more than two,
ancient Theatre of Dodona or the Ancient City Nicopolis.
A major project of recording, preservation and promotion of the cultural heritage (cooperation
with Europeana)
A major project of integrated digital presentation of the smaller cultural projects implemented
during the previous programming periods.
Promoting contemporary culture, festivals and exhibitions.
Cultural infrastructure in the 4 main cities of the region, in order to produce and present
contemporary culture.

The recommendation goes in the direction of concentrating investments to make cultural heritage
more visible at international level and to invest in cultural infrastructure, in order to promote
contemporary culture. A shift in priority can be noticed towards such strategic efforts which can
integrate past, present and future potentialities of culture.
Differences of opinion with those articulated at central level become more evident when going
down to local level of a city like Volos and in hearing what the Director of the Municipal Enterprise
of Volos has to say:
Local level – Municipality of Volos
“There are resources from the Structural Funds directed to research excavations in archaeological
sites, restoration projects or preservation programmes, which cover priorities of the archaeological
services of the Ministry, but not necessarily linked with regional development. The key issue in these
cases is to have an end result that contributes to the cultural understanding of the beneficiaries,
local citizens or visitors, improving the cultural offer and adding to the attractions of any given area.
In that respect, an Argonauts Museum, devoted to the myth of Jason and the Argonauts who started
their expedition for the Golden Fleece from ancient Iolkos (Volos), is a priority for the development of
cultural tourism in the area. However, the city has to compete for funding with the various
departments of the Ministry of Culture representing more “genuine” cultural heritage projects, but
with limited results in regional development.
Moreover, there are difficulties to find the necessary funds to complete the planning and design of
such a special museum with no original artefacts, but only a reconstruction of the Argonauts’
“experience”. In that respect, the Structural Funds should also finance preparatory studies,
including the technical support for the setting-up of cultural projects by international consultancies,
in order to make it possible for such projects to be implemented.”

Here two important aspects not considered so far are mentioned: funding for cultural projects with
a regional dimension is in competition with projects preferred by the Ministry of Culture and funds
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do not foresee the need for certain prerequisites to be fulfilled before any feasible cultural project
like the construction of a museum can be undertaken i.e. studies, technical support and
international consultants. The role of outside expertise is anyhow a critical point when it comes to
bringing know-how into a local environment. The latter should be taken especially into
consideration as it means opening up the local environment to an international exchange of
experiences.
At project level, the manager of the ERFC project (funded by Programme: Greece – Italy) states:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Re-evaluating how Greek culture may have an impact to world culture and perception.
Specific education of decision-makers on 'culture for development'.
Inclusion of cultural findings situated outside Greece in the resource reference of any relevant
programme and project.
Digital cultural content indexes certified, securing interoperability for decentralized access and
further virtual content enhancement.
Cultural content relational references to other cultures.
Mobilisation of civil society in preserving culture. Adopting a monument or securing cultural
heritage revitalisation and appreciation vs. victimisation of fashion and commercialization ethics.

Relevant to cultural tourism is how culture and cultural resources are perceived from outside while
seeking inner-outer cooperation by sharing values. The recommendation includes training of
managing authorities in what constitutes 'culture for development' and emphasizes, at the same
time, such innovative actions as local citizens, youth in particular and NGOs of civil society
adopting monuments. Ethical issues linked to types of development with adverse impact upon
culture and quality of life are also identified as a need to be faced in an open-ended way, i.e. nonconflictual. This expression of opinion also reflects that the preservation of culture altogether is at
stake.

4.7 Clarification of overall priorities linked to key terms e.g. cultural heritage, cultural
infrastructure, cultural services and contemporary culture
It is a common saying in Greece, ‘dig anywhere and one comes upon some new archaeological
finding’. The same goes for any issue: touch one, and many more come up. Things are interrelated
and the way these overall connections are made, determines whether or not culture becomes
accessible. As already seen, a lot has been done to improve cultural infrastructures, less so
cultural services. It means the overall priority ought to be the upgrading of such competences
which contribute to a 'culture of sustainability'. The latter term includes a cultural literacy which
enables people to work with indicators, cultural and as much as artistic ones, e.g. when it comes to
use space as is the case with the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao.
A society without any power of imagination will not go very far. To this a lively cultural scene with
many art galleries, theatres, movies, but also new kinds of cultural hubs can contribute to let cities
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spring to life. Toronto has engaged a poet and gone on a creative programme which asked all
citizens to 'imagine' their city. It is crucial for political authorities as much as for investors that this
creative power is an indication of the extent to which innovative practice is being developed.
Exhibitions can stimulate new thoughts, alone a different perception will let persons approach their
work next day differently. Arts and culture are best known for making possible transitions, e.g. Ruhr
2010 was conceived to follow through a practical need, namely to leave behind the industrial world
and re-use these spaces for new purposes. An industrial site became a public swimming pool. This
kind of soft transition has been taking place in Greece. Gradually the cultural sector has been
expanding, indeed reaching out to remote or neglected places as innovation begins with alternate
use of spaces which have been abandoned once the old economy was no longer viable.
Alone an active gallery like Beton 7 in Athens creates a kind of power station in which energies are
recharged. This comes with the excited crowd at an exhibition opening and does not end there due
to being a place for theatre, workshops, internet radio and bar. It goes without saying that here
professional work, informal and formal discourse and use of the media (internet radio) help to form
audiences with different layers of interests and experiences. Once investments succeed in
nurturing such developments by bringing in artists from the outside while giving new talents a
chance to express themselves, it shall motivate people to think differently about their environment
and possibilities together and will constitute a versatile and highly-dynamic cultural sector. There is
future in that, provided that culture is not sidelined, ignored or abused but rather that big and small
investments are made on a continuous basis and after a careful reading of developments. The art
of making these investments means also getting to know instruments which work in the short and
long run. Above all, they have to work with the experiences being made as society comes in tune
with all its creative potentialities.
The purpose behind saying this is to make aware that investments in culture and artists are
complicated, as much as they are easy once their meaning and importance are understood. It
seems that here are the biggest blockades to be removed. It is as much a matter of perception as it
is one of fear. The latter is linked to the idea that artistic work is too complex to be easily
understood by an outsider, while its value is at times not easily accessible. This is especially the
case when an art gallery puts an exhibition about identity and the artists talk only about the self
being masked by multiple masks.
Since the EU Structural Funds make provisions within a broad spectrum of three concepts –
cultural heritage, cultural infrastructure and cultural services – it is important to discuss if they still
fulfil their task of making clear spending priorities. There are some doubts about them as each of
them needs really the others to function. Archaeological findings need a museum which can
protect and restore them but this means that infrastructural developments to showcase these
findings require architects who design the exhibition space appropriately, while the entire museum
needs a professional staff capable of communicating the findings to visitors. Over and beyond,
museums are located within communities and have to serve both these immediate neighbourhoods
where daily life plays a role as well as a global world, since the perception from outside is just as
crucial.
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Consequently it is advisable that some new horizontal category is used for funds to ensure that
interconnections between all three exist. At the very least, studies to ensure cultural planning goes
hand-in-hand with the mapping of cultural resources should be commissioned, and then further
decisions made on how to nurture further interconnections e.g. an ethnological museum in Vori,
Crete shows the diversity which existed when the island had to exist in a self-sufficient way and
thus the museum could work together with biological farms in the cultivation of special herbs.
Interconnections of this kind entail innovations which include giving cultural institutes like museums
a new role to play within the economy. The latter differs from research and from the CCIs since it
goes to the core of a new industrial policy.
Cultural heritage
A key issue for culture in Greece has been how to preserve and promote its vast cultural heritage
while opening up the country and its people to contemporary culture. In this regard a lot has been
done to upgrade monuments and archaeological sites like Knossos, but also Delphi and Olympia.
Nevertheless, the most recent thefts at both the National Museum and one of the two museums at
Olympia have raised questions about culture and security. It is believed that in times of crisis
certain precautions have been neglected, including a reduction in staff. Ensuring proper security
includes the issue of staff training and requires that cultural services be improved.
Greek culture is also facing a transition from being only informal and complex to becoming more
formal and professional. The strengthening of the creative and cultural industries could alter the
ways of preserving and promoting culture and make this transition more manageable.
Linked to that is a still greater issue: stolen or illegally-exported cultural artefacts which end up in
private collections or museums in other countries. For Greece, the most outstanding issue remains
that of the Parthenon ('Elgin') marbles being kept by the British Museum. 88
Needless to say, cultural heritage should also be perceived as a 'memory of the future'. It is linked
to gaining insights into potentialities not to be realized 'here and now', but in the future. For this
reason 'intangible heritage' as work with memory relates to how memories are passed on, namely
by narratives.
It is crucial that bottom-up stories are told as this contributes to forming cultural self-understanding.
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Until recently a precondition for their possible return to Athens was the existence of a proper museum. The
construction of the Acropolis Museum was delayed for several reasons and therefore did not coincide with the holding of
the Olympic Games in August 2004, but it was opened in June 2009. There are, however, many other issues linked to
stolen cultural artefacts. Expertise by lawyers has helped to clarify the legal issues but the key debate with the British
Museum is about who has the right, the one who provides international access to cultural heritage as claimed by the
British Museum, or the country which considers it to be a part of its national heritage?
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Cultural infrastructure
As an example, the Interreg III B CADSES project HERMES (2003 - 2007) implied an even more
comprehensive approach to the use of culture for the advancement of local development.
Theoretical studies on cultural identity as well as studies on cultural planning and use of new
media by museums were carried out in the context of the project. This was done in order to
prepare for new museums in the city: the city museum and a futurist one to be called the Argonaut
Museum. At the same time, the former Tsalapatas brick factory has been converted into a cultural
hub. It houses workplaces for handicrafts, exhibition spaces, a conference room, three types of
restaurants, as well a real-life museum dedicated to the brick industry. The museum is managed
by the Piraeus Museum Network. The latter was nominated for a Europa Nostra award in 2012 as
an example on how local traditions and customs are retained and preserved, and even more so
passed on to new generations as part of the cultural narrative.
Cultural services
Cultural services need to be upgraded. Museums but also universities can contribute to this by
fostering culture-related activities, e.g. curatorial work to improve artistic standards while art critics
are needed for audience-building developments. As a matter of fact, only through the latter can
cultural activities be sustained. Upgrading of services should not be confused with cultural
infrastructural improvements e.g. accessibility to digital collections of the museum. Here further
clarity needs to be gained as to what are ‘hard’ versus ‘soft’ actions.
The need for digital literacy requires new training and learning programmes while using feedback
of visitors online to improve audience development and to take up new reading habits. And a lot
can be gained by museums becoming community-orientated, in order to offer services which
include sustaining local and indigenous cultures. The same applies to diverse cultures often not
recognized by the official nor national culture. Indeed, cultural services need to be inclusive
practices.
Contemporary culture
Coming to terms with the present, while not forgetting the past and being still able to anticipate the
future, is the task of relating openly to contemporary culture. It has been most difficult for Greece to
step outside the shadow of its great past, reinforced by the fact that most of the time the Greek
past was re-imported by those seeking meanings in Ancient Greece rather than coming to terms
with the present. From Lord Byron to the German philosophers and poets, including Heidegger and
Hölderlin, it meant having to deal more with projections about lofty ideals than meeting in the
present to do something together for the future. In this sense, contemporary culture is about finding
a new orientation that reflects the latest developments and new means of possible expressions. By
using new materials, these expressions can also contribute to developing innovative practices and
new concepts for projects.
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4.8 Thematic objectives – how can they be realized through the Structural Funds89
Since the 11 Thematic Objectives identified by the European Commission in the Common
Framework for the 2014-2020 period entail structural features with need for large investments, how
then to attain a balanced development especially when a shift of focus in priority can be noticed.
Not more cultural infrastructures seem to be required but much more 'soft actions' to help improve
cultural services. Also the European dimension should not be forgotten. At least, a cultural
understanding of Europe, its cities and regions has long been that everything is based on a large
and small interplay. An exclusive focus on just large projects would eliminate that. Whether cultural
projects can serve here as a correction is doubtful, but worth exploring. It will require, however,
some very convincing arguments to alter this overall negative approach on the presumption that
this is what large scale economies need.
Here a scanning of the 11 thematic objectives could facilitate in the end an attempt to give the
entire frame of reference for future investments a culturally-inspired vision as has been once the
case when the Maastricht Treaty included the article on culture. For instance, an economy
embedded in culture can best be maintained by opening up public spaces for participation and
social inclusion (Thematic Objective 9). Equally cultural projects could go far beyond the promotion
of intercultural activities, insofar as culturally induced bottom-up processes with a regional
dimension can create synergies and would be able to contribute to education, skills and lifelong
learning e.g. adoption of a monument as part of an educational programme with cultural content
(Thematic Objective 10).
While emphasis was placed on cultural heritage in the past, particularly as a resource for tourism
attraction, newer proposals aim to integrate contemporary cultural forms and advocate soft actions
and cultural services. As the 11 thematic objectives are discussed further in annex 5, here it
suffices to stress the need for a common cultural vision to unify these objectives. At the same time,
further clarity should be gained by deciding whether or not culture shall have an independent
operational programme in the new funding period, and this with special emphasis on Creative and
cultural industries. Some doubts prevail in this regard on both accounts.
Independent Operational Programme for Culture
All recommendations heard so far indicate that this is desirable while objections to the role that the
Ministry of Culture has played so far should be heeded as well. Also it has been maintained that in
any future funding programme a major effort should be undertaken to ensure a wider participation,
in particular of civil society and of citizens. This has been underlined by the need to link 'cultural
adaptation' to what constitutes 'cultural self-understanding'. For this and other reasons it would be
important to include cultural actors and thereby the cultural sector itself. Since the latter defines
itself through a general movement desiring to do away with hierarchies, note should be taken of
89

See Annex 5: 11 Thematic Objectives.
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what is being articulated within various forms of deliberation when it comes to setting priorities.
Here the various practices of local assemblies should be heeded and be followed up as experience
is being gained on the ground. Right now this movement stands in adverse relationship to official
structures as they are considered to be occupied by corrupt or discredited political forces with
extremists added as well. Alone the anti-migration stance of these extreme forces is being
opposed by those who not only advocate but practice social integration e.g. free food for everyone
every Sunday and this without any 'discrimination'. If this critical voice outside of the established
institutions is not heard, and no effort is made to achieve a social contract supported by all, then
this critical cultural tension can be replaced by conflict and violence. It is already the case when
extreme forces take the law into their own hands and act violently to oust persons or groups, but
also cultural events not of the liking. That can happen by things getting out of control.
Giving culture an independent programme would help alleviate this tension by showing that the
political authorities are willing to step outside the system and enter into a critical dialogue. It would
allow for such an open dialogue if one further condition could be met, namely to give the authority
for running such a programme not to a typical managing authority, but to an Arts Council. The latter
would mean that the cultural sector would be represented and interactions between officials and
cultural actors made easier by facilitating communication and support with tools and ideas which
are more apt to understand the needs of this sector. Moreover it would give recognition to one key
evidence, as demonstrated by the Kalamata Dance Festival: cultural projects are successful if they
have political support, but in terms of concept and implementation they stay 'free' from any political
attempt to influence them. A prime condition of success in culture is this independence.
Creative and cultural industries / Industrial Policy
The issue of how culture and the economy relate, or rather what contribution the creative and
cultural industries make to the economy, has become a more focused topic after the European
Commission published the KEA Study on this subject in 2007. The study underscored the value of
culture in terms of creating jobs and contributing to the overall economy.
Around the same time, it became a crucial issue within the ECoC concept, namely how the fact of
being a European Capital of Culture for one year alters the relationship between culture and
economy. At the ECCM Symposium on the 'Productivity of Culture' held in Athens 2007, this was
addressed in particular by Bernd Fesel. His concept is linked to Ruhr 2010, which identified the
creative and cultural industries, for the first time in ECoC history, as an official priority of its
programme. However, a study of Krakow when it held the ECoC title in 2000 indicates that the
relationship between culture and the economy was not altered by the events and initiatives of that
year.90
Still, the CCIs are considered to be among the best examples of economic performance in the EU.
This applies to Greece as well, even during the years of the crisis. For instance, the National Book
90

For more information see www.productivityofculture.org
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Centre reports for the period 2009-2010 that the decrease in the turnover of publishers was only 9,5% and in booksellers -15%. It was a lower decrease when compared to other sectors of the
manufacture and the retail market during the same period.
According to a special study undertaken by Anestis Mantazis, the Structural Funds in Greece
during the funding period 2007 - 2013 have meant an investment in cultural heritage and cultural
infrastructures, while cultural services have been neglected at least within the National and
Regional Operational Programmes.91
One recommendation for future measures within the Structural Funds could be, therefore, to find
ways to promote and support cultural heritage (archaeological sites, monuments, museums, etc.)
through the cultural and creative industries and not in the old-fashioned way (i.e. through books,
film and video productions, software development, etc. instead of the ‘excavation, restoration &
touring exhibition’ model). As it entails a huge investment potential and guarantees to make the
economy stronger, the practical question is whether the future funding period should foresee again
an independent operational programme for culture, and more specifically prioritize the CCIs.92
However, one word of optimistic caution needs to be added here. There prevails as well the
opinion that what is much more needed than a kind of research-orientated industry is a better
structured interlink between economy and culture. This interconnection touches upon both cultural
and industrial policy i.e. what is the role of ethnological museums retaining their collections about
different farming methods and finding an agricultural and industrial policy which seeks to establish
a 'green economy'. When museums become consultants while industrialists discover a new way of
making honey and designers are involved in making the labels of products now having a cultural
name, then something takes place which is called an imaginative collaboration, in short
'innovation'. How to facilitate this would not be a secret if there was an open-ended approach to
what can be achieved by artful and open collaboration. Once managers are willing to learn from
artists and the cultural sector becomes a recognized factor within the funding programme, then two
sides can complement each other in a most fruitful way.

4.9 Resume
Enhancement of culture as an objective is needed if the implementation process of the Structural
Fund is to further 'cultural adaptation' processes which allow the economy and society to have real
future prospect within the European and global context.
For future negotiations with Greece a different time mode will have to be adopted, if things are to
be worked out in a consistent manner. Since timing is crucial, but also a reflection as to with what
91

For the study see http://poieinkaiprattein.org/economy/ccis-in-greece-in-reference-to-the-structural-fund-2007-2009by-anestis-mantatzis/
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This conclusion is further underlined by the KEA Study (2010) „Promoting Investment in the Cultural and Creative
Sector: Financing Needs, Trends and Opportunities“ Report for the ECCE Innovation in Nantes.
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time-horizon culture works, differences between the European modi vivendi and Greek culture,
having a history of over 2000 years, have to be taken into consideration. If culture as 'politismos' is
the key to understanding the Greek crisis, all the more reason to ask why culture has been
excluded from the EU 2020 vision? Or to put it differently, the crucial question shall be if the
Structural Funds of the funding period 2014-20 shall bring about a 'culture of sustainability'?
Although the vision proclaims to be striving for ‘smart, inclusive and sustainable growth’, it is
conceivable that specialization of the regions to make them more competitive will make them overdependent on those areas of economic activities which they have to give up. Already it is said that
Greece cannot sustain its current budgetary commitments on the basis of an economy which
imports olive oil, feta and other things which it could easily produce itself and even export if
expertise would allow a more efficient marketing concept
People need to know what it means to live together in Europe. Europe has been in this sense
increasingly less convincing, more a strange place to many people. Instead of a European
orientation being shared by all, various national tendencies and even more so xenophobic forces
dominate everywhere. It is time to make the Structural Funds through culture a much stronger tool
for social cohesion and convergence.
Practical advise
Quality of partnership
With regards to partnership and when it comes to identify the main priorities, an independent Arts
Council should be created to give culture and the cultural sector a voice in the negotiations and to
oversee in the new funding period an independent Operational Programme for Culture. The Arts
Council should include representatives from the Managing Authority of the Ministry of Culture and
from Local-Regional Associations e.g. Council of Mayors.
Cultural vision for the new funding period to guide investments
The design of Operational Programmes for the period 2014-20 should be based on a cultural
vision of bringing together all 11 Thematic Objectives, in order to link these interdisciplinary, multilevelled tasks with the question of cultural sustainability. (see Annex 5) Of crucial importance are
investments in people and, therefore, long-term investments in culture and education. The
articulation of goals has to be made compatible with the time horizon parents need to bring up
their children so that they can become self-sufficient in terms of employment and personal
development. Human happiness as much as dignity need no further justifications; they have their
own 'moral authority' and can be linked to governance through culture.
Redefine culture as the art of setting constraints
If culture expresses the art of setting constraints, insofar as not everything is allowed or possible,
then this constraint is a start for creativity e.g. the auto-mobile industry being told that it cannot
produce every year ever more cars. Measures of success should be linked to quality of life
expressed best through a cultural self-understanding allowing for 'practical judgement' to prevail
under all circumstances. The latter ensures that culture gives the right orientation for future
development strategies.
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Sustainable development
All efforts should be made to bring about a 'culture of sustainability' done best by bringing
together the economy and culture in order to promote 'alternative management' (like 'Alternative
Tourism') to ensure that the handling of complexity does not mean excluding the cultural factor.
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Annex 1: Questionnaire
The following sets of questions, prepared by the EENC secretariat, were used to approach public
authorities and programme and project managers in the context of the paper.
A) Interview guide for decision-makers / programme managers
1. What is your general assessment of the place accorded to culture in the relevant national /
regional programme in the period 2007-13? To what extent do you think that cultural factors were
adequately recognised when the programme was designed?
2. What is the place of culture in your national / regional development strategies (leaving the
Structural Funds aside)? Has this dimension been implemented through the Structural Funds
2007-2013? Are there any other programmes in the field of culture in your country or region that
are not implemented through the Structural Funds but that you consider could have been
implemented through them?
3. Which elements or examples of good practice / bad practice do you identify in the integration of
culture in the implementation of the Structural Funds over the latest period? Please describe and
justify.
4. Do you think there is a sufficient understanding of the role of culture within the Structural Funds
among all the relevant stakeholders? Please consider different sub-sectors / areas (e.g. cultural
heritage, cultural and creative industries, cultural infrastructure; culture and education; culture and
social inclusion, etc.) and identify any important gaps in awareness or understanding of the relation
between culture and regional or social development. Please identify the type of stakeholders that
may need particular support in this respect.
5. Which should be, in your view, the priorities for the integration of culture in the programming of
the Structural Funds in 2014-2020? Please be as specific as possible. In addition to specific topics
or territories (cities, regions, etc.), you may also focus on transversal areas (e.g.
monitoring/measuring of results or impacts, cross-sectoral networking, cross-border exchange of
experiences, etc.).
B) Interview guide for project managers
1. How has culture been integrated in the design and implementation of your project? Please
describe the aims of the project, the cultural elements which have been integrated and how this
has had an impact on the results.
2. Are there any elements in the design or the governance of the project that you would consider
particularly innovative? Do you think they may be relevant to future projects?
3. Could you identify any relevant difficulties encountered in the design, implementation and
monitoring/measuring results of the project? You may refer either to internal factors or to broader
contextual aspects which have limited the effectiveness and impact of the project.
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4. How would you rate the interaction with relevant decision-makers or programme managers
overseeing the implementation of the Structural Funds? Do you think there is generally a good
understanding of the integration of culture in the Structural Funds programming? Do you observe
any positive / negative trends in this respect?
5. Based on this experience, do you identify any important issues or areas that should be
investment priorities in the next funding period (2014-2020)? Insofar as possible, please try to refer
not only to your specific project but to your country or region in general.

Replies were obtained from the following organisations:
- Managing Authorities: Ministry of Culture, samples of MAs in charge of National and Regional
Programmes and of Territorial Cooperation
- Managers and directors known to have realized cultural projects funded by the EU: National Book
Centre, Benaki Museum, Museum of Contemporary Art, City of Volos, Project in Western Greece
On the other hand, no response was obtained from consultants to European Projects and some
National and Regional Programmes
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Annex 2: Appeal of Archaeologists
Today in Greece there are:
• 66 Ephorates of Antiquities. They deal with the administrative work and the enforcement of the laws
dealing with Cultural Heritage (permits for construction works, demands by citizens,etc.), the
organization and running of archaeological sites and museums, excavations and archaeological
surveys, and archaeological scientific research.

• 210 museums and collections of pre-historic,
(http://www.yppo.gr/5/g5171.jsp?obj_id=35556).

classical

and

Byzantine

antiquities

• 250 organized archaeological sites.

• 19,000
declared
archaeological
sites
and
(http://listedmonuments.culture.gr/search_declarations.php).

historical

monuments

• 366 projects co-funded with the European Union, with a total budget of €498 million, that are the
responsibility of the Archaeological Service.
• Hundreds of excavations that are currently in progress, either in the context of public works or as
part of research projects (http://www.yppo.gr/5/g5110.jsp), expanding our knowledge of the
ancient world.

All these are the responsibility of just 7,000 employees of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, which
include 950 archaeologists, many other civil servants, and 2,000 guards and night-guards. Moreover, each
year, 3,500 extra employees are hired on short-term contracts.
In November 2011, 10% of the total workforce of the Ministry of Culture, representing the most experienced
employees (those with more than 33 years of experience), were forced to leave the service and retire, as
part of plans to reduce the total number of public sector employees in Greece. Further personnel cuts would
mean that the Ministry of Culture will be unable to cover even its basic needs.

The personnel of the Greek Archaeological Service have, for many decades, been working with
inadequate means and limited funding.
• Funding for culture in Greece never exceeded 1% of the state budget.
• Net salaries of archaeologists in 2009 ranged from €880 (newly appointed) to €1550 Euros (after 35
years in the service). In 2012 a newly-appointed archaeologist receives €670 Euros (after taxes and
social security contributions), and we have had a 35% wage reduction.
• In 2011 the budget for the Archaeological Service was €12 million Euros (with a 35% reduction
compared to 2010) and in 2012 we are facing further cuts.
• Despite the burglary in the National Gallery and the armed robbery at the Museum in Olympia on 5
March 2012, the Minister of Culture decided to cut funding for Museum security by 20%.

A new law that is going to pass through parliament in the next days involves planned personnel cuts
of 30-50% at the Ministry of Culture. Damage is going to be irreparable. We must stop them!“

http://www.coalitionofresistance.org.uk/2012/04/international-appeal-of-the-association-ofgreek-archaeologists/
Source:
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Annex 3: Thessaloniki Bookfair
1. Title of the project (years in which it was conducted)
Organization of International Thessaloniki Book Fair 2011-2012-2013-2014
2. Programme under which it was funded
Regional Operational Programme of Central Macedonia [Kentriki Makedonia], Greece, co-funded by ERDF,
ESF & Cohesion Fund.
3. Context and objectives
Thessaloniki International Book Fair (http://www.thessalonikibookfair.com/), which was inaugurated
in 2004, is the only truly professional and truly international Book Fair for the Greek cultural & creative
(CCI) industry of books and literature. The crossing of its national borders and the international reorientation of this cultural industry is vital for its sustainability. The Book Fair takes advantage of the
permanent infrastructure of Helexpo (Thessaloniki International Fairground SA) and of the inter-regional
position of Thessaloniki in respect to the SE Europe, the Mediterranean and the Middle East (i.e. it has
direct road access to most of the Balkan states capitals). The importance of Thessaloniki within the Greek
publishing & bookselling economic activities, in itself, is high, so that the positive outcome for the cultural
industry will have a positive impact for its own economy. As the Book Fair is accompanied by a rich parallel
programme of book presentations, workshops, training seminars and cultural events for children, it has a
direct impact on reading promotion, training of school and university teachers and raising the awareness
about books and reading in the region.
The organisation leading the project is the National Book Center of Greece (EKEVI), a non-profit
organization, funded by the Ministry of Culture. The project budget is 700,000 Euro/year for the 4 years
(2,800,000 euro in total, including VAT), 100% of it will be provided by EU funds.
4. Activities and results
A four-day international book fair, which includes:
- A guest-country (or literature) of honour [2012: Serbia, 2011: The Middle East, 2010: China, 2009:
Germany, 2008: France, and so on]
- A subject focus [2012: Memory & centenary of the unification of Thessaloniki with Greece, 2011:
Education, 2010: Ancient Greece, 2009: Books about politics, 2008: Books about history, etc.]
- A rich cultural programme, with over 100 literary events for adults and 60 for children [over 160 top
international authors have participated, including Antonio Tabucchi, Howard Zinn, Tariq Ali, Jonathan Coe,
Claudio Magris, Martin Walser, Éric Fottorino, Ingo Schulze, Daniel Kehlmann, Norman Manea, Paco
Ignacio Taibo II, Santiago Roncagliolo, Alaa al-Aswany, Emir Kusturica, Vladislav Bajac, Nedim Gürsel,
Zülfü Livaneli, Elif Safak, Gamal el-Ghitany, Fatos Kongoly, et.al.]
- A professional encounters programme, with a focus in new & digital technologies
- A wider communications strategy, involving the local media
- The engagement of the local tourist industry, for the hosting of the publishing professionals and personnel
which move to Thessaloniki from Athens, the periphery or from abroad.
5. Assessment
The project can be considered a good practice, with regard to regional development objectives, as:
- It contributes to the internationalization of the region
- It enhances the quality of the cultural & exhibition services provided
- It gives a push to regional economy, through activation of local books-CCI, media and tourism industries
- It promotes the participation of the city administration in a high-standard, international cultural event, as a
‘learning model’
- It promotes education & literacy at a regional level, by raising the awareness about books and literature
- It creates 20 full-time job equivalents, and another 30 employment opportunities on a seasonal basis,
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employing, at the same time, about 100 university students each year, in the form of practical traineeship.
A risk encrypted might be that all this happens without the active participation of the local economy and
society, but this has been avoided, until now, through the targeted efforts of the organizers. Thessaloniki
International Bookfair is a city’s event/the city’s bookfair, more than everything and above all!
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Annex 4: Benaki Museum – Table
Programmatic
period

Operational
Program (OP)

Funded project

Budget
(Euro)

Time of
implementation

A.1994-2000
(2d CSF)

OP Attica

1. Repair of the main
(neoclassical) building of the
Benaki Museum (BM)

4.946.363

1996-2000

OP Tourism Culture

2. Extension of the main
(neoclassical) building of the
Benaki
Museum
and
upgrading of equipment

7.566.286

1994-2000

OP Attica

1. Collection of the painter
Chadjikyriakos-Gikas

2.754.646

2005-2009

OP Culture

2. Creation of the Benaki
Cultural Centre on Piraeus str.
3. Digital documentation of the
Collections and Archives of
the Benaki museum

20.281.723

B. 2000-2006
(3d CSF)

Remarks

2000-2008

OP Information
Society

OP Information
Society

C. 2007-2013
(ESPA)

OP
digital
Convergence

4. Digital Archive of Modern
Architecture / ChadjikyriakosGikas and the generation of
the
‘30s
(interactive
application)
1. Promotion of the collections
and events of the BM on the
web

1.695.286

2000-2008

Award
of
excellence for
project
of
digital culture

2000-2008

Award
of
excellence for
project
of
digital culture

2011-2014

2012-2015
OP Attica

OP Attica

OP Attica

2. Organisation of Exhibitions
and Conference for the year
of El Greco (2014)
3.
Revalorization
and
conversion
of
classified
building into Toy Museum (in
Phaliron/Athens)
4. Extension of the Benaki
Cultural Centre on Piraeus str.

468.285

3.545.000

2011-2014

1.900.000

2011-2014
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Annex 5: 11 Thematic Objectives
Note: Based on the qualitative analysis, and in understanding the situation in Greece, some further
going reflections are made on how culture can link to these 11 thematic objectives.
Strengthening research 93, technological development and innovation

(1)

Investment priority

1. Product and service development, demand
stimulation, clusters, open innovation through smart
specialization and social innovation
Issue: How to sustain research together with artists, and how to open up the field to cultural studies
and cultural impact assessments?
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Basically there is a lack of knowledge as to what is happening to culture during phases of
transition, and thus leaves guidelines for investments in a weak position especially with regards
to 'cultural adaptation'.
The many breaks in cultural development in past and recent history have not been researched.
Long standing negative preconceptions about Greece need to be changed e.g. never having
gone through a period of Enlightenment although partially refuted by exhibitions in the Benaki
Museum, so that more needs to be done in this direction to bring Greece into a comparable
position with the cultural histories of other European countries.
Research into Greek culture is needed since it has undergone tremendous changes since
Ancient Times due to having been under various influences of both internal and external
nature e.g. the influence of Surrealism upon poetry. This includes also impact of technological
development upon society.
For further development of cultural and creative industries, it is a question on how to link artistic
actions with research. It is said in Greece, it is impossible to tap into this potential, since on the
production side, there are missing businesses which could together with scientists be
interested in developing with artists new products and product designs e.g. the Danish dance
group 'Magic Moment' of Ingrid Kristensen does experiments with scent and audience
development together with research on cognitive developments, and with a cement factory and
architects further research into alternative use of cement as construction material by adopting
the lightness of a dancer.
Moreover, throughout the Greek education system, including universities, quality of teaching
suffers due to not being linked enough with research.
Also in the Information Society, new rules need to be developed to ensure information is
validated by being able to refer to ongoing research e.g. health issues and what is made
available online.
A research centre for European Capitals of Culture should be established in Athens, as the first
city to hold the ECoC title in 1985, and thereby link this with ongoing research about the impact
of ECoC on culture-economy relationships.
Link philosophy of science to epistemological clarification of key concepts as investment guide.
Competitiveness and sustainable development need a new set of indicators to measure
outcomes and impacts of investments, for future guidance.

Key issues:
• how can cultural resources be made available to enhance research centres, incubators and
enterprises?
• how to link 'productivity of cultural' and creative industry to ongoing policy research development?
93

For official info, see

http://erawatch.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erawatch/opencms/information/country_pages/gr/policydocument/policydoc_
mig_0006
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•
•

how to examine cultural adaptation of national i.e. Greek culture to demands for 'cultural
openness'?
how cultural self-understanding can be linked to prerequisites for a modern economy to function?

Culture prompts creativity as part of social innovation in an anthropological sense. There is a need for
investments in culture to provide the framework conditions (cultural infrastructures) for CCIs and
cultural services.
National operational programmes
- Key question: how to develop a culture of anticipation of
future needs and how to manage change?
Official Indicators:
- What cultural governance is needed to handle complex
Use of computers in primary
issues at multi-levels of responsibility.
education; Number of schools and - Research results made more accessible online but clarify
teachers per category of schools;
copy right issue.
Demographics
of
pupils;
- Review research priorities of all research centres e.g. KEPE,
Demographics of pupils with special
Social Research Centre and Universities in relation to EU
needs;
Demographics
of
2020 vision.
immigrants attending education;
Further
cultural impact studies of operational programmes.
HEIs statistics; Distribution of
Support research in the creative industries e.g. design and art
GERD per type of performer;
works.
Cultural indicators: quality of life
Support 'cultural innovation' to develop cooperative
and cultural well being, cultural
networks.
participation
- Link 'action research' of Cultura 21 to sustainability and
cultural indicators.
Regional projects
Research into regional identity and sharing of values when it
comes to specialize without necessarily all reproducing the
Official Indicators:
same e.g. cultural tourism, in order to retain a cultural diversity
Distribution of pupils and students - Creation of platforms by involving action research done by
per level of education and region;
artists to create 'biotope of ideas'
Regional indicators of education - Smart specialization with culture to form intelligible units.
and training
- Research and studies for the development of the creative
industries.
European Territorial Cooperation
- Perception of culture and cultural resources
- Regional branding to become more attractive
- Different modes of accessibilities to cultur
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2. Enhancing access to and use and quality of information and communication
technologies
Investment priority
Projects in POP (national level)

Regions

European Territorial Cooperation

2. Enhancing access to and use and
quality of information and communication
technologies
- Efforts to provide access to governmental
information need to be improved and linked
to citizens' participation.
- Digitalisation of content, collections at
museums
- Creation of citizens' archives as part of
memories of cities
- Cultural infrastructures and accessibilities of
IT
Follow good practice e.g. in Crete – Forthnet,
by relating
technological inducement for further going
investments in culture e.g. development of
regional libraries online
- Cultural media centres with activities
regarding e-inclusion (e. g. training
programmes run by cultural centres in rural
areas)

3. Enhancing the competiveness of SMEs, the agricultural sector (for the EAFRD) and
the fisheries and aquaculture sector (for the EMFF)
Investment priority

Enhancing the competitiveness of SMEs,
the agricultural sector (for the EAFRD) and
the fisheries and aquaculture sector (for
the EMFF)
Issue: A key problem in Greece is that there exists no real entrepreneurial culture
with managers of small, medium and large sized businesses willing to invest in long
term enterprises. Generally speaking, there is a tendency to demand exuberant
prices out of the wish to make money as quickly as possible and then to take these
profits elsewhere. Only a link to culture can bring about long-term investments and
such strategy to achieve a self-sustainable productive basis in all sectors
(agricultural, fisheries, small and medium sized businesses). As this would reflect a
true cultural diversity but thanks to the Structural Funds kept together by
development schemes managing to integrate various factors, social and cultural
cohesion can be achieved.
National
Operational - Unlock EIB funds of 1 Billion by 2013 (600
Programmes
Million due by end of 2012) for SME's
(agreement signed in 2012 but release of
Enhancing the
funds has been slow due to poor credit
Competitiveness of SMEs
rating).
- Further the role of creative and cultural
industry in protecting and promoting cultural
heritage (way to link up with culture).
- Overcome the negative reputation of cultural
NGOs (damaged due to squandering of
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Regional Programmes

European Territorial Cooperation

funds) and strengthen civil society's
participation.
- Improve investment climate in Greece
through cultural innovation and good
practices by opening up culture to sharing
of knowledge.
Need for international consultancies to ensure
that projects with high demand can really be
implemented.
Encourage investments in research centres
and SME's development on islands to counter
over dependency upon tourism.
Focus on cultural specialization strategy
(typology of investments) by strengthening
SME's structure and investments in culture.
Attica region aims to improve international
attraction
Crete and Aegean islands excellent in cultural
tourism.
Epirus – seeks focus in investments for
cultural heritage.
- Develop new cross-border market concepts
based on models of cultural cooperation
between different SME's to ensure that the
area can meet bigger demands altogether:
principle of work + knowledge sharing,
while learning to market products on both
sides of the border (logos of cultural
adaptation in product development)

4. Supporting the shift towards a low-carbon economy in all sectors – energy sector
Investment priority

4. Supporting the shift towards a lowcarbon economy in all sectors – energy
sector
Issue: Such a shift is not a technical matter alone but a major cultural intervention above all it needs cultural adaptation to a low-carbon economy. How then to alter
carbon emission scheme in times of crisis, especially if the EU itself recognizes the
scheme is not really working?
Given the general concept 'Green Economy' and the EU 2020 vision, a cultural
consensus can be created that decreasing dependency upon fossil fuels is good for
everyone but needs a change in daily practices.
Task: How to adapt to the privatization scheme or if that does not work out, how
else can alternative models be developed and made available to attain both
efficiency and less economic exploitation of public needs for energy?
Problem: the high fuel costs let already many Greek families freeze during the cold
winter months or else they resort to a false consumption of other fuels.
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National
Programmes

Operational

EU Said to Plan Debate on CO2Auctions Delay in Mid-July
„The
overall
efficiency
of
electricity production is amongst
the lowest in Europe. The energy
sector is dominated by a few
state-owned enterprises with low
productivity and which still have
a quasi-monopoly position in the
market. Transmission system
operators still need to be fully
unbundled. ”
Source: EU Commission
'Growth for Greece' (2012)

Adaptation of the economic models as
proposed by the European Commission must
be translated into the Greek cultural context
before it can work.
Actions in 2012 (cf. §4.2 of the MoU):
„Privatisation of public gas and electricity
companies this year will provide private sector
investors with the opportunity to enter a huge
new market, and increase the scope for major
cost savings from efficiency gains in the former
public companies. The separation of gas and
electricity transmission system operation from
generation and supply activities will increase
the transparency of the sector, and facilitate
competition through the entry of new market
players.“

on

This change requires a debate as well about the
possible privatization of electricity supply, since
in Greece this would mean embracing an
ideology not popular in large parts of society.
Right now the tendency is to go in the opposite
direction e.g. Syriza Party wants to nationalize
OTE and reverse other privatization schemes.
Moreover besides efficiency, there is a matter of
costs for both operators (entrepreneurs) and
private consumers. Given solar energy, private
production of electricity could be enhanced.
Include in regional specialization strategy
energy self-sufficiency.
• Put regional economy on a par with
energy supply system while work out
differences between supply/demand at
regional level
• Support energy saving on all cultural
buildings as model.
• Thematize 'energy' as issue through
cultural actions
• Set constraints for islands to limit
number of cars and motorcycles and
promote alternative energy sources
• Promote alternative transport systems
e.g. regional bicycle network and/or
public transport systems

European Territorial Cooperation

Cross-sectoral actions require a cultural
consensus and not only technical-administrative
innovations in order to enter a sustainable
development path with the aim of achieving a
low-carbon economy.

Regional Programmes
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5. Promoting climate change adaptation and risk prevention and management
Investment priority
National
Programmes

Operational

Regional Programmes
European Territorial Cooperation

5. Promoting climate change adaptation
and risk prevention and management
- Upgrade civic protection and engage citizens
in knowledge of Seismic related activities,
Floods, Forest fires and desertification e.g.
avoid illegal landfills, old power grid lines,
etc.
- Implementation of Seveso II directive in
industrial sector means how to prevent
accidents and manage industrial waste.
- Promote construction of stone houses with
natural cooling systems rather than needing
air conditioners.
- Energy saving infrastructures to maintain
overall systems.
- Use of artistic projects to thematize climate
change to promote public awareness.
- Regulate and enforce building and planning
laws in a consistent way with needs for
cultural landscapes by setting clear
constraints (architecture, roads, density of
energy consuming functions)
Regions with islands retain transportation
vehicles using fossil fuels
- Develop joint ecological projects

6. Promoting the environment and promoting resource efficiency
Investment priority

-

6. Promoting the environment
promoting resource efficiency

and

Issue:
Clarify the term 'sustainable development' by developing besides ecological also
cultural indicators.
Lack of planning and arbitrary land use (illegal constructions) has led to an erosion
of the environment – even in Natura 2000
National
Operational - Cultural actions for conscious awareness
Programmes
raising for environment.
- Participate in EU legislation dealing with
environment
- Adapt the Water directive 2000 to fit the
diverse landscape of Greek islands and
Indicators:
mainland.
built on land / untouched nature
- Further implement Bathing Water Directive to
ecological
balance
and
ensure quality of water at beaches since
biodiversity
crucial as tourist destination.
Accessibility of legislation with
regards
to
planning, - Engage in water management / stop illegal
drilling and bring in agricultural sector for
environmental protection and
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cultural planning maps.

new water-saving initiatives.
- Fund projects promoting cultural planning and
finance study at national level to establish a
legal base for planning with reference to
'cultural landscapes' in Greece.
Review of planning law as implementation
(interpretation) is contradicted by numerous
studies at local and regional level, hence
need for more consistency in planning
system.
- Need the creation of common law to protect
land like the sea having a cultural value for
everyone to preserve and to promote
'untouched' or wild nature.
- Alter the terminology in planning by including
beside urban and non-urban rural
landscapes where no construction is
allowed.
- Land registration register needed to monitor
impact of development upon land e.g. in
Greece not enough rain water can sicker
into the ground to renew underground
reservoirs due to too land built on.

Regional Programmes

Integrate cultural ecology plans in local
agenda of every
community and focus on biodiversity, waste
disposal, water management and air quality.
Upgrade Agenda 21 with Cultura 21 to ensure
regional competence in environmental
protection to attain cultural sustainability.
- Pollution and damage to environment is a
cross-border issue in need to be tackled
through cooperation. Use land sculpture
artists to introduce new forms of
communication about the environment.

European Territorial Cooperation

7. Promoting sustainable transport and removing bottlenecks in key network
infrastructures
Investment priority

7. Promoting sustainable transport and
removing bottleneckes in key network
infrastructures

Issue:
No transportation culture exists 'consciously', although the way to behave in traffic is
an expression of culture.
Basic issue here is the absence of any 'logistics' to anticipate blockages due to
bottlenecks.
National
Operational - Culture includes attitudes and ways of moving
Programmes
about.
- Develop a new traffic and transportation
Actions in 2012 (cf. §4.2 of the
culture which includes such logistics which
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MoU):
help anticipate bottlenecks and give solution
The Transport Policy Paper (due
by providing clear cultural orientations e.g.
date June 2012) that will set out the
public art works at major junctures to alter
strategic and regulatory framework
the anonymity of transport routes e.g.
for the entire transport sector should
aesthetics of Athens Metro has helped
be finalised.
people adopt the otherwise neutral technical
The regulatory and operational
system and call it the train that runs through
functions of the Hellenic Civil
museums.
Aviation
Authority
should
be - Time and distances are related in a way that
separated and funding provided for
reliability is made possible to reach
modern air traffic control equipment,
destinations in time (calculable time needed
the recruitment of qualified air traffic
to cover a certain distance – a lot has been
controllers and the contracting of
done for inter city connection while within
modern slot allocation software.
cities this is not the case).
The establishment of independent - Safety and transportation need to be improved
award authorities for rail passenger
on roads, rail and sea best done by
services should be completed.
developing a concept of traffic culture. That
includes removal of advertisement signs
and other messages which just confuse
drivers.
- Reduce costs of vandalism and other
damages to transport stock by letting local
people adopt transport modes.
- Accessibility for disabled or people with
special needs.
- Reduce costs of transport to islands and
remote destinations by creating traffic pools.
- Limit construction of airports while improving
railway to safeguard islands from overflow
of people (sustainability).
- Base transportation on real needs and do
away with tolls as they increase costs of
moving about.
Regional Programmes

Review recent regional reforms since largescale governance has impact upon local
places: risk to lose diversity when local ship
building industry becomes of a larger marina
for the entire area.
Develop a transport scheme for islands to
reduce dependency upon the car.
Link transport with land use and urban
development plan to contain building sprees
within the urban zone.
Use cultural planning to develop scenic routes
which safeguard biodiversity, wetlands and
historical sites.
European Territorial Cooperation - Re-open land route through former Yugoslavia
Border crossing procedures and
to reduce transport costs for goods brought
agreements to facilitate freight flows
to and exported from Greece.
on corridor X should be
- Integrated development in border regions
reviewed and border closures
means accessibility combined with
abandoned.
preservation of natural landscapes
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8. Promoting employment and supporting labour mobility
Investment priority

8. Promoting employment and supporting
labour mobility

Issue:
high unemployment (20% generally and above 50% amongst the youth)
Forms of bad labour practices and extreme exploitation in black economy sector, but
also elsewhere with only civil services jobs protected in the past against
discrimination and illegal practices.
Withholding payments and arbitrary payments meant living and working with
uncertainty, so that 'morality of payment' is a key issue.
Established society exploiting especially in the cultural sector those dedicated with
high proficiency to work for free and never receiving after work was completed
recognition for work having been done, as families with name and other connections
would appropriate everything under their name.
Missing are key concepts of a cultural economy to link productivity with creativity at
the level of human self consciousness.
National
Operational - Competitiveness is being attained by lowering
Programmes
wages to cut labour costs, but this means
less motivation and a reorientation in terms
Actions in 2012:
of reward for work done. If culture gives
More effective use of the available
recognition to work done, what does this
European Social Fund resources to
mean for payment scheme? (see
put in place a fully-functioning
archaeologists, but also low payment for
framework to support the social
many people, including highly-qualified
economy and social enterprises as
persons while overpaid people in privileged
well as the key drivers for a job-rich
positions reinforce fictitious hierarchies).
recovery and to address the multi- - Promote ability to work together on common
faceted
integration
needs
of
solutions by identifying tasks ahead based
vulnerable groups.
on an ethical vision of social justice and
equal chances of employment e.g.
„The Commission is working actively
collaborative learning processes.
with the Greek authorities on ways of - In cultural sector undo damage to much being
tackling the extremely high levels of
done unpaid (dancers at National Dance
youth unemployment. This includes
School but not recognized as unemployed –
taking a fresh look at the use of EU
the holes in social security, pension and
structural funds in Greece and at
insurance against accidents).
how to help the Greek authorities to
reallocate them to
Start-up Greece – Entrepreneurship –
projects that will make the biggest
promotion through the priority project
difference to growth and jobs in the
'Alternative Tourism' (specific culture of
shortest time.“
commercial interest) – overcome the problem
of closed shops e.g. tourist guides –
alternative ways of improving tourist services
– qualification chances (cooking – intercultural
learning since in kitchens diverse people end
up working together – interestingly enough
those with lesser language skills end up doing
manual or semi manual work) – on job training
for youth – employers tend to hire only those
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with less or no education as others could
demand higher pay – counter-productive
impact of austerity measures.
Regional Programmes

European Territorial Cooperation

Use creative and cultural industries for work to
be done
in cultural sector – reliability of deliveries and
overall excellence of work in need to be done
to strengthen regional competence (strategy
of specialization)
Investment in labour pools to do joint work e.g.
creating
cultural landscape – revival of traditional jobs
next to modern jobs – various kinds of cultural
tourism to discover cultural specificity of
region
- Investments needed in strengthening border
areas

9. Promoting social inclusion and combating poverty
Investment priority

9.
Promoting
social
combating poverty

inclusion

and

Issue:
General poverty and social exclusion on increase due to austerity measures – need
to strengthen social security (health, pension, education, cultural participation) –
there is as well a 'poverty of experience' which stands in contradiction to the EU 2020
vision with emphasis upon an 'economy of experience'.
Modern life and work forms based on technology bring about a sense of deprivation
with consequences like cognitive disabilities and in general a lack of common-sense
orientation. This is reflected in what is not culture so much as a mixture of sports,
entertainment and image-manipulation by the media.
To deal with poverty and social inclusion, a sense of social justice must be restored
and measures taken which counter the growing imbalances between rich and poor
people.
Costs for moving about are too high and this hinders the mobility of those with
deprived incomes although key for getting jobs.
National
Operational - Create and support social agencies and
Programmes
community structures to uphold social
networks.
- Design and implement cultural interventions in
deprived areas.
Indicators: people at risk to fall
- Overcome sharp division between EU experts
below poverty line - literacy level –
and ordinary citizens by providing clear
distance to recognizable and full
information and motivation for work with
qualification in terms of job market
European dimension.
– adaptation skills and cultural
- Enhance levels of participation by gaining in
competence
social competence (conflict resolution,
cultural well-being, sharing of values).
Regional Programmes

Social commitment to overcome class
division in terms of land use and accessibility
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European Territorial Cooperation

to various resources – creative hubs and
training centres – overcoming social isolation
in remote areas – community centres with
mixture of functions to integrate different tasks
(library, research, social functions etc. Kamilari: light house beacon) – review of
Development Agencies and Private
Consultancies in relationship to Municipal,
Regional and National Agencies to bring about
better coordination.
- Inclusion of disabled in daily life – cultural
infrastructures and accessibilities (human
resources, employment, technical
development, perception of intangible
cultural assets) – bring about a greater
international dimension and openness for
cross-border cooperation

10. Investing in education, skills and lifelong learning
Investment priority

10. Investing in education, skills and
lifelong learning
Issue: Education and life long learning
An attempt was made to reform the educational sector in 2011, but bad reputation of
public system prompts existence of 'shadow education' system, i.e. Frontistirio schools
with high cost for parents and hard test for children. Need to upgrade initial vocational
training and vocational educational systems but link of education to job market can
prove difficult in times when businesses are closing down. Strengthening human
capital in order to promote research and innovation, but need knowledge base
independent from political influence. Lifelong Learning as system not really established
in Greece. Need more open universities and adult-specific training programmes. Some
teachers have started bottom-up initiatives to create synergies between different
courses and bring the arts into the school. Right now the only programme in that
direction is the Melina Mercouri one giving teachers extra qualification chances but not
official part of training for teaching at school.
National
Operational - Dialectic of secularisation is needed to free
Programmes
education from religion, education right
now under the control of the Ministry of
Education and Religious Affairs.
Improve link between business - Improve investment in public schools by
and education
offering better training for teachers – arts,
Vocational courses
digital literarcy, cultural competences (art
Adults’ entry into education at
history: ancient but also contemporary
higher level – further qualification
arts)
for professionals
- Alter Pan-Hellenic national examination
system which requires that students attend
Two key problems need to be
‘frontistiro’ schools for extra lessons
overcome:
costing parents a huge amount of money
1)
shadow education sector
- Influence of foreign schools in the
means parents spend over 5 bln
educational sector puts Greece into semiEuros on extra education despite
colonial context e.g. American school
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their children attending public
94
schools
2)
lack of art and cultural
subjects in schools despite
artistic side part of personality
development

recruitment of future elite (friendly attitude /
consumption of goods made in these
countries).
- Support bottom-up efforts to create
synergies in approach to teaching various
subjects together e.g. language, poetry
and painting.
- Altogether a too general orientation towards
business and little about policy research
(educational agreement with other
Member States – Euridyce and consensus
methods after Bologna – is the university
reform process really working?)

Regional Programmes
European Territorial Cooperation

Extend programme of Lifelong learning
- Cross-cultural learning programmes and
how to integrate this into normal
curriculum.

11. Enhancing institutional capacity and ensuring an efficient public administration
Investment priority

11. Enhancing institutional capacity and
ensuring
an
efficient
public
administration

Issue: Public administration
A key problem of the administration is that it lacks political independence and
therefore continuity in administrative practice. Too many selection procedures are
not according to qualifications but depend upon political connections. With 1
million civil servants for 10 million people, it means also an over extension of
services without any accountable productivity.
Yet the austerity measures have also meant the loss of experienced
administrators (see ‘Appeal of Archaeologists’) and an unnecessary slimming of
administrative branches where more workers would be needed. Also the interplay
between outside experts not knowledgeable in legislative procedures and civil
servants with vast knowledge suffers because the latter stay deeply hidden inside
the administration.
Also public services are not perceived independently from 'politics' and thus it is
not understanding that after passing a law, it has to be translated into an
administrative law before policy measures can be followed up and implemented.
Signs of corruption have been noted everywhere but are often not identified as
such e.g. public procurement allowing that the original cost estimate can be
exceeded by 50% provided that the civil servant in charge signs, was made into
law and followed-up by the civil service receiving monthly extra payments to
ensure the signature. This meant both construction company and state
administration opted for public works costing more than normal, and thereby
burdening both state and society.
There is too much favouritism and arbitrariness involved in administrative-based
decision-making processes.
National
Operational - For the Structural Funds bring Ministry of
94

This figure holds for 2008 according to the General Confederation of Greek Labour, as reported
by Kathimerini, Athens, 31.5.2012
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Programmes
„A
strong
inter-governmental
Ministerial coordination capacity is
needed to implement complex
reform processes.” - EU Commission
Communication, 'Growth for Greece'
Indicators:
Governance based on trust
Citizen participation
Transparency of decisions
Legal system
Responsiveness to needs
Reliability of services

-

-

-

-

-

-

Regional Programmes
ESF-funded
"Administrative
Reform" programme should be
implemented at regional-local

Culture back into negotiations (right now
only represented by the Tourism section of
the Ministry).
Re-introduce Operational Programme for
culture as was the case in the 2000 – 2006
funding period.
Improve horizontal coordination of all
managing authorities and ensure
managing authorities link up with thematic
services in all the Ministries.
To resolve issue of Ministry of Culture
versus various OP with different voices
deliberating, for future implementation
purposes create independent Cultural
Council for horizontal and vertical
coordination of Structural Funds for all
cultural actions.
Important is to secure and valorize outcomes
and to make cultural impact assessment of
all actions related to Structural Funds (in
addition to environmental impact
assessment requirements and in linkage
to planning / land use policy).
Ensure that cultural institutions e.g.
museums include experts of other cultures
to collect and interpret contributions to
community life by all (anti-discriminatory
statute needed and adherence to Europe
as 'intercultural space').
Promote international institutions in Athens
and elsewhere to open up Greek culture to
international standards e.g. re-start and
upgrade Documentation Centre of
European Capitals of Culture (started in
Athens 2007 but closed in 2009 due to
financial shortages) while ensuring
independence from political influence.
Overcome limits of sole national cultural
orientation e.g. the Municipal Radio
Station in Athens used to broadcast in 26
languages but now operates only as
Internet Radio.
Alter institutional context of culture in Greece
by introducing tax law to free funds for the
arts and culture (tax exemption)
Follow-up Joint Overall Statistical Greek
Action Plan (JOSGAP) (Actions in 2012 - cf.
§5 of the MoU) by upgrading cultural statistics
through EKEVI working jointly with Eurostat.

Learn to decentralize power in terms of the
recent
regional reforms (Law 3852/2010) with first
elections on
th
th
7 and 4 of Nov. 2010 and link up with
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level

European Territorial Cooperation

agendas of local
communities – creation of communication
platforms to ensure citizens being informed
and can participate
Need to relate city and region in terms of
cultural governance.
Evaluate local self-government and reform
of Cohesion Fund since 2009 in terms of
•
spatial plan (land use)
•
human resources
•
revenues and expenditures (tax
base)
- Cross-border cooperation supported by
viable cultural networks and exchange of
information (confidence-building
measures) and capitalize on cultural
services.
Territorial governance and inter-governmental
administrative practices require a common
cultural base for shaping attitudes and policies
towards outstanding issues.
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